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1. Introduction
Green concrete is defined as concrete that uses waste material as at least one of its components,
or has a production process that does not lead to environmental destruction, or has a high performance
and life cycle sustainability. At present, natural resources are running out. Using industrial and
construction waste as raw materials for the production of cement and concrete can be regarded as
a valuable resource for civil infrastructure construction. Green concrete will not only contribute to
a circular economy but can also help to reduce the amount of embodied energy and CO2 emissions
associated with cement manufacturing, aggregate quarrying and to mitigate the environmental threats
associated with industrial waste materials. This Special Issue aims to cover recent advances in the
development of green concrete solutions and deliberate on what can best be done to leverage the
opportunities. The papers published in this special issue cover theoretical, experimental, applied and
modelling studies that research on the materials, products and the structures related to sustainable
cement-based composites. The papers are categorized into several representative themes and the main
contents of each paper are briefly summarized.
2. Credible Long-Term Performance and Durability
Impact of Temperature Changes and Freeze—Thaw Cycles on the Behaviour of Asphalt Concrete
Submerged in Water with Sodium Chloride [1]
This paper studies the mechanical behaviour of an asphalt concrete when it is subjected to
temperature changes and freeze–thaw cycles. The results show that, although the temperature changes
have a negative effect on the mechanical properties, salt water protects the aggregate-binder adhesive,
maintains the mechanical strength, increases the number of load cycles for any strain range and reduces
the time that the mixture is in contact with frozen water.
MSWI Bottom Ash Application to Resist Sulfate Attack on Concrete [2]
This research provides a strategy for partially replacing cement with municipal solid waste
incineration (MSWI) bottom ash (BA) to improve the performance of concrete against sulphate attack.
The results show that the replacement of cement with BA can improve the durability of concrete and
actualize the utilization of MSWI residues as a resource.
Thermal and Mechanical Properties of Cement Mortar Composite Containing Recycled Expanded
Glass Aggregate and Nano Titanium Dioxide [3]
This paper aims to investigate the effects of recycled expanded glass aggregates (EGA) on fresh and
hardened properties and the thermal insulating performance of cement mortar. The results demonstrate
that EGA-mortar can be integrated into the building envelop or non-load-bearing-elements, such as wall
partition as a thermal resistance, to reduce the long-term energy consumption in residential buildings.
Appl. Sci. 2020, 10, 2572; doi:10.3390/app10072572 www.mdpi.com/journal/applsci1
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3. Proven Structural Reliability
Experimental Study on the Seismic Performance of Recycled Concrete Hollow Block Masonry
Walls [4]
This paper aims to manufacture a new recycled concrete hollow block (RCHB) which can be used
for masonry structure with seismic requirements. The influences of the aspect ratio, vertical axial
stress and the different materials used for structural columns on the seismic performance of RCHB
masonry walls were studied. The research confirms that RCHB masonry walls could meet the seismic
requirements through thoughtful design.
Experimental Study on Seismic Behavior of Steel Frames with Infilled Recycled Aggregate Concrete
Shear Walls [5]
Experiments were performed on four specimens of steel frames with infilled recycled aggregate
concrete shear walls (SFIRACSWs), one specimen of infilled ordinary concrete wall as well as
one pure-steel frame and were conducted under horizontal low cyclic loading. The main seismic
performance indexes of SFIRACSWs are evaluated comprehensively, providing a theoretical basis for
popularizing and applying SFIRACSWs in practical engineering.
4. Reliable Numerical and Modelling Studies
An Experimental Strain-Based Study on the Working State of Husk Mortar Wallboards with
Openings [6]
This paper tested full-scale HMES wallboards with different openings and obtained the strains at
points distributed on the wallboard sides. An empirical relationship among the experimental failure
loads of the wallboards was derived based on the failure characteristics of the wallboards, which could
provide a reference to the accurate prediction of the wallboards’ load-bearing capacity.
Numerical Study of Bond Slip between Section Steel and Recycled Aggregate Concrete with Full
Replacement Ratio [7]
In this paper, the bond deterioration mechanism of recycled aggregate concrete (RAC) with a full
replacement ratio was studied through experimental and numerical simulations. The analysis of the
results showed that the developed model is capable of representing the characteristic bond strength
value between section steel and RAC with sufficient accuracy.
Experimental Study on a Prediction Model of the Shrinkage and Creep of Recycled Aggregate
Concrete [8]
In this paper, 180-day shrinkage and creep tests of recycled aggregate concrete with different
water–cement ratios were designed in order to analyse the effect of the substitution rate and
water–cement ratio on the shrinkage and creep properties. Moreover, the shrinkage and creep
models of the recycled aggregate concrete were established.
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Abstract: One of the main applications of salt in civil engineering is its use as a de-icing agent on
roads in cold areas. The purpose of this research is to find out the mechanical behaviour of an asphalt
concrete when it is subjected to temperature changes and freeze–thaw cycles. These temperature
interactions have been carried out for dry specimens, specimens submerged in distilled water and
specimens submerged in salt water (5% of sodium chloride, NaCl). An AC16 Surf D bituminous
mixture was evaluated under three types of temperature interaction: three reference series remained
at a controlled temperature of 20 ◦C, another three series were subjected to five freeze–thaw cycles
and the last three series have been subjected to one year outside in Santander (Spain). The mechanical
behaviour of the mixture was determined by Indirect Tensile Strength Test (ITS), Water Sensitivity
Test (ITSR) and Wheel Tracking Test, Dynamic Modulus Test and Fatigue Tests. The results of the tests
show that, although the temperature changes have a negative effect on the mechanical properties,
salt water protects the aggregate-binder adhesive, maintains the mechanical strength, increases the
number of load cycles for any strain range and reduces the time that the mixture is in contact with
frozen water.
Keywords: salt; NaCl; asphalt concrete; freeze–thaw cycles; winter road
Highlights: Specimens of hot mix asphalt were evaluated under different temperature changes,
including freeze–thaw cycles. Temperature changes have a harmful effect on the behaviour of the
mixture, but the amount of time that the mixture is submerged in contact with salt water is the main
mechanism of damage. Salt water protects the aggregate-binder adhesive, maintains the mechanical
strength, increases the number of load cycles for any strain range and reduces the time that the mixture
is in contact with frozen water.
1. Introduction
Currently, the use of sodium chloride (NaCl) is widespread in a large number of countries, as
a de-icing agent on winter roads. The impact that salt has on the environment has been extensively
studied; the melting salt leads to the mobilization of heavy metals such as lead, cadmium, copper
and zinc [1–4], along with increased chlorides (Cl−) [5,6]. However, salt is still used, due to its low
cost, versatility and physical properties [7,8]. These physical properties make their use propitious
in temperatures up to −21 ◦C, but as García [7] indicated, from −5 ◦C, in order to be more effective,
they can be used in combination with calcium chloride (CaCl2).
Shi et al. [9] noted that the value of negative impacts on the environment and on vehicles must
be taken into account when calculating the costs of de-icing agents, including NaCl. In this trend of
Appl. Sci. 2020, 10, 1241; doi:10.3390/app10041241 www.mdpi.com/journal/applsci5
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reducing costs and negative impacts, Klein-Paste et al. [10] indicated that the amount of NaCl that
is used in practice could be reduced by 40%, to prevent the pavement from being slippery, because
the salt spread on the roads causes a weakening of the ice. Another aspect studied along the line
of reducing the negative impact of NaCl is the creation of tools to decide more efficiently when salt
should be applied to roads [11,12].
There are also studies on the behaviour of bituminous mixtures in contact with the different
de-icing agents. Wang et al. [13] noted that, compared to other anti-icing agents, such as sand and
quartz dust, salt does not produce a polished surface. Hassan et al. [14] indicated that the value of
Indirect Tensile Strength (ITS) for asphalt mixtures exposed to salt after 25 freeze–thaw cycles is similar
to other de-icing agents, such as potassium acetate, sodium formate or urea. However, after 50 cycles,
the ITS result is even better for the mixtures exposed to salt than those submerged in distilled water.
Feng et al. [15] studied the impact of salt on the performance of bituminous mixtures when it
remains submerged under seawater subjected to freeze–thaw cycles. They simulate this fact by adding
salt to bitumen and subjecting various types of mixtures (AM-16, OGFC-19 and AC-16) to freeze–thaw
cycles; their results show a decrease in the Water Sensitivity Test (ITSR), with results being lower in the
case of the AC mixture.
Juli-Gándara et al. [16] investigated how NaCl influences the mechanical properties of three types
of asphalt mixtures: a hot mix asphalt with conventional bitumen; and two porous mixtures, one
manufactured with a conventional binder and another with a modified binder. The effect of the salt is
analysed by three different processes: immersing the specimens in salt water; adding salt as aggregate
into the mixture; and submerging the aggregate in water with a certain concentration of salt, drying it
and then making the mixture with it. The results show that the hot mix asphalt is scarcely affected
when it is submerged in salt water.
The effects of freeze–thaw cycles in the bituminous mixture are widely studied. Goh and You [17]
used an image-processing technique to indicate that the removal of fine and coarse aggregates on the
surface increases when the asphalt mixture undergoes more freeze–thaw cycles. Tarefder et al. [18]
tested an AC mixture to ITS and Fatigue Test after 5, 10, 15 and 20 freeze–thaw cycles, and the results
showed a reduction of 30.7% in the fatigue life and a small amount of reduction of ITSR after five cycles.
Özgan and Serin [19] indicated through the void ratio (Vh), the void ratio filled with asphalt (Vf) and
the void ratio inside mineral aggregate (VMA) parameters; the ultrasonic velocity test; and the Marshall
Stability (MS) that the effect of the freeze–thaw cycles on the asphalt concrete is highly important,
especially for the hot mix asphalt design. Islam and Tarefder [20], who investigated the stiffness
and tensile strength degradation behaviour of asphalt concrete on long-term freeze–thaw samples in
the laboratory, indicated that the flexural stiffness decreases with the number of freeze–thaw cycles,
whereas the ITS does not change significantly with the number of freeze–thaw cycles. Teltayev et al. [21]
investigated, in laboratory conditions, the effect of cyclic freezing and thawing on the characteristics
of the neat bitumen and bitumens modified with different polymers, as well as stone mastic asphalt
concretes. Their results of the SMA-20 Bit 100/130 show a 78% decrease in the value of ITS and a 270%
increase in the Rut Depth (RD) after 50 freeze–thaw cycles.
Until now, no research has covered the results of mechanical behaviour such as mechanical
strength, permanent deformations, dynamic modulus and fatigue life, when an asphalt concrete
mixture is subjected to temperature changes, freeze–thaw cycles and the impact of salt. The purpose of
this research is to fill this gap. The temperature interactions have been carried out for dry specimens,




The aggregate used in this research is an ophite with the following properties (Table 1):
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Table 1. Properties of aggregate.
Aggregate






Ophite 16.0 1.0 9.0
The filler (mineral powder) is limestone, with a specific weight of 2.753 g/cm3.
2.1.2. Binder
A conventional bitumen B 50/70, which is frequently used in Spain, was used. Table 2 shows the
principal properties of the bitumen:
Table 2. Properties of bitumen.
Bitumen




Frass Breaking Point (◦C)
(UNE-EN 12593:2015) [27]
B 50/70 65.0 47.2 −9
2.1.3. Mixture
An AC16 Surf B50/70 D mixture, which is frequently used on surface pavements in Spain, was
studied. The composition is shown in Table 3. The density of the mixture, according to the Marshall
Test (UNE-EN 12697-34:2013) [28], is 2.458 g/cm3.
Table 3. Composition of bituminous mixture.
Passing Rate (%) Bitumen Content
s/m (%)Sieve size (mm) 22 16 8 4 2 0.5 0.25 0.063
AC16 Surf D 100.0 95.0 71.5 51.5 38.5 21.5 15.5 6.0 5.0
The manufacture of the AC16 Surf B 50/70 D is done at the SENOR S.A. asphalt plant.
2.1.4. Salt
The salt used for this work is NaCl. Table 4 indicates the particle size of salt. The specific weight
of the salt used is 2.165 g/cm3.
Table 4. Particle size of salt.
Passing Rate (%)
Sieve Size (mm) 22 16 8 4 2 0.5 0.25 0.063
Salt 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 74.9 39.9 6.6
2.2. Experimental Plan
Nine different series have been evaluated. All the batches of bituminous mixture were
manufactured at the same time. After this, the specimens were subjected to individual analysis
(Table 5):
• Test Series A: remains at a constant temperature of 20 ◦C;
• Test Series B: subjected to five freeze–thaw cycles;
• Test Series C, subjected to one year outside storage;
whereby
• (A0) is dry specimens,
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• (A1) is submerged in distilled water,
• (A2) is submerged in salt water,
in each case.
Table 5. Series description.
Water Interaction
Dry Submerged in Distilled Water Submerged in Salt Water
Temperature
interaction
Constant temperature at 20 ◦C A0 A1 A2
Five freeze–thaw cycles B0 B1 B2
One year outside storage C0 C1 C2
The amount of salt by water weight in A2, B2 and C2 series is five percent (5.0%). For submerged
series, the temperature and time that the specimens are submerged change according to the
test requirements.
2.2.1. Temperature Interaction
Three different temperature interactions were analysed. The A-Series are for reference;
the temperature remains constant at 20 ◦C.
Freeze–Thaw Cycles
The B-Series were subjected to five freeze–thaw cycles between 38 and −33 ◦C. These temperatures
have been chosen because 38 ◦C is approximately ten degrees higher than the summer air temperature
average in Santander (Spain), and −33 ◦C is ten degrees lower than the freezing point of water with
5.0% salt content.
The temperature was measured by introducing a thermo-sensor inside the specimens at the time
of manufacturing the mixture (Figure 1). With these thermo-sensors, it is possible to determine the
internal temperature of the specimens (logging interval one minute). Knowing this, the time of each
freeze–thaw cycle is established so that both phases, hot and cold, have enough time to reach the
defined temperatures. Each freeze–thaw cycle requires 48 h to be completed, 24 h for the hot time
period and 24 h for the cold time period (Figure 2).
  
Figure 1. Thermo-sensor inside the specimens.
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Figure 2. Freeze–thaw cycle.
The time that each submerged series remained in frozen water was defined by the steps of
solid–liquid and liquid–solid changes. In the case of the B1 series, the time submerged in frozen water
is 22 h, and in the B2 series, it is approximately 15 h.
Outside Storage
The outside storage series, the C-Series, remained outside in Santander (Spain) for one year, from 20
December 2016 to 20 December 2017, and was protected from precipitation. The maximum and minimum
daily temperatures during this period were collected by the Spanish Meteorological Agency AEMET
(Figure 3).
 
Figure 3. Maximum and minimum temperature per day in Santander for the year 2017.
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2.3. Tests Programme
2.3.1. Indirect Tensile Strength (ITS) and Water Sensitivity Test (ITSR)
These tests have been done to determine the mechanical strength and how the aggregate-binder
adhesive is influenced by the action of water. As established by Spanish Standard PG-3 [29], the test
procedure was the “Method A” of the UNE-EN 12697-12: 2009 standard [30], with a compaction of the
specimens by impact (UNE-EN 12697-30: 2013) [31], with 50 blows per side. Four dry specimens and
another four wet specimens for each series were evaluated.
The dimensions of the specimens are 63.5 mm in height and 101.6 mm in diameter. This test is
done for all specimens.
2.3.2. Wheel Tracking Test
This test has been carried out to determine the susceptibility of the specimen to deformation
when a moving vertical load is applied. The test is done in accordance with the standard UNE-EN
12697-22: 2008 + A1 “Procedure B in air” [32], compacted by roller compactor (UNE-EN 12697-33: 2006
+ A1) [33]. The limits established by PG-3 depending on the heavy traffic categories are 0.07 and 0.10
mm/103 cycles of Wheel Track Slope (WTS).
The specimens are 410 mm long by 260 mm wide by 50 mm high. The Wheel Tracking Test is only
done for the A-Series and C-Series. For these series, two specimens of each one were tested.
2.3.3. Dynamic Modulus Test
Since bituminous mixtures are a viscous material, this test was done to provide insight into the
viscosity properties of the mixtures. The test was carried out as established by the standard UNE-EN
12697-26: 2012 “Annex B” four-point bending test [34]. Six specimens have been evaluated for each
series, except for the C-Series, where eight specimens have been tested due to the long period that
these specimens have been outdoors.
The specimens are 410 mm long by 60 mm wide by 60 mm high. The Dynamic Modulus Test was
done for all specimens.
2.3.4. Fatigue Test
This test provides an estimate of durability of the bituminous mixture by load–unload cycles. The
test procedure has been the UNE-EN 12697-24: 2013 “Annex D” four-point bending test [35]. The same
number of specimens, as in the case of the Dynamic Modulus Test, was evaluated.
The dimensions of the specimens are the same as the ones of the Dynamic Modulus Test. The
Fatigue Test is done for all specimens.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Indirect Tensile Strength (ITS) and Water Sensitivity Test (ITSR)
Table 6 shows the results of Indirect Tensile Strength and Water Sensitivity Test for all the series.
The same as Hassan et al. [14] indicated, the values of ITS are similar or even better for mixtures
exposed to salt than those submerged in distilled water.
The results obtained in the A-Series for ITS and ITSR are the regular ones for a hot mix asphalt.
There are no noticeable differences between the series submerged in distilled water (A1) and the series
submerged in salt water (A2). This result was expected due to the fact that the A-Series was not
submitted to temperature changes.
In the series subjected to five freeze–thaw cycles (B-Series), although the result of ITS for dry
specimens (B0) shows no significant difference when compared to the dry reference specimens (A0),
that difference exists for the wet series. This variation is lower between specimens submerged in salt
water (B2 and A2) and greater between specimens submerged in distilled water (B1 and A1). These
10
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results show that the greatest damage to the hot mix asphalt is not the temperature changes but the
amount of time that the mixture is submerged in frozen water. The B2 series obtained a value of ITRS,
which is close to the limit established by PG-3 (Spanish Regulation) for surface layers (85%).
Table 6. Indirect tensile strength and water sensitivity.
Series
AC16 Surf B 50/70 D
Maximum Load (kN) ITSR (%)
Constant temperature at 20 ◦C
A0 2340 − −
A1 − 2075 89
A2 − 2053 88
Five Freeze–Thaw Cycles
B0 2385 − −
B1 − 1540 63
B2 − 1975 83
One year outside storage
C0 2189 − −
C1 − 1418 65
C2 − 1690 77
For the series subjected to a year outdoors (C-Series), the results of ITS for dry and submerged
specimens are lower than the ones of the reference series (A-Series). However, in the case of submerged
specimens (C1 and C2), especially for the series submerged in distilled water, the values of the ITS test
are lower than in dry specimens (C0). This result is due to the fact that remaining submerged for a year
is a more damaging process for the mixture than remaining dry for the same period.
3.2. Wheel Tracking Test
The values for the Wheel Track Slope and the Ruth Depth at 10,000 cycles (RD) for all the series
are shown in Tables 7 and 8. The results obtained from these tests comply with the Spanish regulations
for most climate zones and traffic.
Table 7. Wheel track slope.
Series
AC16 Surf B 50/70 D
WTS (mm/103 Cycles)








Although the results for all series are similar, the series that have remained a year outdoors have
obtained WTS and RD values lower than the reference series, except for the series whose specimens
were submerged in salt water (C2). These low values (C0 and C1) can be due to the fact that, after one
year in outside storage, the binder has become stiffer.
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Table 8. Rut depth.
Series
AC16 Surf B 50/70 D
RD (mm)








3.3. Dynamic Modulus Test
As Table 9A,B indicate, the phase angles have no significant variation between the different series.
Only in the case of those series which have been subjected to freeze–thaw cycles, the variation is
slightly greater. This fact may be due to the larger temperature differences between the B-Series and
the other series.
Table 9. Dynamic modulus test.
(A)
Series
AC16 Surf B 50/70 D
Frequency
(Hz)




























A0 2.4 32.8 2.9 30.5 3.7 27.0 4.4 24.9 5.2 22.6
A1 2.2 33.8 2.7 31.2 3.5 27.5 4.1 25.1 4.9 23.2




B0 2.2 35.9 2.7 33.2 3.5 30.0 4.3 27.4 5.1 25.2
B1 1.7 34.8 2.2 32.1 2.9 28.9 3.5 26.8 4.1 24.6
B2 2.0 33.0 2.5 30.5 3.3 27.1 4.0 25.0 4.7 23.0
One year
outside storage
C0 2.4 31.3 2.9 28.9 3.7 26.0 4.4 23.9 5.2 21.9
C1 2.2 33.1 2.6 30.6 3.4 27.5 4.1 25.4 4.8 23.3
C2 2.2 34.0 2.8 31.2 3.6 28.0 4.3 25.8 5.1 23.6
(B)
Series
AC16 Surf B 50/70 D
Frequency
(Hz)





























A0 6.2 20.3 6.9 19.0 7.1 18.5 8.1 17.0 8.9 16.5
A1 6.0 20.7 6.6 19.2 6.9 18.6 7.9 17.6 8.7 16.6




B0 6.3 22.4 7.0 21.1 7.3 20.5 8.5 18.8 9.2 17.8
B1 5.1 21.9 5.7 20.6 5.9 19.9 6.9 18.6 7.5 17.7
B2 5.8 20.3 6.4 19.2 6.6 18.6 7.8 17.7 8.5 16.6
One year
outside storage
C0 6.4 19.6 6.9 18.4 7.2 17.6 8.5 16.8 9.2 15.9
C1 5.9 20.8 6.5 19.5 6.9 19.1 7.9 18.6 8.4 16.2
C2 6.2 21.1 6.9 19.7 7.2 19.1 8.3 17.9 8.9 16.8
In the A-Series, very similar values were obtained for all the specimens. However, there exists a
trend in which the dry series has higher modulus values and lower phase angles, due to the fact that it
is more elastic than the two others.
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However, for the series subjected to freeze–thaw cycles, a clear tendency appears; the dry
specimens (B0) have greater modulus and phase angles for all of the test frequencies. In the case of the
submerged series, B2 is more elastic than B1.
As in the case of the B-Series, for the C-Series, C0 has greater values of modulus, followed by C2
and finally by C1. However, in the case of the phase angles, the trend is different; the greatest angle is
C2 and the lowest is C0. For the C-Series, the values of the modulus are greater, and the values of
phase angles are lower compared with the A-Series and B-Series, and this indicates that the specimens
have suffered a stiffening process.
In general, for all of the series and frequencies tested, the modulus values are greater for the
dry series. This was expected due to the fact that submerging specimens in water is more harmful
for the mixture than keeping them dry during any temperature interaction. Likewise, for all of the
temperature interactions, there exists a trend which indicates that the series that are submerged in
salt water have greater values of modulus than their corresponding pair submerged in distilled water,
even more for the series subjected to freeze–thaw cycles. This trend supports the idea that the largest
damage to the mixture that is submerged in water is the amount of time that it remains in frozen water,
and the specimens that are submerged in salt water remain in frozen water for a shorter period of time.
3.4. Fatigue Test
The fatigue lines (Strain—Number of Load Cycles) obtained for all of the series are very similar,
reaching notably high R2 values; although, in the case of the C-Series, it is slightly lower. This may be
due to the fact that the temperature interaction process is longer than in the A-Series and B-Series.
In the A-Series, for low values of strain, the submerged series, especially A1, obtain more load
cycles than the dry specimens (Figure 4).
 
Figure 4. Fatigue test: specimens at constant temperature of 20 ◦C.
In the case of the series subjected to five freeze–thaw cycles (B-Series), the one that is submerged
in salt water (B2) obtains more load cycles for any strain range than the other two series (Figure 5).
This fact may be due to two main reasons. The first is that salt water offers a cushion effect on the
temperature variations due to its thermal conductivity, which is smaller than that of distilled water [36].
The second is that the specimens of this series are in contact with frozen water for less time, which,
as corroborated by the rest of the tests, is one of the most harmful effects for the mixture.
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Figure 5. Fatigue test: specimens subjected to five freeze–thaw cycles.
The series that have been subjected to a year outdoors (C) obtain similar values for all specimens,
being for C1 the number of load cycles slightly lower for high strain values (Figure 6).
 
Figure 6. Fatigue test: specimens subjected to one of year outside storage.
4. Conclusions
Salt water reduces the time that the mixture is in contact with frozen water, which, as corroborated
by the results, is one of the most harmful effects for the mixture.
When the bituminous mixture is subjected to freeze–thaw cycles, salt water has a protective effect on
the specimens that remain submerged in it. The salt in the water protects the aggregate-binder adhesive,
maintains the mechanical strength and increases the number of load cycles for any strain range.
The results of the Wheel Track Slope and the Rut Deep for reference mixtures and those that
remained outdoors for one year are suitable for most climates zones and traffic.
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The results of the Fatigue Test and Dynamic Modulus Test have no significant variation between
the different series analysed.
The results show that, although the temperature has an injurious effect on the mechanical
properties, the specimens submerged in salt water obtain better results than their analogs that are
submerged in distilled water.
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Abstract: This research provides a strategy for partially replacing cement with municipal solid waste
incineration (MSWI) bottom ash (BA) to improve the performance of concrete against sulphate attack.
Mortar strength tests were performed firstly to evaluate the hydration activity of the ground BA.
Concrete specimens were cured in standard conditions and immersed in a solution that contained
10% sodium sulfate. Then, the compressive strength of these specimens was measured to investigate
the mechanical properties and durability of the concrete. Next, the capillary porosity of the concrete
was determined from the volume fractions of water lost in specimens. Finally, the transport of the
sulphate solution in concrete was analyzed using capillary rise, crystallization rate, and solution
absorption tests. The results indicated that BA had a certain hydration activity. The equivalent
replacement of cement by BA decreased the compressive strength of the specimens but increased the
durability of the concrete. There was an excellent correlation between capillary rise height, sulfate
solution absorption amount, crystallization rate, and coarse capillary porosity. The addition of BA
can decrease the coarse capillary porosity and further slow the capillary transport and crystallization
of sulfate solution in concrete. Overall, the replacement of cement with BA can improve the durability
of concrete and actualize the utilization of MSWI residues as a resource.
Keywords: MSWI bottom ash; concrete; sulfate attack; capillary transport; crystallization
1. Introduction
The quantity of municipal solid waste continues to increase; it exceeded 2.1 billion tons as of
2017 in China, but it is still growing at a rate of 5% to 8% a year [1]. At present, incineration is the
most effective way to realize the reduction and reutilization of municipal solid waste and render it
harmless [2–4]. Incineration decreases waste quality by 70% and volume by up to 90% [5]. Thus, the
purpose of waste reduction has been initially achieved. In addition, it generates energy from thermal
combustion [6]. Waste incineration produces a large amount of bottom ash and fly ash. Bottom ash
(BA) refers to the residue discharged from the end of the hearth, which is the main component of ash
residue and is close to 80% of the total weight of bottom ash and fly ash. Therefore, further harmless
treatment of municipal solid waste incineration (MSWI) bottom ash and its utilization as a resource are
still urgent problems to be solved.
Cement concrete is the best-known type of construction material. Due to its good construction
performance, economy, and durability, cement concrete has widely been used in structures such as
buildings, bridges, and tunnels [7]. However, it has been found that concrete does not last as long as
expected. Many destructive factors, such as sulphate attack, chloride ion penetration, carbonation,
and more, can decrease the durability of concrete [8–10]. The reasons for damage to the durability
of concrete due to sulfate attack are divided into two major categories, namely, physical attack and
chemical corrosion [11]. Chemical corrosion is mainly caused by chemical reaction between the salt
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solution and the hydration products of the cement [12]. Physical attack refers to the destruction of
concrete by the crystallization of the salt solution [13]. This destruction comes from volume expansion
after the salt crystallization. The resistance of concrete to sulfate attack is mainly affected by the content
of tricalcium aluminate, the amount of cement, and its compactness. The addition of industrial mineral
admixtures can effectively improve the performance of concrete against sulphate attack [14–16]. After
cement is partly replaced by coal ash, silica fume, and slag, and the amount of cement in the concrete is
reduced accordingly, the content of calcium aluminate is relatively reduced. Furthermore, compared
with cement, such industrial mineral admixtures have lower fineness and particle size; therefore,
concrete admixed with these admixtures has greater compactness. Theoretically, concrete mixed with
a mineral admixture has better resistance to sulfate attack.
In this study, a strategy was proposed to improve the sulfate resistance of concrete by mixing it
with MSWI bottom ash. This proposal was also based on the chemical constitution of MSWI bottom
ash, which is typically rich in silica and calcium oxide with minimum amounts of heavy metals, as it is
classified as nonhazardous waste by the China Hazardous Waste List. Consequently, it is available to
be reused as a secondary building material [17–19]. Many studies have strongly stated that MSWI
bottom ash has some hydration activity and can be used to manufacture mortar [20,21]. However,
the use of MSWI bottom ash to resist sulfate attack on concrete has been rarely reported, and the
transportation and crystallization processes of salt solution in concrete remain unknown. Herein,
detailed research was conducted by means of strength analysis, porosity measurements, and capillary
rise and crystallization tests. Various water/cement ratios (W/C) and feedings (cement/BA) were found
to have great impacts on the mechanical properties and salt solution transportation.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials
2.1.1. MSWI Bottom Ash
The MSWI bottom ash used in this research was sampled from a waste incineration power plant
in Huai’an, China. The impurities and heavy metal ions in the samples were removed by washing
treatment and magnetic separation. Ball-milling was conducted on an XQM-8 variable-frequency
planetary ball mill to reduce the particle size to a maximum of 180 μm. Figure 1 shows the original and
ground MSWI bottom ash. The particle size distribution of the BA was determined using a Bettersize
2000 laser particle analyzer, and the result is presented in Figure 2. Meanwhile a larger specific surface
area of 6631 cm2/g was obtained.
  
Figure 1. Municipal solid waste incineration (MSWI) bottom ash before (a) and after (b) ball milling.
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Figure 2. Particle size distribution for bottom ash (BA).
X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy (XRF) was performed using a Philips PW2400 instrument to
determine the chemical composition of the MSWI bottom ash. The major, minor, and trace elements in
the BA are presented in Table 1. Si, Al, Fe, and Ca together accounted for 68.59% of the total elements.
Thus, the BA had a similar chemical composition to Portland cement. It belongs to a typical chemical
system of CaO–SiO2–Al2O3–Fe2O3 and should have hydration activity.












Ordinary Portland cement with a grade of 42.5 was used in this study. The physical and mechanical
properties of the cement measured in accordance with the Chinese standards are presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Material properties of cement.
Property Requirements Test Result Test Method
Soundness Qualified GB 175-2007 [22] Qualified T0505-2005 (JTG E30-2005) [23]
Initial setting time (min) ≮45 97 T0505-2005 (JTG E30-2005) [23]
Final setting time (min) ≯390 180
Compressive strength (MPa) 3d ≮ 17 28.6 T0506-2005 (JTG E30-2005) [23]
28d ≮ 42.5 57.6
Flexural strength (MPa) 3d ≮ 3.5 4.5
28d ≮ 6.5 9.0
Specific area (cm2/g) 3000 3550 T 050-2005 (JTG E30-2005) [23]
2.1.3. Natural Sand and Crushed Stone
The natural sand and crushed stone used in this research were sampled from a construction
site in Huai’an, China. Sieve testing was performed in accordance with JCJ 52-2006 [24]. The grain
size distribution curves of the natural sand and crushed stone are presented in Figures 3 and 4,
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respectively. The flat–elongated particle content, crushing value, clay content, and other parameters
were determined in accordance with Chinese standards, and the test results are presented in Table 3.
The water used for manufacturing the mortar and concrete in this research was local tap water.
 
Figure 3. Grain size distribution curve of natural sand.
 
Figure 4. Grain size distribution curve of crushed stone.
Table 3. Material properties of natural sand and crushed stone.
Property
Natural Sand Crushed Stone
Standard
Requirements Test Result Requirements Test Result
Fineness modulus NA 2.57 — — JCJ 52-2006 [24]
Flat–elongated particles (wt %) — — ≯15 13.5
Clay content (wt %) ≯3.0 2.5 ≯1.0 0.8
Clay lump content (wt %) ≯1.0 0.8 ≯0.5 0.3
Crushing value (wt %) — — ≯16 12.8
Ruggedness (wt %) ≯8 6 ≯8 5
Apparent density (g/cm3) NA 2.586 NA 2.714
2.1.4. Mix Proportion Design
The mix proportion of mortar, determined according to GB/T 17671-199 [25], is shown in Table 4.
The mix ratio of materials in mortar should be one cement, three standard sand, and one-half water
by weight. Here, standard sand refers to natural quartz sea sand with SiO2 content greater than 96%.
After washing and sieving, it was processed into standard sand that meets the ISO requirements.
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Concrete with a strength grade of C30 was prepared in the laboratory. The mixture ratio design
of the concrete was carried out in accordance with JGJ 55-2000 [26]. Firstly, the mixed strength of
the concrete was determined according to the strength grade of the designed concrete. Then, the
water–cement ratio (W/C) was calculated based on the mixed strength of the concrete and strength
value of the cement. Next, according to the slump and particle size of the stone, the water consumption
was determined, and the amount of cementing material was calculated. Finally, the sand ratio was
selected, and the amount of sand and crushed stone was calculated according to the maximum particle
size of the stone and fineness modulus of the sand.
The polycarboxylic water-reducing agent mixed into the concrete accounted for 0.8% of the
cementing material by volume. The water reducing rate was up to 29%. The final concrete mix
proportions are shown in Table 4.
Table 4. Mix proportions of materials in the mortar and concrete.
Material Cement Mortar Cement Concrete
Cement (kg/m3) 450 330
Water (kg/m3) 225 130
Natural sand (kg/m3) 1350 614
Crushed stone (kg/m3) — 1248
Water-cement ratio (W/C) 0.5 0.4
2.2. Combination Scheme
Laboratory tests were performed to evaluate the effect of BA content on concrete under sulphate
attack. In addition, strength tests were conducted on the mortar specimens to evaluate the hydration
activity of BA. The combination scheme of cementitious materials for mortar and concrete is presented
in Table 5. In this study, five groups of mortar and concrete samples with BA content from 10% to 30%
were prepared. In addition, a group of samples without BA was prepared. Each group consisted of
three specimens.















concrete 297 33 90:10 C90BA10
382.5 67.5 280.5 49.5 85:15 C85BA15
360 90 264 66 80:20 C80BA20
337.5 112.5 247.5 82.5 75:25 C75BA25
315 135 231 99 70:30 C70BA30
2.3. Experimental Methods
2.3.1. Mechanical Property Measurements
The specimen preparation and strength tests of the mortar were conducted in accordance with
GB/T 17671-199 [25]. The well-stirred mixtures of cement, BA, sand, and water were put into a mold
(40 × 40 × 160 mm) fixed on a vibrating table; after vibrating 120 times, the mixtures together with the
mold were stored in a curing room (maintained at 20 ± 2 ◦C and no less than 95% RH). Then, form
stripping was carried out. After 28 days of curing in standard conditions, the flexural and compressive
strengths of the mortar were determined using a bending and compression tester.
The activity index of BA was determined with reference to GB T1596-2017 [27]. According to
this standard, the compressive strengths of mortar with 30% and without fly ash were tested under
a water-to-binder ratio of 0.5. Here, the activity index is defined as the compressive strength of the
21
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where H is the activity index (%); R is the compressive strength of mortar with BA at 28 days of curing
(MPa); and R0 is the compressive strength of mortar without BA at 28 days of curing (MPa).
The concrete specimens were prepared and cured according to GB/T 50081-2002 [28]. All the
materials were accurately weighed and put into the mixing pan. After stirring, specimens 100 × 100
× 100 mm in size were manufactured by the vibration molding method. Next, all specimens were
left to stand for 24 h at a temperature of 20 ± 5 ◦C. In order to evaluate the strength property of the
concrete, the specimens were cured in a curing room (maintained at 20 ± 2 ◦C and no less than 95% RH).
After 28 days of curing, the compressive strength of the concrete was determined using a WAW-B
Electro-hydraulic universal testing machine.
For durability tests, specimens 100 × 100 × 100 mm in size were divided into two series. The first
one was cured under standard curing conditions. The second one was firstly cured at T = 20 ± 2 ◦C
and RH ≥ 95% for 28 days and then totally immersed in a solution containing 10% sodium sulfate for
60 days; the solutions were renewed monthly. The sulfate damage was evaluated mechanically by
determining the compressive strength loss of the specimens using the following equation:




where R1 is the compressive strength of concrete specimens under standard curing conditions (MPa)
and R2 is the compressive strength of concrete specimens in sulfate solutions (MPa).
2.3.2. Concrete Porosity Measurements
The concrete porosity was determined in accordance with the standard test method [29].
The porosity of concrete can be obtained indirectly from the water loss rate of saturated concrete
specimens under certain conditions. The concrete specimens were prepared and cured for 28 days
in standard conditions. After vacuum saturation, the water on the specimen surface was wiped
off using a dry cloth. The mass of the specimen, measured using an electronic balance, was noted
down. Then the specimen was cured at RH = 90% for 30 days. When water diffusion in the concrete
reached equilibrium states, the mass of the same specimen was measured again. Next, the specimen
was oven-dried to a constant weight at T = 105 ◦C. The specimen was finally weighed after cooling.
The concrete porosity was calculated using the following equations:
P f ine =
(M0 −M1) × ρC
M0 × ρw × 100% (3)
Ptotal =
(M0 −M2) × ρC
M0 × ρw × 100% (4)
Pcoarse = Ptotal − P f ine (5)
where Ptotal is the total porosity of the concrete specimen (%); Pfine is the fine capillary porosity of
the concrete specimen (%); Pcoarse is the coarse capillary porosity of the concrete specimen (%); M0
is the mass of the saturated concrete specimen (kg); M1 is the mass of the concrete specimen cured
at RH = 90% for 30 days (kg); M2 is the mass of the dried concrete specimen; ρc is the density of the
concrete (kg/m3); and ρw is the density of the water (kg/m3).
2.3.3. Capillary Rise and Crystallization Tests
A concrete specimen 150 × 150 × 150 mm in size was prepared and cured by following the
standard method. After 28 days of curing, a cylinder (100 mm in diameter and 150 mm in length)
22
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was drilled from the specimen (Figure 5a). The cylinder part was oven-dried to a constant weight at
T = 60 ◦C. Then, this part was partially immersed in water to measure the rising height of capillary
water in the concrete; the test method is shown in Figure 5c. The hollow part was used to measure
the capillary crystallization rate of sodium sulfate solution in the concrete. A schematic diagram of
the capillary crystallization tests is shown in Figure 5b. The bottom surface was firstly sealed. Then,
a solution containing 5% sodium sulfate was poured into the cavity. The crystallization of sodium
sulfate solution from the side wall and the thickness of concrete wall were observed and recorded
every half hour. The above tests were performed at T = 20 ± 2 ◦C and RH = 60% ± 5%. The capillary
crystallization rate was calculated using the following equation:
Vs = L/T (6)
where Vs is the capillary crystallization rate (cm/s); L is the thickness of the sidewall (cm); and T is the
time of original crystallization on the concrete surface (s).
Figure 5. Schematic diagram of the capillary rise and crystallization tests (a) Concrete specimen without
core sample; (b) 1-1 Profile of Figure 5a; (c) Core sample.
2.3.4. Solution Absorption Measurements
A specimen (100 mm in diameter and 100 mm in length) was prepared and cured for 28 days.
Next, the solution absorption was measured in the laboratory; a schematic diagram is shown in
Figure 6. All the side faces of the concrete specimen were sealed using epoxy resin. The specimen
was oven-dried to a constant weight at T = 60 ◦C for no less than 12 h and was weighed after cooling.
Then, the specimen was placed in a solution containing 5% sodium sulfate, keeping the water surface
5 mm above the bottom surface. The solution temperature was kept constant at 20 ◦C. The water on
the specimen surface was wiped off using a dry cloth, and the weight of the specimen was measured at
regular intervals.
 
Figure 6. Schematic diagram of solution absorption measurements.
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Strength Properties of Mortar and Concrete
The flexural and compressive strengths of the mortar samples with various contents of BA at
28 days of curing are shown in Table 6. Both the compressive and flexural strengths of the mortar
decreased with increasing BA content, which is similar to the results of previous research [30–32].
The compressive strength of mortar showed a large decrease at the addition of BA from 10% to 20%.
There was not a significant decrease in compressive strength at the addition of BA from 20% to 25%.
Beyond 25%, the compressive strength decreased significantly again. Similar to the compressive
strength, with increasing BA, the flexural strength also showed a rapid reduction first and then a gentle
reduction, followed by another significant reduction.
Low hydration activity of BA was obtained, and the activity index was only 43% with the addition
of 30% BA. The hydration activity of BA was apparently smaller in comparison with the records in
the literature [33]. In the literature, a low W/C value of 0.38 was used. However, a similar industrial
mineral admixture, electric arc furnace dust, has high hydration activity with W/C values from 0.35 to
0.7 [34]. Hence, the W/C of 0.5 used in this study is not the main cause of the low hydration activity.
The samples in previous research were prepared by melting the MSWI fly ash at a high temperature and
then water-quenching [33]. In this study, the BA was prepared by artificially removing the impurities.
In addition, the particle size of the BA sample was controlled under 180 μm, making it hard to densify
the microscopic structure of the mortar. In addition, our BA sample had a higher content of SiO2 and
a lower amount of CaO in comparison with the finer samples [35], and CaO may participate in the
cement hydration process.
Table 6. Flexural strength and compressive strength of mortar samples with various contents of BA.
Samples








Without BA 9.0 0.8 57.1 2.9 —
C90BA10 5.2 0.3 34.6 2.6 61
C85BA15 5.0 0.2 32.0 2.7 56
C80BA20 5.0 0.5 27.6 2.2 48
C75BA25 4.8 0.4 26.8 2.5 47
C70BA30 4.5 0.3 24.4 2.1 43
Figure 7 shows the compressive strength values of the concrete samples with different contents of
BA at 28 days of curing. The compressive strength of the concrete decreased gradually with increasing
addition of BA. In addition, the water/cement ratio (W/C) had a significant influence on the compressive
strength: the larger the W/C, the smaller the compressive strength. The concrete samples with the
addition of 10%, 15%, and 20% BA at a W/C of 0.35 met the strength requirement of C30, at 37 MPa,
34 MPa, and 32 MPa, respectively. When the W/C was 0.40, only the concrete samples with the addition
of 10% and 15% BA met the strength requirement, at 35 MPa and 31 MPa, respectively. Unfortunately,
the compressive strengths of all concrete specimens at a W/C of 0.35 were less than 30 MPa. This shows
that the addition of BA could not improve the strength performance of the concrete due to its relatively
low hydration activity.
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Figure 7. Influence of BA content on the compressive strength of concrete.
3.2. Concrete Durability
Figure 8 shows the compressive strength values of concrete specimens cured in standard conditions
and immersed in sulfate solutions, also giving the strength loss. All the concrete specimens were
manufactured with a W/C of 0.4. The compressive strengths of the concrete samples with the addition
of 10%, 20%, and 30% BA decreased from 30.5 MPa, 27.7 MPa, and 26.0 MPa to 25.7 MPa, 25.6 MPa, and
24.9 MPa, respectively. Meanwhile the strength loss decreased from 15.6% to 7.5%, then to 4.2%. Thus,
the more BA is added to the concrete, the smaller the strength loss will be. The BA can thus improve
the performance of concrete against sulphate attack. To some extent, this is due to the very high surface
area of the analyzed BA, which can fill in the pores of the concrete and prevent the sulphate solution
from seeping into concrete. A similar phenomenon was found in cement concrete mixed with fly ash
and other recycled micro powders [36–38].
Figure 8. Strength loss in Na2SO4 solution.
The porosity values of cement concrete samples at different W/C and addition levels of BA
are shown in Figure 9. The total porosity, coarse capillary porosity, and fine capillary porosity all
increased with increasing W/C. The addition of BA was able to efficiently decrease the porosity of
the concrete, especially the coarse capillary porosity. The pore structure and porosity are the key
factors that affect the strength of cement-based materials [39]. They are also the decisive factors in the
resistance of cement-based materials to invasive media [40]. The attack resistance of cement-based
materials is poor when the porosity is large and the pores are interconnected. On the contrary, better
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performance of concrete against attack can be obtained. This explains why the concrete with BA had
better sulfate resistance.
P coarse P fine
Ptotal
P coarse P fine
Ptotal
Figure 9. Influence of (a) W/C and (b) BA content on porosity of cement concrete.
3.3. Intrusion of Concrete by Sodium Sulfate Solution
Figure 10 shows the heights of capillary rise with time at different W/C values and BA contents.
The height of capillary rise increased with increasing W/C. The capillary rise height of the concrete
with BA was obviously lower than that of the concrete without BA.
Pcoarse  Pfine  
Figure 10. Height of capillary rise at (a) coarse and (b) fine capillary porosity.
The correlations of the capillary rise height versus the coarse and fine capillary porosity are shown
in Figure 11. There was a good correlation between the height of capillary rise and the coarse capillary
porosity (pore size of ≥30 nm) of the concrete, with a correlation coefficient of 0.819. However, the
height of the capillary rise had little correlation with the fine capillary porosity (pore size of <30 nm),
with a correlation coefficient of only 0.0669. Thus, the capillary porosity types with various pore sizes
have different effects on capillary rise in concrete. The coarse capillary porosity plays a key role in the
capillary transport of a solution in concrete [41].
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Figure 11. Correlations of capillary rise height vs. (a) coarse and (b) fine porosity.
Figure 12 shows the correlations of the crystallization rate of capillary transmission versus the
coarse and fine porosity. The crystallization rate of capillary transmission increased with increasing
W/C. A shorter time for sodium sulfate solution to reach the surface of concrete results in a larger area
of crystallization on the concrete surface. The crystallization rate of the concrete with BA decreased
significantly. In addition, the crystallization rate decreased with increasing BA content. There was a
good correlation between the crystallization rate of capillary transmission and the coarse capillary
porosity, with a correlation coefficient of 0.959. However, the crystallization rate had little correlation
with the fine capillary porosity, with a correlation coefficient of only 0.0973. That also fully explained







Figure 12. Correlations of crystallization rate vs. (a) coarse and (b) fine porosity.
The influence of the coarse and fine porosity on the mass of sodium sulfate solution absorption and
their correlations are shown in Figure 13. W/C had a significant influence on the mass of sodium sulfate
solution absorption, which was largest at a W/C of 0.45, followed by a W/C of 0.35. After the addition
of BA, the absorption amount of sodium sulfate solution in the concrete decreased significantly, and it
deceased with increasing BA content. There was a good correlation between the absorption amount
of sodium sulfate solution and the coarse capillary porosity, with a correlation coefficient of 0.9793.
However, a poor correlation between the absorption amount of sodium sulfate solution and the fine
capillary porosity was found.
In conclusion, the fine capillary porosity has little influence on the height of capillary rise, sodium
sulfate solution absorption, and crystallization rate of capillary transmission, while the coarse capillary
porosity plays a key role in the intrusion of sodium sulfate solution into concrete. The concrete samples
at various W/C values and BA contents had different porosity properties. Thus, W/C and BA content
have an obvious influence on the transfer and crystallization of salt solution in concrete. The height of
capillary rise, sodium sulfate solution absorption, and crystallization rate decreased with increasing
BA content. All this proves that the addition of BA can improve the performance of concrete against
sulphate attack.
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Figure 13. Correlations of mass of sodium sulfate solution absorption vs. (a) coarse and (b) fine porosity.
4. Conclusions
In this research, the durability of concrete with added BA was evaluated by immersing specimens
in a solution containing 10% sodium sulfate. Then, capillary rise, crystallization rate, and solution
absorption tests were performed to investigate the intrusion of concrete by sodium sulfate solution.
Moreover, the crucial type of porosity was found with the help of porosity measurements. The following
conclusions can be drawn:
(1) BA has some hydration activity due to its chemical constitution. Even if 30% of the cement is
replaced with BA, the compressive and flexural strength values are still greater than 42% and
50%, respectively, of those of the mortar without BA.
(2) The compressive strength of the concrete decreased with increasing BA content; this is due to the
weak pozzolanic reactivity of BA. However, BA can improve the performance of concrete against
sulphate attack because BA has a very high surface area and fills in the pores of concrete.
(3) The coarse capillary porosity plays a key role in the capillary transport and crystallization of
sulfate solution in concrete.
(4) The W/C and BA content have a certain impact on the porosity of concrete and further affect the
capillary height, absorption amount, and crystallization rate of sulfate solution in concrete.
Furthermore, due to BA adjusting the strength and durability of the concrete, the optimum range
of BA in concrete is from 10% to 15%. In this range, BA can not only improve the durability of concrete
but also ensure the strength of concrete to meet design requirements.
The deficiency of this study is that no suitable treatment measures were found to enhance the
hydration activity of BA. The objective of future research studies in this area is to improve the activity
of BA by wet and high-temperature treatment. On this basis, the effect of BA on the strength and
durability of concrete can be studied.
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Abstract: One of the growing concerns in the construction industry is energy consumption and
energy efficiency in residential buildings. Moreover, management of non-degradable solid glass
wastes is becoming a critical issue worldwide. Accordingly, incorporation of recycled expanded
glass aggregates (EGA) as a substitution for natural fine aggregate in cement composites would be a
sustainable solution in terms of energy consumption in the buildings and waste management. This
experimental research aims to investigate the effects of EGA on fresh and hardened properties and
thermal insulating performance of cement mortar. To enhance the mechanical properties and water
resistance of the EGA-mortar, nano titanium dioxide (nTiO2) was used as nanofillers. The results
showed an increase in workability and water absorption of the EGA-mortar. In addition, a significant
decrease in bulk density and compressive strength observed by incorporating EGA into the cement
mortar. The EGA-mortar exhibited a low heat transfer rate and excellent thermal insulation property.
Furthermore, inclusion of nTiO2 increased compressive strength and water resistance of EGA-mortar,
however, their heat transfer rate was increased. The results demonstrated that EGA-mortar can be
integrated into the building envelop or non-load bearing elements such as wall partition as a thermal
resistance to reduce the energy consumption in residential buildings.
Keywords: industrial waste; sustainable concrete; recycled expanded glass
1. Introduction
In the last few decades, demand for energy consumption in the residential building has risen and
there is a high intention for reducing energy consumption in the buildings. The energy efficiency of
the buildings has become increasingly critical with the rising costs of energy as well as increasing
awareness on global warming effects [1,2]. Furthermore, waste management has become a critical issue.
In fact, non-degradable wastes such as glass are unable to break down naturally which is developing
environmental problems [3]. In Australia, about 1.1 Mt of glass waste was generated in the year
of 2016–2017 from that 43% was stockpiled. In New South Wales, companies accepting the landfill
levy to dump their glass waste in landfill or arranging to relocate the waste to other states where the
landfill levy does not apply. Thus, use of waste glass in the large scale is a sustainable solution in
terms of reduction of carbon footprint and saving the costs and energy. The construction industry is a
potential sector for utilization of waste glass. In this regard, use of solid wastes for manufacturing the
building materials with high thermal insulation properties is an effective approach toward sustainable
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development and decreasing the energy consumption in buildings [4–6]. It has been reported that the
incorporation of insolation materials in the building can reduce the indoor temperature fluctuation up
to 4 ◦C that would save 10–30% of energy usage [1,2].
Although many investigations have been carried out on utilizing waste glass in the form of
glass powder [7–11] and glass bead [12–15] in concrete products, it has not found its position in the
construction industry yet. Expanded glass aggregates (EGA), is a new commercial product, which are
manufactured from waste and post-consumer glass. The EGA possess a relatively smooth surface with
numerous encapsulated pores can be used as an insulating material [16]. The porous structure and low
thermal conductivity of EGA can effectively reduce the heat transfer rate. The utilization of EGA in
cementitious materials brings two-fold advantages, first, reducing the landfill cost and environment
and secondly can reduce the energy consumption in buildings [16]. Recently, some studies [17–21]
have been conducted to investigate the effect of EGA on mechanical and thermal properties of concrete
and cement mortar, however, the utilization of EGA as an insulating material is at the initial stage. The
great advantage of EGA is the possibility of production in a variety of size. Such a variety of particle
sizes allows the improvement of the homogeneity of mixture and consequently reduces the possibility
of segregation of the mixture [22].
Yu et al. [23] and Spiesz et al. [24] developed a cement-based lightweight composite using five
different size of EGA (range between 0.1 and 2.0 mm) and reported the density of 1280–1490 kg/m3
and compressive strength of 23.3–30.2 MPa. Rumsys et al. [21] prepared cement mortar with two
types of fine expanded aggregates (expanded glass and expanded clay) to compare their compressive
strength and durability properties. In the mixes, they replaced the fine aggregates with expanded glass
and expanded clay by the weight of the sand (8.5, 16.7, 33.3, 66.7, and 100 wt%). The obtained results
revealed that in the mixtures with 100% EGA, the density decreased about 37% and the compressive
strength after 28 days of curing dropped about 60%. The results also confirmed that EGA could be
applied in the cementitious composites without limitation related to the alkali-silica reaction. In the
experiment conducted by Namsone et al. [25], a foamed matrix was prepared using EGA and the
mechanical, thermal and frost resistance properties were examined. They obtained the compressive
of 4.7 and 5.7 MPa at the age of 7 and 28 days and the thermal conductivity of 0.152–0.108 W/m.K.
Moreover, it was observed that reference samples had lower values of weight loss (g/m2) after the
freeze–thaw test comparing to compositions with EGA. They also characterized the microstructure of
the prepared foam matrix using optical microscopy and observed that EGA were distributed uniformly
over the cross-section without any processes of segregation.
Abd Elrahman et al. [16] fabricated EGA-cement mortar and reported crushing resistance of
1.9–2.9 N/mm2 and water absorption of 13.6–15.8 wt% depending on the particle size. The results
showed a compressive strength of about 6 MPa and thermal conductivity less than 0.14 W/m.K. In the
study conducted by [26], the influence of the grain size and percentage of EGA content on physical and
mechanical properties of the cement composite were investigated. They reported an average porosity
of 45–67% and bulk density of 903–1078 kg/m3 in specimens containing 100% EGA with the size of
2–4 mm. Moreover, the compressive strengths of 6.68–12.49 MPa obtained for EGA cement mortar.
In another attempt, [27] investigated the possibility of using artificial neural networks to design the
composition of cement composite containing EGA with the desired properties. They established the
relation between the quantity of EGA and the porosity, bulk density, and compressive strength of a
cement composite. Moreover, previous studies revealed that high glass content (above 50%) could
considerably increase the water absorption of cementitious composites [28,29]. It can be concluded
that incorporation of EGA in cement mortar can significantly reduce the mechanical properties such
as compressive strength and water resistance of cement matrix. Hence, in order to compensate the
reduction in mechanical strength and water absorption of cementitious composites integrated with
EGA, nanofillers such as TiO2 can be used. Previous researches have demonstrated that the addition of
TiO2 nanoparticles effectively enhanced the compressive strength and reduce the water absorption of
cementitious composites [30–35]. Indeed, nTiO2 fills the nanovoids in concrete, which leads to the
32
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increment of compressive strength up to 40% [34,36]. Moreover, TiO2 accelerates the formation of
C-S-H gel by increasing the amount of crystalline Ca(OH)2 at the early age of hydration [32,37]. Ma
et al. [32] reported 37% and 44% increase in tensile and flexural strength respectively for the samples
containing TiO2. In addition, the results indicated that the addition of TiO2 could significantly refine
the pores and shift them to the harmless pores. In the research conducted by Behfarnia et al. [31],
it was observed that TiO2 nanoparticles decreased the permeability of the cement matrix. In the
research conducted by Khushwaha et al. [34] and Sorathiya et al. [33], the effect of various proportion
of TiO2 was studied. It was concluded that addition of TiO2 up to 1% could significantly enhance the
mechanical properties of concrete.
This research aims to develop a cement mortar with a lower heat transfer rate and insulating
properties using substitution of a natural aggregate (NA) with EGA. In this study, the effect of
incorporation of EGA and TiO2 nanoparticles on workability, bulk density, water penetration,
compressive strength, and heat transfer rate of the cement mortar were investigated. Infrared
thermography (IRT) was used to measure the thermal insulation property of EGA cement mortar.
The IRT technique has been utilized to evaluate the thermal energy storage performance of building
materials in previous studies [38], however it has not been used for measuring the thermal insulating
property of the EGA cement mortar. The conducted research is an additional step toward development
of insulating building material and sustainable application of EGA in the construction industry.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials
The materials used in the study to fabricate cement mortar composite were ordinary Portland
cement (OPC), natural aggregate (NA), recycled expanded glass aggregate (EGA), superplasticizer
(SP), and nano titanium dioxide (nTiO2). OPC from Boral Australia Co. and in accordance with AS3972
was used as a binder and Sikament NN was used as a superplasticizer (SP) in the mix, which meets all
requirements as per AS1478.1 for high range water reducing admixture. EGA with a particle size of
0.25-4 mm from EGT Co. is shown in Figure 1. The specifications of EGA are compliant with EN and
DIN standards. Figure 2 shows a SEM image of the utilized EGA in this study. Table 1 demonstrates
the physical, mechanical, and thermal properties of the EGA.
 
0.25–0.5 mm 0.5–1.0 mm 1.0–2.0 mm 2.0–4.0 mm 
Figure 1. Expanded glass aggregate (EGA) with a different grain size.
Table 1. Physical, mechanical, and thermal properties of the EGA (Expanded Glass Technologies).
Property
Grain Size
0.25–0.5 0.5–1 1–2 2–4
Loose bulk density (kg/m3) 300 250 220 190
Particle density (kg/m3) 540 450 350 310
Compressive strength (MPa) ≥2.9 ≥2.6 ≥2.4 ≥2.2
Thermal conductivity (W/mK) 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07
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Figure 2. SEM pictures of the utilized EGA.
Crushed gravel with the maximum size of 4.0 mm and density of 2800 kg/m3 was used as NA.
The NA was subjected to the particle size distribution test to precisely replicate the distribution of
NA for the replacement of EGA by volume in the cement mortar. The size distribution testing was
completed in accordance with AS1012 and the results are found in Figure 3.
Figure 3. Size distribution of the natural aggregate and EGA.
Moreover, the mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP) test was undertaken to measure the porosity
as well as pore size distribution of the EGA. The MIP test results of the EGA are revealed in Figure 4.
Nanoparticles titanium dioxide (nTiO2) purchased in the powder form from US Research
Nanomaterials, Inc. Table 2 demonstrates the properties of the nTiO2 as indicated by the manufacturer.
Table 2. The properties of the nano-nTiO2 (US Research Nanomaterials, Inc.).
Properties Value
Purity 99.98%
Average Particles Size 30 (nm)
Specific surface area 50 (m2/g)
Bulk Density 0.42 (g/cm3)
True Density 3.9 g/cm3)
PH 5.5–6.5
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Figure 4. Pore size distribution of the EGA.
2.2. Sample Preparation
The mixes had a water to cement ratio of 0.4 and a sand to cement ratio of 3:1. Two set of mixes
were prepared: the first set of mixes were fabricated by partial and full replacement of NA with EGA
without inclusion of nTiO2. The designed mixes with 0%, 50%, and 100% replacement percentage of
EGA implied with CS, E50, and E100, respectively. The second set of mixes was fabricated by partial
and full replacement of NA with EGA and incorporation of 1% nTiO2. The designed mixes with
incorporation of TiO2 and the EGA replacement percentage of 0%, 50%, and 100% defined as CT, E50T,
and E100T, respectively.
To fabricate the mixes, the dry materials (cement and NA/EGA) were placed in the mixer and
mixed on the low speed for 2.0 min. In the case of CT, E50T, and E100T mixes, the nTiO2 were sonicated
for 15 min in the solution of water and superplasticizer (SP) [39]. Then the dispersed nTiO2/SP/water
solution was added slowly to the mix and the materials were mixed for another 5 min. The mixes
cast in 70 × 70 × 70 mm3 cubes and demolded after 24 h. The samples were cured in the fog room
at a constant temperature of 23 ◦C and in accordance with AS1012.8. Table 3 demonstrates the mix
proportion of the samples. The abbreviations for labeling each mix are defined in a way that the letters
C and E representing control sample and mortar sample containing EGA respectively and number
after the letters presents the percentage of NA replacement with EGA into the mixture. The letter T
demonstrates the presence of TiO2 in the mix. For instance, the E50T mixture represents the sample
that contains 50% EGA and TiO2.
Table 3. Mix proportion of the samples (kg/m3) of mortar.
Composite ID NA EGA Cement Water S.P nTiO2
CS 1750 0 525 233 11.7 -
CT 1750 0 525 233 11.7 1%
E50 875 133 525 233 8.8 -
E50T 875 133 525 233 8.8 1%
E100 0 267 525 233 5.8 -
E100T 0 267 525 233 5.8 1%
2.3. Experimental Tests
The flow table test was undertaken on the fresh cement mortar samples in accordance to the
AS2701 to measure the mixtures workability and consistency. Moreover, the density of the mixture
was determined via the density test according to AS2701. To measure the water penetration of the
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specimens, the water absorption test was conducted in accordance with AS1012.21 at the age of 28 days.
The compressive test was undertaken on the cube specimens with the size of 70 mm × 70 mm × 70 mm
and in accordance with AS1012.9 at the age of 7, 14, and 28 days. For each test, three samples were
tested and the average including the error bar were reported.
In this study, the thermal insulation property and heat transfer rate of cement mortar containing
EGA was evaluated by measuring the surface temperature distribution using infrared thermal imaging
camera. For this purpose, the specimens with the dimension of 70 mm × 70 mm × 30 mm were
prepared and kept at about 27 ◦C for a few hours to allow all samples to achieve the same initial
temperature. Then the samples were exposed to a heat source and the surface temperature distribution
of the other side was captured by an infrared thermal camera for 15 min (Testo 872, Testo Australia).
The thermal test was repeated for three times for each sample. Figure 5 illustrates a schematic diagram
of the thermal test.






(275W HPM instant 
heat lamp)
120 mm
Figure 5. Infrared thermography test.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Workability
Figure 6 shows the flow table test and the flow table test results are presented in Table 4. The flow
table test values were determined by averaging the diameters of each mixes test. All mixes showed
flow values in the range of 140–215 mm, without segregation or bleeding. The results revealed that
addition of EGA increased the workability of cement mortar up to 26.6% and 41.25% for the E50 and
E100 mixes respectively compared to the control mix (CS). The increment trend in workability despite
the decreasing on the amount of superplasticizer in E50 and E100 mixes is contributed to the smooth
surface and spherical shape of EGA [40–42]. Adding to this, the increase in the flow values can be due
to the increase in the amount of entrapped air voids. Furthermore, the workability of CT, E50T, and
E100T mixes increased by 5.35%, 30.4%, and 53.7% respectively in comparison to the CS, E50, and E100
mixes respectively, which is attributed to the induction of the microbubble in the water solution during
the sonication process and consequently increased in small air voids in the mixes.
Table 4. Flow results of mixes.
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Figure 6. Flow table test.
3.2. Density
The density of the samples was measured, and the results are demonstrated in Figure 7. The
measurement revealed the density of 2354, 1769, and 987 kg/m3 for C.S, E50, and E100 respectively.
It shows the density of E50 and E100 decreased 30% and 65% respectively in comparison to the CS,
which is attributed to the very low density of EGA and its porous structure. In addition, the densities
of CT, E50T, and E100T were 2%, 3%, and 6% higher than CS, E50, and E100 respectively. It can be
concluded that the increase in density was attributed to the lower porosity in the cement matrix due to
the incorporation of nTiO2. It is noteworthy that E100 with density of 987 kg/m3 was classified as a
lightweight mortar that can be used for production of lightweight concrete. Figure 8 illustrates the
cross section of CS and E100 samples.
Figure 7. Density and water absorption of mix specimens.
3.3. Water Absorption
The water absorption test was completed on all mixes and the results are shown in Figure 7. The
water absorption of 4.19% obtained for control sample (CS) however a higher water absorption rate
was obtained for the mixes containing EGA. The water absorption of E50 and E100 mixes were 7.47%
and 14.74% respectively, which shows a 78% and 252% increase in the permeability of the matrix,
compared to the control sample. The increase in water absorption is due to the high porosity of EGA
in comparison to NA. The results revealed that the water penetration increased by increasing the EGA
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content. The water absorption rate obtained for the E100 (values of approximately 14%) was higher
than the acceptable range (<10%) [43,44]. The addition of nTiO2 reduced the water absorption value
by 28%, 17%, and 2% for samples containing 0%, 50%, and 100% EGA respectively. The decrease in
water absorption upon the inclusion of nTiO2 coincides with previous studies [45] and aligns with
the density results. The reduction in water absorption was attributed to the filling effect of nTiO2 and
reducing the porosity of the cement matrix. It is worthy to note that the sonication process resulted in
tiny bubbles of air uniformly distributed in the mortar. These small bubbles are like entraining air that
improves the workability of the mixes. Indeed, nTiO2 acted as nanofillers in mortar and improved the
resistance to water penetration of the cement composite [46].
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 8. Cross-section of (a) the control sample (CS) and (b) E100 mixtures samples with uniform
distribution of EGA in the cement matrix.
3.4. Compressive Strength
The experimental test for compressive strength was carried out at different curing ages of 7, 14,
and 28 days. Figure 9 shows the impact of EGA and TiO2 inclusion on the compressive strength of
the mortar composites at different ages. It is observed that the inclusion of the EGA significantly
decreased the compressive strength of cement mortar. The results of 28-day compressive strength
demonstrated that 50% replacement of NA with EGA reduced the strength about 65.8% in compare to
the control sample (C.S). In addition, it was observed that as the EGA content increased from 50% to
100%, the compressive strength dropped dramatically from 26.25 to 8.20 MPa at the age of 28 days.
It is noteworthy that the compressive strength was still in the acceptable range and similar or higher
than reported results in the literature [21,25]. Namsone et al. [25] reported the 28-day compressive of
5.7 MPa for a foamed matrix using EGA and obtained the compressive strengths of 6.68-12.49 MPa for
the EGA cement mortar. Indeed, the samples containing 100% EGA without nTiO2 had the lowest
compressive strength out of all the mixes.
Furthermore, the results indicated a normal increasing trend for the compressive strength for CS,
E50, and E100 mixes as the curing process progresses. However, the mixes containing nTiO2 revealed a
relatively different strength development tend. It was revealed that CT, E50T, and E100T mixes reached
to 84.6%, 87.2%, and 77.2% of maximum strength within 7 days of curing while for samples without
nTiO2 (CS, E50, and E100 mixes) it happened at 14 days of curing. This behavior was attributed to the
addition of nTiO2 into the cementitious materials, which resulted in an accelerated rate of hydration
process. A similar attribute has been reported in previous studies that when nTiO2 is uniformly
distributed throughout the matrix, the hydration process and formation of C-S-H gel is accelerated,
which results in early strength [32,47,48]. In the other set of mixes, the effect of nTiO2 inclusion on the
compressive strength of mixes was investigated after a different curing time. The compressive strength
results of E50T and E100T mixes at 28 days showed the similar trend. It was observed that the addition
of EGA significantly decreased the compressive strength and the strength significantly dropped as
the EGA content increased however, inclusion of nTiO2 compensated some part of the compressive
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strength. The average compressive strength at 28 days of CT, E50T, and E100T mixes were 76.72, 29.70,
and 11.4 MPa respectively, which shows 1.7%, 13.1%, and 39.0% enhancement in comparison to CS,
E50, and E100 mixes respectively. It can be concluded that nTiO2 acts as nanofillers in specimens and
recovers their pore structure by decreasing voids and pores in the composite matrix [46].
Figure 9. Compressive strength of samples at different ages.
In summary it can be concluded that the compressive strength and water absorption of concrete are
highly influenced by the density of the mix. The results revealed an interrelationship between density
and compressive strength. It was observed that the compressive strength dropped by decrement of the
sample’s density (CS, E50, and E100 mixes). Similarly, an increase in density for CT, E50T, and E100T
mixes resulted in an increase in compressive strength compared to CS, E50, and E100 mixes respectively.
Moreover, the results demonstrated an inverse relation between density and water absorption. It was
found that water absorption increased by decreasing the density of the mixes in case of CS, E50, and
E100. However, the water absorption decreased by integration of TiO2 into the mixes (CT, E50T, and
E100T) and increment of density due to a lower porosity of the matrix.
3.5. Infrared Thermography
In order to evaluate the thermal insulating properties of the cement composites, the infrared
thermography (IRT) experiment was carried out on all the samples: CS, E50, E100, CST, E50T, and E100T.
Figure 10 illustrates the thermal images of surface temperature distribution of the samples captured by the
IRT camera at different heating times. According to the relationship between the color and temperature
value, it can be suggested that the heat-transferring rate and thermal conductivity of cement composites
were significantly decreased with the inclusion of EGA. The thermal images clearly demonstrate a
different temperature distribution in the control sample (CS mix) and the samples containing EGA (E50
and E100 mixes). The results show that the temperature increased rapidly in the CS however, a noticeable
slower heat transfer rate observed for samples incorporated with EGA (E50 and E100). The data also
revealed a drop in the heat transfer rate as the EGA content increased. For instance, after 15 min the
average surface temperature in the CS sample reached 55 ◦C while the average surface temperature in
the E50 and E100 samples reached 52.7 and 48.7 ◦C respectively, which shows a temperature difference of
2.3 ◦C and 6.0 ◦C for E50 and E100 respectively. Moreover, the results demonstrated the heat transfer
rate of 1.75, 1.60, and 1.35 ◦C/min for CS, E50, and E100 respectively that shows a lower rate for samples
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containing EGA (E50 and E100) in comparison to the control sample (CS). This observation was attributed
to a high porosity and low thermal conductivity of EGA. Indeed, by incorporation of EGA the air void is
replaced with sand, which has a high thermal conductivity. EGA has a thermal conductivity of 0.07 W/mK
that is much less than that of sand (Expanded Glass Technologies). Consequently, by replacing the NA
with EGA the heat transfer of the cement composite was reduced.
 Time  




 Max: 29.1°C Max: 34.9 °C Max: 40.1 °C Max: 47.4 °C Max: 49.9 °C Max: 54.0 °C Max: 55.0 °C 
 Min: 28.0 °C Min: 30.6 °C Min: 33.3 °C Min: 44.6 °C Min: 43.1 °C Min: 46.7 °C Min: 50.0 °C 
 Avg: 28.7 °C Avg: 33.1 °C Avg: 37.6 °C Avg: 41.0 °C Avg: 46.9 °C Avg: 51.1 °C Avg: 55.0 °C 
        
CT 
 
 Max: 29.1°C Max: 33.8 °C Max: 39.1 °C Max: 47.2 °C Max: 49.6 °C Max: 54.6 °C Max: 58.9 °C  
 Min: 28.3 °C Min: 31.8 °C Min: 35.7 °C Min: 42.3 °C Min: 44.2 °C Min: 48.5 °C Min: 51.9 °C  




 Max: 29.4 °C Max: 32.9 °C Max: 37.5 °C Max: 44.6 °C Max: 46.7 °C Max: 50.8 °C Max: 54.9 °C 
 Min: 27.9 °C Min: 29.2 °C Min: 31.1 °C Min: 34.3 °C Min: 35.5 °C Min: 37.6 °C Min: 39.8 °C 
 Avg: 28.7 °C Avg: 32.1 °C Avg: 36.1 °C Avg: 42.7 °C Avg: 44.6 °C Avg: 48.6 °C Avg: 52.7 °C 
        
E50T 
 
 Max: 29.5 °C Max: 35.5 °C Max: 40.6 °C Max: 46.9 °C Max: 49.2 °C Max: 53.7 °C Max: 57.8 °C  
 Min: 29.1 °C Min: 31.8 °C Min: 34.7 °C Min: 42.8 °C Min: 44.9 °C Min: 49.2 °C Min: 53.5 °C  
 Avg: 28.6 °C Avg: 32.9 °C Avg: 37.2 °C Avg: 44.2 °C Avg: 46.3 °C Avg: 20.8 °C Avg: 55.3 °C  




 Max: 28.8 °C Max: 32.2 °C Max: 36.1 °C Max: 42.1 °C Max: 44.0 °C Max: 47.4 °C Max: 50.3 °C 
 Min: 27.8 °C Min: 30.3 °C Min: 33.3 °C Min: 39.1 °C Min: 40.9 °C Min: 44.6 °C Min: 47.0 °C 
 Avg: 28.4 °C Avg: 30.9 °C Avg: 34.2 °C Avg: 40.2 °C Avg: 42.1 °C Avg: 45.7 °C Avg: 48.7 °C 




 Max: 28.9 °C Max: 36.3 °C Max: 40.2 °C Max: 45.9 °C Max: 47.9 °C Max: 49.2 °C Max: 51.2 °C  
 Min: 27.9 °C Min: 32.7 °C Min: 34.9 °C Min: 38.9 °C Min: 40.1 °C Min: 40.8 °C Min: 42.0 °C  
 Avg: 28.4 °C Avg: 34.6 °C Avg: 38.2 °C Avg: 44.0 °C Avg: 45.9 °C Avg: 47.1 °C Avg: 49.1 °C  
Figure 10. Infrared thermography images of different samples.
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Table 5 demonstrates the average temperature differences for each mix. The thermal charging
results for the samples inclusion nTiO2 showed a different trend to the first set of mixes (mixes without
nTiO2). It was observed that incorporation nTiO2 increased the heat transfer rate, which is undesired in
terms of thermal insulation properties. The thermal images demonstrated that inclusion of nTiO2 into
the composite increased the heat transfer rate compared to the samples without nTiO2. For example,
after 15 min the average surface temperature in CS, E50, and E100 samples reached to 55 ◦C, 52.7 ◦C,
and 48.7 ◦C respectively. While average surface temperature in the CT, E50T, and E100T samples
reached to 56.8 ◦C, 55 ◦C, and 49.1 ◦C respectively that shows an increase in the temperature difference
of 1.6 ◦C, 2.3 ◦C, and 1.4 ◦C respectively. Furthermore, the results demonstrated the heat transfer rate
of 1.87, 1.76, and 1.38 ◦C/min for CT, E50T, and E100T respectively that indicates higher rate than the
samples without nTiO2. It can be concluded that nTiO2 acts as a filler and changes the pore structures
of the cement composite and consequently the thermal charging performance of the matrix. Therefore,
in terms of thermal properties, NA substitution with EGA improves the thermal insulation properties
of cement composites. This positive effect is attributed to lower thermally conductive and higher
porosity of EGA compared to NA.
Table 5. The average temperature differences for each mix.
Mix
Δ (Tave.) Heat Transfer Rate (
◦C/min)
5 min 10 min 15 min 5 min 10 min 15 min
CS 4.40 12.30 26.30 1.58 2.80 1.75
CT 4.10 16.40 28.10 2.46 2.34 1.87
E50 3.40 14.00 24.00 2.12 2.00 1.60
E50T 4.30 15.60 26.40 2.26 2.16 1.76
E100 2.50 11.80 20.30 1.86 1.70 1.35
E100T 6.20 15.60 20.70 1.88 1.02 1.38
4. Conclusions
This experimental work investigated the physical properties as well as the thermal insulation
property of cement mortar containing EGA and TiO2. The findings revealed that incorporating
EGA into the mortar composite causing a significant decrease in density and compressive strength,
which was attributed to the porous nature and low compressive strength of EGA. The results also
demonstrated that as the EGA content increased, the workability and water absorption of cement
composite increased. It is found that the increase in water absorption was due to the high porosity
of EGA in comparison to NA. However, the beneficial effect of the EGA was the decrease in the
heat-transferring rate of the cement composite, which indicates the feasibility of a potential reduction
in energy consumption in buildings. Moreover, the results demonstrated that inclusion of TiO2 into
the cement composite partially compensated the water absorption and loss in compressive strength.
However, it was revealed that addition of nTiO2 into EGA-cement composites increased the heat
transfer rate of the cement matrix and insulation properties as nTiO2 acts as nanofillers and changes the
pores structure in the cement matrix. It can be concluded that in terms of thermal behavior, substitution
of NA with EGA decreases the heat transfer rate and consequently improves the thermal insulation
properties of the cement mortar.
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Abstract: This paper aims to manufacture recycled concrete hollow block (RCHB) which can be used
for the masonry structure with seismic requirements. Five RCHB masonry walls were tested under
cyclic loading to evaluate the effect of the axial compression stress, aspect ratio, and the materials of
structural columns on the seismic performance. Based on the test results, the failure pattern, hysteresis
curves, lateral drift, ductility, stiffness degradation, and the energy dissipation of the specimens
were analyzed in detail. The results showed that with the increase of aspect ratios, the ductility of
RCHB masonry walls increased, but the horizontal bearing capacity and energy dissipation of RCHB
masonry walls decreased. With the increase of compressive stress, the bearing capacity and energy
dissipation performance of RCHB masonry walls were improved, and the stiffness degraded slowly.
The results also demonstrated that the RCHB masonry walls with structural columns, depending
on whether the structural columns were prepared by ordinary concrete or recycled concrete, could
increase the bearing capacity, ductility, and energy dissipation of specimens. The research confirmed
that RCHB masonry walls could meet the seismic requirements through thoughtful design. Therefore,
this study provided a new cleaner production for the utilization of construction waste resources.
Keywords: construction and demolition wastes; resource utilization; recycled concrete hollow block;
masonry walls; seismic performance
1. Introduction
Since the beginning of human civilization, construction and demolition wastes (CDW) had
been becoming a global problem that affects the sustainable development of the resources and the
environment [1]. To date, more than a hundred billion tons of CDW were generated in the world,
while approximately 30% to 50% of them were waste concrete [2]. However, this considerable amount
of waste concrete is mainly disposed of in landfills, resulting in a severe environmental problem [3–6].
In order to protect the ecological environment and achieve sustainable development, reducing, reusing,
and recycling construction waste is a desirable approach to preserve the ecological environment [7–11].
Therefore, many countries have passed legislation to encourage the recycling of waste concrete for the
resource utilization of recycled concrete.
Recycled concrete aggregates (RCA) can be obtained from waste concrete by crushing, screening,
cleaning, and separating [12,13]. Previous studies have been conducted to characterize the potential
advantages and drawbacks of RCA. Being different from natural aggregates (NA), RCA has a layer of
old mortar attached to the surface, which has more loose pores at the interface [14]. The attached old
mortar brings with it worse properties: a lower apparent density and higher water absorption [15,16].
Consequently, these properties cause the mechanical properties of RCA to be inferior to that of NA,
which limits the application of recycled concrete in civil engineering. Although the mechanical
properties of recycled aggregates are poor, different scholars, institutions, and countries have been
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applying recycled aggregates into structures through rational design and experiment in recent years,
and in some cases, good results have been achieved [17–23].
To further promote the recycling of construction waste, growing studies on the production of
recycled concrete blocks prepared by RCA have been conducted in years. Researchers proposed that
the mechanical properties of recycled concrete blocks mainly depend on the substitution rate and
qualities of RCA. Soutsos et al. [24] pointed out that the increase of recycled fine aggregates content
has a more significant impact on the reduction of recycled concrete block strength. Therefore, the
maximum replacement rate of recycled fine aggregates is recommended to be 20%. Bai et al. [25] also
confirmed the findings through a similar experiment. A study conducted by Poon et al. [26] aimed to
investigate the mechanical properties of recycled concrete blocks. They found that the substitution rate
of RCA below 50% had little effect on the compressive strength of recycled concrete blocks. However,
the compressive strength of recycled concrete hollow block (RCHB) decreases with the increase of
the content of low-grade RCA (The content of soil or broken brick in aggregates being >10%) [27].
Guo et al. [28] investigated the influence of different substitution rates of recycled concrete aggregates
on the mechanical properties of recycled concrete blocks. The test results illustrated that with the
substitution rate up to 75%, the strength of recycled concrete blocks slightly decreases but still complies
with the standards. An experiment by Sabai et al. [29] showed that the compressive strength of recycled
concrete blocks with 100% RCA can achieve the target of 7 MPa, and even the minimum strength
requirement of construction.
Despite the fact that the compressive strength of the concrete block is the critical performance index
about whether the block can be used in a masonry structure, the mechanical performance of a masonry
prism is more reflective of the actual stress state of the masonry structure. Corinaldesi et al. [30] studied
the compressive, shear, and bond strength of recycled mortar prisms, and found that the shear and
compressive strength of recycled mortar prisms were close to or even better than that of ordinary
mortar prisms. Guo et al. [28] conducted a study of recycled concrete block prisms, and the conclusions
are consistent with that of Corinaldesi et al. [30]. In general, the shear strength of the recycled concrete
prisms is close to that of the ordinary concrete prisms. However, the seismic performance of the
masonry structure, especially the hysteretic characteristics and energy dissipation capacities of the
masonry is unclear by the tests of the masonry prisms.
Through the analysis of the above examples, it can be proved that the mechanical properties of
recycled blocks can satisfy the requirement of practical application, and the shear properties of masonry
assemblages fabricated by recycled concrete blocks are close to those of ordinary masonry assemblages.
However, there is still a lack of knowledge about the recycled concrete blocks, and whether they can
be used to produce masonry structures with seismic requirements, especially regarding the research
about the seismic performance of masonry structures, which is crucial for addressing the utilization
problem of RCA. Therefore, if the waste concrete can be recycled to produce RCHB which can be used
in the structures with seismic requirements, this type of RCHB will be popularized and further applied
on a larger scale.
In view of this, RCA generated from waste concrete was used to produce a new type of RCHB
which can be used for masonry structures. In this experiment, three RCHB masonry walls without
structural columns constraint, one RCHB wall constrained by the recycled aggregate concrete structural
columns, and other walls constrained by ordinary concrete structural columns were manufactured
for seismic performance testing. The seismic behavior of the specimens, such as the failure pattern,
the hysteresis curves, the skeleton curves, the ductility coefficient, and the energy dissipation of the
specimens was analyzed under cyclic loading. The influences of aspect ratio, vertical axial stress, and
different materials used for structural columns on the seismic performance of RCHB masonry walls
were also studied. Finally, the seismic capacity of RCHB masonry structure under seismic loading
was attained.
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2. Experimental Program
2.1. Materials
Ordinary Portland cement with a 28 d strength grade of 42.5 MPa was employed in this experiment.
Ordinary mortar with a standard 28 d strength grade of 10 MPa was used as the binder. The fine
NA with a grain size of 0–5 mm were river sand. RCA was provided by Shaanxi Jianxin Technology
Environmental Protection Co., Ltd. The RCA with a grain size of 5–10 mm (Figure 1) were crushed,
cleaned, sieved, and separated from waste concrete. The fine NA and coarse NA were replaced by
0% recycled fine aggregates, and 100% RCA, respectively, and the mixture proportion of recycled
aggregate concrete (RAC) is shown in Table 1. The grading of aggregates and properties of aggregates
are shown in Figure 2 and Table 2, respectively. Based on the Chinese standard GB/T 41,112,013 [31]
and the GB/T 8239-2014 [32], RCHB, prepared by RAC, with a compressive strength of 10 MPa were
used for the fabrication of masonry walls, and the dimension of RCHB is 390 mm × 240 mm × 190 mm
(Figure 3). A hot-rolled ribbed (HRB335) steel bar with a yielding strength of 335 MPa was used as
longitudinal rebars. A hot-rolled plain (HPB235) steel bar with yielding strength of 235 MPa was
selected as stirrups.
 
Figure 1. Aggregate components.
Table 1. Composition of recycled concrete block.
RCHB Components Mixture Proportion/kg·m−3
Water 150
Cement 375
Recycled coarse aggregates 945
Recycled fine aggregates —
Natural coarse aggregates —
Natural fine aggregates 630
Figure 2. Fuller grading curves.
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NA <5 2724.8 1448.4 1.02 — 2.18
RCA 5–10 2521.7 1096.1 3.50 24.74 —
   
Figure 3. The dimension of recycled concrete hollow block.
2.2. Design of Specimens
Figure 4 shows the masonry procedure of all the specimens, including masonry the bottom beams,
infill walls, structural columns, and ring beams. It is important to mention that ordinary mortar with a
strength of 10 MPa was selected to masonry the mortar joints of the infill walls, and the fullness degree
of mortar joints should be up to 80% to ensure the propagation of shear forces according to the seismic
design requirements. In addition, the horizontal joint width was required to range from 8 to 12 mm.
Figure 4. Process of the construction of masonry wall specimens.
The experimental parameters used to determine the seismic performance of specimens were the
compressive stress, aspect ratios, and the materials of the structural columns. The test specimens were
divided into two groups. The first group consisted of three walls W1, W2, and W3, and the cyclic
loading tests of them were conducted to analyze the influence of different compressive stress and
aspect ratio on the seismic capacity. The second group contained two specimens, W4 and W5, which
were constrained by structural columns, and the tests of them were conducted to analyze the influence
of structural columns of different materials on the seismic capacity. The other components of all
specimens, such as bottom beams and ring beams, were consistent in the test. Additionally, the value
of the compressive stress was 0.6 MPa and 0.9 MPa, respectively, corresponding to the compressive
stress of the upper weight on the middle floor and the bottom floor of an ordinary 9-storey residential
building, respectively. Properties and dimensions of the five masonry walls are shown in Table 3 and
Figure 5.
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Table 3. Design of recycled concrete hollow block (RCHB) masonry walls.
No. W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 Unit
Width 2000 2000 1200 2240 2240 mm
Height 1400 1400 2000 1350 1350 mm
Aspect ratio 0.700 0.700 1.667 0.603 0.603 —
Vertical load 288 432 259 323 323 kN
Vertical Axial stress 0.6 0.9 0.9 0.6 0.6 MPa
Materials of Structural columns — — — NA RCA —
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(c) W4 and W5 
Figure 5. Size of the specimens: (a) W1 and W2; (b) W3; (c) W4 and W5.
The dimensions and the steel arrangement of the specimens should be meeting the specifications
as outlined in GB/T 41112013. The section size of the structural column, ring beam, and bottom beam
were 240 mm × 120 mm, 240 mm × 200 mm (or 240 mm × 150 mm) and 300 mm × 350 mm, respectively.
Ordinary Portland concrete with 28 d axial strength of 42.5 MPa was used in the bottom beams during
the test. The reinforcement arrangement is shown in Figure 5.
2.3. Test Procedure
The loading procedure included two steps: a load-controlled step and a drift-controlled step,
which can be observed in Figure 6. First, the specimens were subjected to a vertical pre-compression
load, which was kept constant during each test (Figure 2). After 20 min, 20 kN lateral loads were
applied to the specimens in advance and repeated three times. Before formal loading, the experiment
instruments were checked to see if they work properly, and then the experiment was conducted.
During the load-controlled stage, the force control loading was adopted in the experiment. During this
time, the horizontal load was applied cyclically with an increment of 40 kN until the walls cracked.
After the walls initially cracked, the application method was changed to the drift control step. Then,
the displacement levels of the cracked point were regarded as the first displacement step and set
as the increment for the subsequent displacement cycles. Cyclic loading was applied twice at each
displacement magnitude until wall failure. Subsequently, the tests were terminated when the lateral
load of specimens decreased to about 85% of its peak value, or the number of specimen cracks reached
about 50% of the total number of masonry mortar joints.
2.4. Test Device and Measuring Arrangement
The test device and the measuring instrument of deformation are presented in Figure 7. The layout
of the measuring instruments and data collections were introduced as follows: (1) A horizontal linear
variable differential transformer (LVDT) was placed in the middle of the ring beam to measure the
horizontal displacement of the wall; (2) force sensors continuously recorded the values of vertical load
and horizontal load applied by the vertical jack and the horizontal actuator; (3) the status of cracks
was observed by the naked eye during experiments during the test. The occurrence, development,
width of cracks, and maximum crack width were continually recorded at every loading process, and
a marking pen described the shape of the cracks. The number and the values of cycles were also
recorded; (4) two vertical LVDTs were placed on both sides of the bottom beam respectively to measure
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vertical displacement. A horizontal LVDT was arranged at one side of the bottom beams to measure
horizontal displacement.
Figure 6. Lateral loading process.
Figure 7. Schematic representation of the test setup.
3. Test Results
3.1. Failure Phenomenon and Pattern
The failure patterns of the five specimens are presented in Figure 8. All the specimens experienced
three phases, such as cracking, peak, and failure in the experiment, but the failure process of the
specimens W1, W2, and W3 were different from the specimens W4 and W5. Without structural
columns, the specimens W1, W2, and W3 (bare walls) reached the ultimate strength and were destroyed
immediately after the walls cracked, indicating the specimens had poor ductility and bearing capacity.
On the contrary, the specimens W4 and W5 (reinforced walls) reflected better ductility and bearing
capacity due to the constraints of the structural columns and ring beams. The analysis of the failure
patterns of all the specimens is as follows:
1. In the initial stage of loading, horizontal cracks occurred on both sides of the wall root of the
specimen W1 due to the flexural effect. By this time, no obvious cracks occurred in the diagonal
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direction because the shear strength of the diagonal direction did not reach the cracked load.
As the horizontal load increased, the horizontal cracks propagated rapidly and linked together
gradually at the wall root, and the visible flexural effect was more apparent under horizontal
loading. When the horizontal load reached the ultimate load, the mortar joint between the infill
wall and the bottom beam was destroyed completely. Meanwhile, the specimen hardly bore
the lateral load, indicating that specimen W1 failed. Therefore, the failure process of W1 was
predominantly affected by the flexural effect;
2. During the initial loading stage, small horizontal cracks gradually appeared between the horizontal
mortar cushion and the bottom beam of the specimen W2. As the horizontal load increased,
the horizontal cracks of the wall root appeared along the ladder joints from the lower to the
upper. When the lateral loads reached 80% of its ultimate loads, the cracks of the ladder joints
continually widened and propagated simultaneously towards the diagonal direction. At this
moment, numerous cracked blocks were spalled from the diagonal of the wall. When the lateral
load increased to the ultimate load, the previously formed cracks at the diagonal direction linked
together, and the bearing capacity of the specimen W2 declined rapidly, indicating that the
specimen was destroyed;
3. Due to the large aspect ratio, the flexural influence on W3 was evident under the horizontal load,
and the failure pattern of W3 was similar to W1;
4. In the initial loading stage, small stepped cracks appeared along the wall root and the vertical
joints of the infill walls of the specimens W4 and W5. As the horizontal load increased, tiny
horizontal cracks gradually appeared on both sides of the bottom of the structural columns, and
other small cracks appeared at the upper oblique of the structural columns. As the horizontal
load further increased, these cracks gradually widened and nearly connected, tearing apart the
RCHB of the diagonal direction. When the lateral loads neared the ultimate loads, the diagonal
cracks and horizontal cracks widened rapidly and linked together to form a large “X” shape crack
under cyclic loading. At the same time, the spalling of the cracked blocks was observed in the
diagonal direction of the specimens. Subsequently, the bearing capacity of the specimens reduced
rapidly to 15% of its maximum values, indicating that the specimens W4 and W5 were destroyed.
3.2. Characteristic Load and Displacement
As can be noticed in Table 4, the ultimate load and the cracking load of the specimens W1 was 98%
and 185% lower than that of W2, respectively, which showed that increasing the vertical load could
increase the bearing capacity of specimens. The cracking load and the ultimate load of the specimen
W2 was higher compared to W3, which indicated that the bearing capacity of specimens was decreased
with the increasing aspect ratio.
  
(a) W1 (b) W2 
Figure 8. Cont.
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(c) W3 (d) W4 
 
(e) W5 
Figure 8. Failure mode of specimens: (a) W1; (b) W2; (c) W3; (d) W4; (e) W5.
Table 4. Characteristic load and displacement.
No. W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 Unit
Pcr 136.5 389.7 76.7 309.9 234.8 kN
Δcr 2.49 13.60 4.19 0.80 0.83 mm
Pu 201.58 399.30 108.10 457.99 431.80 kN
Δu 8.995 14.905 20.990 6.960 2.970 mm
Pcr/Pu 0.677 0.975 0.709 0.676 0.543 —
Key: Pcr is the cracking point; Δcr is the cracking displacement; Pu is the peak load; Δu is the peak displacement.
The ultimate load and the cracking load of W4 and W5 exhibited about a 127%, 127%, 72%, and
114% increase compared with W1, respectively, indicating that the constraint imposed by the structural
columns could significantly improve the bearing capacity of the walls. Besides that, the cracking load
and ultimate load of the W5 were slightly lower than that of the W4, reflecting the bearing capacity of
the ordinary concrete structural column was higher than that of the RAC structural column.
4. Test Analysis
4.1. Hysteresis Behaviour
The recorded hysteresis curves of all the specimens under cyclic loading are presented in Figure 9.
Based on Figure 9a–c, the hysteresis curves of the specimens W1, W2, and W3 are considerably linear in
the initial elastic stage. After the walls cracked, the area of the three hysteresis curves slightly increased,
and the shapes of the hysteresis curves transformed from the original shuttle to the reversed “S” shape,
showing a partial pinching effect. The area of the hysteretic curves of W1 and W3 nearly stayed the
same due to the flexural effect, and the profile of the two hysteresis curves remained stable until the
specimens failed. In addition, the area of the three hysteresis curves showed a marked difference.
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The area of the hysteresis loop of W2 was the best, followed by that of W1, while W3 was the worst.
For W1 and W2, the specimen W2 with higher compression stress had a better energy dissipation
compared to W1, indicating that the increase in compressive stress can improve the energy dissipation
capacity of specimens. However, for W2 and W3, specimen W3, with a higher aspect ratio, had a
worse energy dissipation compared with W2, indicating that the increase in aspect ratio can reduce the
energy dissipation capacity of specimens.
(a) W1                                        (b) W2 
(c) W3                                         (d) W4 
(e) W5 
Figure 9. Hysteretic curves of five specimens: (a) W1; (b) W2; (c) W3; (d) W4; (e) W5.
As shown in Figure 9d,e, the hysteresis loops of W4 and W5 have a similar linear relationship in
the initial elastic stage. During this time, the horizontal drift of the top walls and residual deformation
were small after unloading. The area of the hysteresis loops of the specimens was small and nearly
overlapped. After the walls cracked and entered into a plastic stage, especially after the maximum
load, the hysteresis loops showed partial pinch effect, and the area of hysteresis loops was significantly
increased, which indicated that the structural columns had an apparent energy dissipation capacity.
Compared with W4, the maximum bearing capacity of W5 was slightly lower than that of W4, which
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indicated that the increasing bearing capacity of RAC structural columns was lower than that of
ordinary concrete structural columns.
4.2. Skeleton Curve
The skeleton curve is the envelope curve obtained by connecting the peak points of the P–D
hysteretic loop of the first cycle in each loading stage, mainly reflecting the cracking load and ductility
of the wall.
As can be noticed in Figure 10a, before the specimen crack, the three skeleton curves of the
specimens are a straight line in the elastic stage. After the specimens cracked, the three skeleton
curves started becoming nonlinear in the plastic stage. When the lateral load closed to the maximum
load, the skeleton curves gradually tilted toward the axis with increasing lateral drift. Besides that,
the three skeleton curves show an apparent difference. Comparing the specimens W1 and W2, the
maximum load of W2 was higher than that of W1, and the specimen W2 had a steeper degraded section
after cracking, indicating that increasing the compression stress can increase the bearing capacity and
decrease the ductility of specimens. The cracked load and maximum load of W3 were lower compared
to W2, and the horizontal section of W3 was longer after cracking, which indicated that the increasing
aspect ratio could reduce the bearing capacity and increase the ductility.
(a) W1, W2, and W3                             (b) W4 and W5 
Figure 10. Skeleton curves of specimens: (a) W1, W2, and W3; (b) W4 and W5.
It can be seen from Figure 10b, the bearing capacity and the deformation property of the specimens
W4 and W5 are obviously higher than that of W1, W2, and W3. The stiffness degrades of the two
specimens W4 and W5 was similar before cracking. After cracking, the two skeleton curves showed
obvious differences in the elastic-plastic and failure phases. The maximum load of the specimen W4 was
higher in comparison to the specimen W5, and the specimen W4 had a relatively smooth descending
section, which reflected that the specimen W4 with ordinary concrete structural columns had the better
bearing capacity and ductility than that of the specimen W5 with RAC structural columns.
4.3. Ductility
The ductility coefficient and shift angle are important parameters to assess the seismic performance
of the structure, and they also are the essential characteristics to evaluate the deformation ability of
the specimen.
Nowadays, the calculation methods for ductility are different, and each method has its
characteristics. In this paper, the displacement ductility coefficient (μ = ΔuΔy ) is used for representing
the ductility, where Δy is the yield displacement, which is obtained by using the equivalent energy
method [33], Δu is the displacement corresponding to the lateral load of 85% of the ultimate load.
The Shift angle is calculated as θ = ΔuH , where H is the distance from the top surface of the bottom beam
to the lateral loading point. The ductility coefficient and shift angle of each wall are shown in Table 5.
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Table 5. Ductility coefficients and shifts angle of specimens.
No. W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 Unit
Δy 4.333 12.510 6.721 1.416 0.926 mm
Δu 8.995 14.905 20.990 6.960 2.970 mm
H 1200 1200 1800 1200 1200 mm
μ 2.075 1.191 3.123 4.915 3.207 —
θ 0.007 0.012 0.011 0.006 0.002 —
As can be seen from Table 5, the mean values of ductility coefficient μ of bare walls are between
1.191 and 3.123, and the mean values of ductility coefficient of W2 are smallest. Compared to W2, the
increase in ductility was 42.6% and 162.2% for the specimens W1 and W3, indicating that increasing
the compression stress could decrease the ductility of specimens, but increasing the aspect ratio could
increase the ductility of specimens.
The ductility coefficients of reinforced walls were higher than 3, meeting the specification
requirements of GB 50003-2011 [34] (μ ≥ 3), which indicated that the structural columns enhanced the
deformation ability of both walls, and decreased the brittleness of specimens. According to the results
of Table 5, the ductility coefficient and the lateral shift angle of W4 were higher than that of W5, which
reflected that the ductility of the ordinary concrete structural columns was better than that of the RAC
structural columns.
4.4. Stiffness Degradation




In which Pi is the maximum load and Δi is the corresponding displacement. The stiffness degradation
of all specimens is shown in Figure 11.
(a) W1, W2 and W3                                   (b) W4 and W5 
Figure 11. Stiffness deterioration curves of specimens: (a) W1, W2, and W3; (b) W4 and W5.
The stiffness degradation tendency of all the specimens is plotted in Figure 11. This figure shows
that the stiffness of bare walls gradually decreases with the increase of the displacement. After the
displacement reached the ultimate displacement, the stiffness of bare walls degraded quickly due to
the accumulation of cracks. It can be easily observed that the stiffness degradation rate of W2 was
lower than that of W1 and W3 after cracking. In comparison with W1, the stiffness of W2 generally
degraded, which indicated that the increase of vertical compression could reduce the degradation
rate of the stiffness of specimens. In addition, when other factors were equal, a comparison of the
stiffness degradation rate of W2 and W3 showed that the aspect ratio had a negative influence on the
degradation rate of the stiffness of specimens.
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It can be seen from Figure 11b that the stiffness degradation tendency of W4 nearly coincides with
that of W5. In the initial stage, the stiffness of the specimens decreases quickly with the increase of the
displacement. After the displacement reached the ultimate displacement, the stiffness degradation
of reinforced specimens tended to be more smooth. The analysis stated that the effective constraint
applied by structural columns could significantly alleviate stiffness degradation. In comparison with
W5, the stiffness of W4 deteriorated rapidly at an early stage and deteriorated slowly at a late stage,
but in general, the stiffness curves of W4 and W5 were nearly overlapping, indicating that the stiffness
degradation of the specimen with RAC structural columns was close to that of ordinary concrete
structural columns.
Table 6 lists the secant stiffness of characteristic points. It can be found that the stiffness degradation
rate of W4 was higher than that of W5 before cracking, and after cracking, the stiffness degradation
rate of W4 was slightly lower than that of W5.
Table 6. Secant stiffness of all the specimens at characteristic points.
Specimen
Secant Stiffness (kN·mm−1)
Initial Point Cracking Point Ultimate Point
W1 79.38 52.53 21.95
W2 60.67 44.51 14.12
W3 35.95 24.76 6.04
W4 1017.44 234.25 25.26
W5 611.59 251.24 22.53
4.5. Energy Dissipation Capacity
Energy dissipation performance refers to the energy dissipation capacity of the wall under
the action of the earthquake load, which is obtained by calculating the area enclosed by the overall
hysteresis loop of the first loading cycle. It is an important indicator to measure the seismic performance
of the structure. The curves of energy dissipation per cycle are presented in Figure 12.
(a) W1, W2 and W3                                 (b) W4 and W5 
Figure 12. Energy dissipation per cycle for all test specimens: (a) W1, W2, and W3; (b) W4 and W5.
As shown in Figure 12a, the energy dissipation increases with the increasing lateral displacement,
and the energy dissipation of W2 was the best, then the next was W1, and the worst was W3. Comparing
of W1 and W2, the energy dissipation capacity of W2 was higher, indicating that, within a certain range,
the vertical compression had a positive influence on the energy dissipation capacity of the specimens.
The energy dissipation of W3 was lower compared with W2, indicating that increasing the aspect ratio
could decrease the energy dissipation capacity of specimens.
The energy dissipation curves of the specimens W4 and W5 are shown in Figure 12b. The specimens
W4 and W5 were found to have a higher energy dissipation in comparison with the bare walls, indicating
that the structural columns could significantly increase the energy dissipation capacity of walls.
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To further quantify the hysteretic energy dissipation performance of the specimens, the equivalent
viscous damping coefficient is used to measure the energy dissipation capacity of the structure under
earthquake resistance. he,u and he, f are the equivalent viscous damping coefficients corresponding







where SΔBOD and SABC are the areas enclosed by the shaded hysteresis loop in Figure 13, respectively.
 
Figure 13. Calculated graphics of the equivalent viscous damping coefficient.
The value of the equivalent viscous damping coefficient and energy dissipation per cycle can be
observed from Table 7 and Figure 13, respectively. In comparison with W1, the value of he,u of W2
was 18.6% higher than that of W1, which indicated that the vertical compression could increase the
energy dissipation performance of specimens. In terms of W2 and W3, the value of he,u of W3 was
54.8% lower than that of W2, which illustrated that increasing the aspect ratio had a negative influence
on the energy dissipation performance of specimens. It should be noted that W1 and W3 were almost
destroyed after reaching the ultimate load, and the hysteresis curve of W2 was not closed when the
specimens were destroyed. Therefore, the value of he, f of W1, W2, and W3 was ignored.
Table 7. Equivalent viscous damping coefficients of all specimens.
No. W1 W2 W3 W4 W5
he,u 0.087895 0.104263 0.047126 0.240740 0.210634
he,f — — — 0.312500 0.285784
It can be easily found that the value of equivalent viscous damping ratio of W4 and W5 were
more significant than that of bare walls, which illustrated that, whether each of the specimens were
constrained by ordinary concrete structural columns or RAC structural columns, the equivalent viscous
damping ratio and the energy dissipation of the walls were improved. Compared to W4, the energy
dissipation viscous damping ratio of W5 exhibited a 12.5% and 8.9% increase at maximum load and
ultimate load, which illustrated that the energy dissipation capacity of ordinary concrete structural
columns was close to that of RAC structural columns.
5. Conclusions
This paper aims to develop a new concrete hollow block with RCA for the structural element.
A laboratory test was carried out to investigate the seismic performance of RCHB masonry walls.
Based on the experiment data and discussion, the following conclusions can be drawn:
1. In this paper, waste concrete of construction waste is re-utilized as the resource in manufacturing
RCHB. This block can be used in masonry structures with seismic requirements according to the
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Chinese standard. The test results indicate that this RCHB masonry structure complies with the
seismic requirement through rational design. The above work provides a new solution for the
recycling of construction waste;
2. RCHB masonry walls with structural columns, whether the structural columns are ordinary
concrete or recycled concrete, can effectively form a constraint on the wall. The resulting
constraints improve the bearing capacity and energy dissipation properties of RCHB masonry
walls by more than 50%;
3. The ductility of RCHB masonry bare walls is lower than that of the RCHB masonry reinforced
wall, indicating that the structural columns can significantly increase the ductility of specimens.
The degradation trends of the stiffness of all bare walls are similar. Higher compressive stress
can slightly increase the initial stiffness of RCHB masonry walls but accelerates the stiffness
degradation after the specimens yielded. The stiffness degradation of all reinforced walls is similar;
4. With the increase of the vertical compressive stress, the bearing capacity and energy dissipation
properties of the walls are improved, but the ductility of the recycled concrete block wall is
decreased. With the increase of the aspect ratio, the ductility of the wall decreased, but the bearing
capacity and the energy dissipation performance of specimens decreased;
5. Although the seismic performance of the RAC structural column is slightly inferior to that
of the ordinary concrete structural column, the application of them on the masonry walls can
significantly improve the strength and energy dissipation capacity of the RCHB masonry structure.
Moreover, compared with the ordinary concrete structural column, the RAC structural column is
more economical and environmentally friendly.
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Abstract: Experiments were performed on four specimens of steel frames with infilled recycled
aggregate concrete shear walls (SFIRACSWs), one specimen of infilled ordinary concrete wall, and one
pure-steel frame were conducted under horizontal low cyclic loading. The influence of the composite
forms of steel frames and RACSWs (namely, infilled cast-in-place and infilled prefabricated) on the
failure modes, transfer mechanisms of lateral force, bearing capacity, and ductility of SFIRACSWs
is discussed, and the concrete type and connecting stiffness of beam–column joints (BCJs) are also
considered. Test results showed that infilled RACSWs can increase the bearing capacity and lateral
stiffness of SFIRACSWs. The connecting stiffness of BCJs slightly influences the seismic behavior
of SFIRACSWs. In the infilled cast-in-place RACSWs, the wall cracks mainly extended along the
diagonal direction. The bearing capacity was 2.4 times higher than in the pure steel frame, the initial
stiffness was 4.3 times higher, and the displacement ductility factors were 2.44–2.69 times higher.
In the infilled prefabricated RACSWs, the wall cracks mainly extended along the connection between
the embedded T-shape connectors and walls before finally connecting along the horizontal direction.
Moreover, shear failure occurred in the specimens. The bearing capacity was 1.44 times higher than
that of the pure steel frame, the initial stiffness was 2.8 times higher, and the displacement ductility
factors were 3.32–3.40 times higher. The degradation coefficients of the bearing capacity were more
than 0.85, indicating that the specimens demonstrated a high safety reserve.
Keywords: steel frame; infilled shear walls; recycled aggregate concrete; semi-rigid connection;
seismic behavior
Highlights
• The practicability of recycled aggregate concrete shear walls (RACSWs) as lateral resistance
components of steel structures is investigated.
• An experiment on steel frames with infilled cast-in-place and prefabricated RACSWs (SFIRACSWs)
was conducted.
• The effects of concrete type, composite forms of steel frames and RACSWs, and connecting stiffness
of beam–column joints are considered.
• The failure modes and transfer mechanisms of lateral force of SFIRACSWs are clarified.
• The main seismic performance indexes of SFIRACSWs are compared with those of pure steel frames.
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1. Introduction
Recycled aggregate concrete (RAC) can fundamentally solve concrete waste problems not only by
reducing environmental pollution from waste concrete, but also preserving natural aggregates and
reducing the consumption of natural resources and energy. RAC is one of the main approaches to
developing a circular economy and promoting environmentally friendly buildings. The suitability
of waste concrete as recycled aggregate for construction projects has been investigated. Puthussery
et al. [1] reported that recycled aggregate can be used as a building material for road construction,
mass concrete engineering, and lightly reinforced sections, thereby providing ideas for recycling
concrete waste.
With regard to the mechanical properties of RAC, the compressive and tensile strengths of recycled
coarse aggregate concrete with different sources and strength grades were studied. Tabsh et al. [2],
Koenders et al. [3], and Silva et al. [4] found that the strength reduction of RAC is clearer with
low-strength coarse aggregate than with high-strength aggregate, and the compressive and tensile
strengths of RAC made of 50 MPa coarse aggregate are equal to those of natural aggregate concrete.
Bairagi et al. [5] and Oikonomou [6] proposed stress–strain curves of RAC with different aggregate
replacement rates in which the constitutive relation of RAC with different aggregate replacement rates
was similar, and only the decline stage was different. Ying et al. [7] and Wang et al. [8] studied the
diversity of chloride ion diffusion in RAC and analyzed the influence of carbonation modification on
the interface properties of RAC. Carbonation can improve the interface properties of RAC, especially
when the water–cement ratios of new and old cement mortars are high; thus, the improvement effect
is noticeable.
With respect to the components of RAC, Arezoumandi et al. [9] and Choi et al. [10] tested
the shear strength of RAC beams under short- and long-term loads and discussed the applicability
of the design code, modifying compression field theory to the shear strength of the RAC beams.
The axial compressive performance of RAC columns was also investigated. Choi et al. [11] and
Xiao et al. [12] found that the maximum axial compressive bearing capacity of RAC columns decreases
slightly with an increase in the replacement rate of recycled coarse aggregate, and RAC columns
can be used for the load-bearing member of the structure. Wu et al. [13,14] proposed a concept for
recycling mixed components based on the recycling technology of large-scale waste concrete blocks
and systematically studied thin-walled steel tubular columns, U-shape steel beams, and thin steel-plate
walls filled with RAC. By testing RAC-filled square steel tube (RACFST) columns and RACFST columns
strengthened by carbon-fiber-reinforced polymer, Chen et al. [15] and Dong et al. [16] found that the
RACFST columns exhibited good seismic performance under low axial compression; the aggregate
replacement rate demonstrated a minimal influence on the RACFST columns. Fathifazl et al. [17] and
Ma et al. [18] studied steel-reinforced RAC (SRRAC) beams and columns and investigated the effect of
the replacement rates of recycled coarse aggregate, axial compression ratios, and stirrup ratios on the
seismic performance of the SRRAC columns.
For the RAC structures, the seismic performance of two connections was compared and analyzed
by testing the RAC beam–column joints (BCJs) [19,20]. Xiao et al. [21] and Wang et al. [22] performed
the shaking table test on RAC frames and reported the dynamic response of RAC frames. Tests on
RAC shear walls (RACSWs) have been conducted. Peng et al. [23] and Ma et al. [24] found that the
existing formulas cannot predict the peak load and failure modes of squat RACSWs and proposed a
mixed flexural and diagonal compression mechanism. The dynamic responses and failure modes of
ordinary concrete and RAC specimens were compared and discussed by using the shaking table test
on RAC frame-shear walls [25].
In general, recycled coarse aggregate is different from natural gallet and pebble aggregate, and
its porosity is high, thereby resulting in high water absorption, large dry shrinkage and creep, and
poor bond performance of the RAC. Considerable research on the mechanical properties, components,
and structures of RAC have demonstrated that RAC shows similar mechanical properties to ordinary
concrete and can be widely used in construction after rational design. The main load-bearing
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components of RAC structures include recycled coarse aggregates, which were popularized during the
construction of towns after the Wenchuan earthquake in 2008.
Steel structure residences have the advantages of strong seismic resistance, high industrialization,
recyclability, and reduced resource consumption and construction waste discharge. They are also
among the residential structure systems preferred by developed countries at present. In addition to
using steel to build steel structure residences, the material development and application technology
of enclosure systems have also been assessed. This scenario is a technical problem for new building
energy-saving materials and systems, and a social and economic development problem for factory
construction of housing in terms of changing construction modes. Tong et al. [26] and Sun et al. [27]
tested semi-rigid steel frame-filled concrete shear walls and determined that the energy dissipation of
this composite structure mainly depends on the aggregate friction and occlusion between the cracks of
filler walls and the yield of shear studs. The structure has multiple transmission paths of horizontal
loads and a high safety reserve. Kurata et al. [28] and Guo et al. [29,30] conducted research on a
steel-plate shear wall with a semi-rigid steel frame and found that the structure exhibits the advantages
of semi-rigid joints with good rotation capability as well as energy absorption through the yield
deformation of the steel plate. The hysteretic performance is stable and characterized by the simplified
construction and efficient utilization of materials. Wu et al. [31] conducted an experimental study on
steel frames with replaceable reinforced concrete walls. Other tests, such as tests on steel frames with
fabricated autoclaved lightweight concrete panels, composite lightweight walls, and light-gauge steel
stud walls, were conducted under horizontal low cyclic loading [32–34].
Prefabricated construction systems have the advantages of fast construction, stable quality, and
energy saving, along with being an environmentally friendly and sustainable development technology.
In this study, two aspects of improvements were considered on the basis of the structure of steel frames
filled with concrete shear walls as proposed by the previous scholars. On the one hand, the RAC
concrete was used to replace the ordinary concrete, and concrete shear walls made of recycled coarse
aggregate were introduced into the steel frame structure. The walls bore the horizontal loads as the
main lateral resisting components of the structure when they functioned as the enclosure, thereby
providing a new idea for popularizing and applying RAC in steel structure residences. On the other
hand, the prefabricated connection between steel frames and concrete shear walls was also considered
to facilitate the rapid construction of the project and the timely replacement of the damaged walls.
Therefore, the structure of steel frames with infilled RACSWs (SFIRACSWs) is proposed in this paper,
and tests on SFIRACSWs were conducted under horizontal low cyclic loading. The effect of two
composite forms of steel frames and RACSWs (namely, infilled cast-in-place and infilled prefabricated)
on the mechanical behavior of SFIRACSWs is discussed. The failure modes and cooperative mechanism
of steel frames and RACSWs is clarified, and the main seismic performance indexes of SFIRACSWs are




To analyze the influence of concrete type, the composite forms of steel frames and RACSWs,
and the connecting stiffness of beam–column joints (BCJs) on the hysteretic behavior of SFIRACSWs,
this study designed six specimens of one-story and one-bay, at a 1:3 scale, and divided them into three
groups. The first and second groups were designed to analyze the effects of the composite forms of steel
frames and RACSWs, and the third group was a pure steel frame that was used as a reference specimen.
The first group comprised specimens of infilled cast-in-place RACSWs, which were labeled SPE1,
SPE2, and SPE3. Only the wall of SPE1 was made of ordinary concrete, to illustrate the effect of concrete
type. The walls of the first group were poured at the construction site and connected with steel frames
through shear stubs. The second group consisted of specimens of infilled prefabricated RACSWs,
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which were labeled SPE4 and SPE5. The walls were prefabricated in the factory and assembled rapidly
with steel frames through T-shape connectors embedded in the walls. Specimen SPE6 belonged to the
third group.
The span and height of the specimens were 1050 and 1200 mm, respectively; the beam section
was HN 150 × 100 × 5 × 8, and the column section was HW 150 × 150 × 7 × 10. Two forms of BCJs,
namely, welded–bolted rigid joint and flush end-plate semi-rigid joint, were adopted, as illustrated in
Figure 1a,b, to investigate the influence of the connecting stiffness of BCJs on the seismic performance
of the SFIRACSWs. Specimens SPE1, SPE2, SPE4, and SPE6 adopted rigid joints, while the other
specimens used semi-rigid joints. The main parameters of the specimens are presented in Table 1,
and the dimensions and details of the specimens are illustrated in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Dimensions and details of specimens.
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SPE1 Welded-bolted ordinaryconcrete cast-in-place Infilled shear studs
Double layer, double
way Φ6@120SPE2 Welded-bolted RAC
SPE3 Flush end-plate RAC
Two
SPE4 Welded-bolted RAC prefabricated Ear plates, T-shape
connectors and bolts
Double layer, double
way Φ6@120SPE5 Flush end-plate RAC
Three SPE6 Welded-bolted - - - -
The diameter of the recycled coarse aggregate was 10–30 mm, and the replacement rate of the
coarse aggregate was 100%. The cast-in-place RACSWs with a thickness of 90 mm were connected
with steel frames by M16 shear studs, which were welded on the steel frames at 110-mm intervals,
as depicted in Figure 1d. The 925 × 860 × 90 mm prefabricated RACSWs were connected with steel
frames by ear plates, T-shape connectors, and high-strength bolts. The spacing of the bolts was 100 mm,
and the rapid assembly of the walls and steel frames could be achieved as illustrated in Figure 1e.
The ear plate connectors were welded on the flange of steel beams and equipped with stiffeners at
200-mm intervals. The T-shape connectors were embedded in the concrete wall and welded with the
steel bars of the hidden beams (Figure 1f).
Hidden beams and columns were set around the walls. Four Φ8 steel bars were in the hidden
beams and columns, and the diameter of the stirrup spacing of 50 mm was 6 mm. A double-layer
steel mesh was arranged on the wall, and the diameter of the horizontal and vertical steel bars with a
spacing of 120 mm was 6 mm. The reinforcement details of the infilled walls are presented in Figure 2.
Figure 2. Reinforcement details of infilled walls.
2.2. Material Properties
The tensile strength tests of steel were conducted according to the code Metallic Materials—Tensile
Testing—Part I: Method of Test at Room Temperature. All steel was Q235B with a yield strength of 235 MPa.
The grade of all steel bars was HPB300 with a yield strength of 300 MPa. The mechanical properties of
the tested steel are listed in Table 2. The recycled coarse aggregate was from waste concrete specimens
that had been placed in the laboratory for many years and were broken into concrete blocks. The design
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strength grade of RAC was C30 and the cubic compressive strength was 30 MPa. Test cubes with a size
of 100 × 100 × 100 mm were created while pouring walls and cured under the same condition as the
walls. The cubic compressive strength of the RAC was measured as 32.8 MPa according to the Standard
for Test Method of Mechanical Properties of Ordinary Concrete.















Beam flange 8 270.20 402.30 2.09 × 105 31.95
Beam web 5 302.60 413.10 2.64 × 105 35.15
Column flange 10 268.30 447.05 2.34 × 105 34.40
Column web 7 283.75 452.00 2.52 × 105 34.00
Column stiffener 8 281.55 403.95 1.80 × 105 32.85
Φ6 steel bar - 217.30 345.50 2.50 × 105 32.70
Φ8 steel bar - 348.34 482.37 2.62 × 105 37.65
2.3. Test Setup and Loading Procedure
The test loading device is illustrated in Figure 3. The specimen was anchored on the ground beam
with M30 bolts, and both ends of the ground beam were fixed in the laboratory by pressure beams.
The horizontal load was applied by a 1000-kN MTS actuator, and the vertical load was applied by a
1000-kN hydraulic jack. A lateral brace was provided at the end of the MTS actuator, and the outside
displacement of the specimen was limited by two groups of pulleys to ensure that the specimen and
actuator moved in the horizontal direction. The displacement and strain gauges were arranged in the
key parts to study the seismic behavior of the SFIRACSWs, and data were collected by a TDS-630
acquisition instrument. Concrete cracking, buckling of beams and columns, and specimen failure were
constantly observed during the test.
Figure 3. Test setup.
In the vertical direction, 250 kN loads were applied to the steel columns, which was calculated by
an axial compression ratio of 0.3. The axial compression ratio is the ratio of the design value of the
axial load to the product of the total section area and design value of the axial compressive strength
of concrete. The horizontal load was applied by the joint control method of force and displacement.
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Before the yield of the specimen, the load was controlled by force and cycled once with an increase
of 20 kN each time. The load-displacement curves showed a noticeable turning point as a yield sign.
After the yield of the specimen, the load was controlled by displacement and cycled thrice with an
increase of 0.5 δy each time, which was the estimated yield displacement. Loading stopped when the
horizontal load was down to 85% of the peak load.




Specimen SPE1 was in the elastic stage with no observable behavior when the horizontal load
was less than 200 kN. Slight oblique cracks began to appear in the middle part of the western side of
the wall when the load was 220 kN. Oblique cracks appeared on the lower part of the eastern side of
the wall when the load was 260 kN. Then, the specimen yielded locally, and the load was applied by
controlling the displacement.
In the displacement control stage, the wall cracks continued to expand, and oblique cracks
formed along the 45◦ direction in the middle of the wall when the displacement was 1.5 δy (Figure 4a).
The cracks continued to expand and extend at the control stage of displacement 2.0–4.0 δy, and principal
cracks with widths of 2–3 mm gradually formed on both sides of the wall (Figure 4b). The concrete
along both sides of the principal cracks began to be crushed and fall off, and the width of the cracks
reached 5–8 mm (Figure 4c). Local concrete fell off on both sides of the principal diagonal cracks, and
the flange at the end of the beam bulged clearly when the displacement was 5.5 δy (Figure 4d). A large
area of concrete fell off in the middle of the wall, numerous steel bars were exposed, and the column
base buckled outside when the displacement was 6.0 δy. At the control stage of displacement 6.5 δy,
the wall was badly damaged and had holes in the middle. Finally, the horizontal load was reduced by
more than 15%, and the specimen lost its carrying capacity.
Figure 4. Local failure of SPE1.
(2) Specimen SPE2
Specimen SPE2 was in the elastic stage with no observable behavior when the horizontal load
was less than 140 kN. A slight crack appeared on the lower part of the wall when the load was 160 kN.
The wall cracks continued to expand when the load was 280 kN. Then, the specimen yielded locally,
and the load was applied by controlling the displacement.
In the displacement control stage, several oblique cracks were observed along the 45◦ direction of
the wall, with a length of approximately 100 cm when the displacement was 1.5 δy (Figure 5a). The wall
cracks continued to expand and extend to the edge of the wall when the displacement was 2.0 δy,
thereby forming three principal cracks along the diagonal direction. The local concrete expanded and
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fell off at the intersection of the principal diagonal cracks when the displacement was 3.5 δy, and the
width of the cracks reached 4–5 mm (Figure 5b). A large area of concrete on top of the wall fell off and
extended along the principal cracks when the displacement was 4.5 δy, thereby forming two dropping
areas with a length of approximately 50 cm. The local steel bars were exposed. Numerous steel bars
were exposed when the displacement was 5.5 δy. Then, the local wall showed holes. The flange at
the end of the beam bulged upward (Figure 5c) and the column base buckled (Figure 5d). Finally, the
horizontal load was reduced by more than 15%, and the specimen lost its carrying capacity.
Figure 5. Local failure of SPE2.
(3) Specimen SPE3
Specimen SPE3 was in the elastic stage with no observable behavior when the horizontal load
was less than 180 kN. Numerous fine cracks appeared on the right side of the wall when the load was
200 kN. The cracks constantly expanded when the load was 280 kN. Then, the specimen yielded locally,
and the load was applied by controlling the displacement.
The cracks at the control stage of displacement 1.0–3.0 δy continued to expand and extend to
the edge of the wall, thereby forming through cracks with a width of 2–3 mm along the diagonal
direction (Figure 6a). The concrete partly fell off on both sides of the principal diagonal cracks when the
displacement was 4.0 δy, and the width of the cracks reached 4–5 mm (Figure 6b). Considerable concrete
fell off at the intersection of the cracks along the diagonal when the displacement was 4.5 δy. The local
steel bars were exposed. Then, the flange at the end of the beam bulged upward. A large area of
concrete fell offwhen the displacement was 5.5 δy. Then, many holes appeared on the wall. Numerous
steel bars were exposed and the wall was seriously damaged. Furthermore, the end-plate warped
(Figure 6c). The middle part of the column bulged outward and the column base buckled (Figure 6d).
Finally, the horizontal load decreased by more than 15%, and the specimen lost its carrying capacity.
Figure 6. Local failure of SPE3.
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3.1.2. Prefabricated RACSWs
(1) Specimen SPE4
Specimen SPE4 was in the elastic stage with no observable behavior when the horizontal load
was less than 120 kN. An initial crack appeared at the lower right corner of the wall when the load
was 140 kN. Multiple fine oblique cracks appeared in the wall center and extended when the load was
220 kN. The specimen yielded locally, then the load was applied by controlling the displacement.
In the displacement control stage, multiple short cracks with a width of approximately 1 mm
appeared along the diagonal direction of the wall when the displacement was 1.5 δy. The concrete
at the lower right corner of the wall began to fall off, and the number of horizontal cracks gradually
increased (Figure 7a). Cracks in the horizontal direction formed at the bottom of the wall when the
displacement was 2.5 δy (Figure 7b). The upper ear plate had a relative slip of approximately 10 mm
with the T-shape connector (Figure 7c) accompanied by a friction sound among steel plates. Bending
deformation occurred on the wall when the displacement was 4.5 δy. Then, the corner concrete fell
off, exposing the steel bars. The top flange of the steel beam exhibited a brittle fracture when the
displacement was 5.0 δy (Figure 7d), and the column base buckled locally. Finally, the horizontal load
was reduced by more than 15%, and the specimen lost its carrying capacity.
Figure 7. Local failure of SPE4.
(2) Specimen SPE5
Specimen SPE5 was in the elastic stage with no observable behavior when the horizontal load
was less than 60 kN. Multiple fine oblique cracks appeared along the diagonal direction of the wall
when the load was 80 kN. The number of fine cracks gradually increased and continuously expanded
when the load was 120 kN. The specimen yielded locally, then the load was applied by controlling
the displacement.
In the displacement control stage, intersecting cracks formed along the diagonal direction of
the wall when the displacement was 2.5 δy, and the principal cracks were connected (Figure 8a).
The concrete at the lower right corner of the wall was crushed and fell off when the displacement was
3.5 δy, exposing the steel bars. Multiple horizontal cracks with a width of 2–3 mm appeared at the
bottom of the embedded T-shape connector and extended from right to left (Figure 8b). The lower
left flange of the steel beam noticeably bulged upward when the displacement was 4.0 δy. The upper
ear plate had a relative slip of approximately 10 mm with the T-shape connector, accompanied by
a friction sound. A large area of concrete fell off when the displacement was 6.0 δy. Consequently,
the steel bars were exposed, and cracks in the horizontal direction formed at the bottom of the wall
(Figure 8c). The end plate warped (Figure 8d), and the column base buckled. Finally, the horizontal
load decreased by more than 15%, and the specimen lost its carrying capacity.
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Figure 8. Local failure of SPE5.
3.1.3. Pure Steel Frame
The specimen SPE6 was in the elastic stage with no observable behavior when the horizontal
load was less than 140 kN. The surface coating of the steel column webs fell off locally when the load
was 160 kN. A slight bending occurred at the upper flanges of the two columns when the load was
180 kN, and the test entered the displacement control loading stage. The column bases yielded when
the displacement was 3.0 δy, and a slight out-of-plane instability occurred in the specimen. The flanges
at the top portion of the left column and ends of the beam yielded when the displacement was 4.0 δy.
The structural capacity of the specimen constantly declined and was eventually lost [35].
Several key load points according to the test behaviors of specimens SPE1 to SPE6 are summarized
in Table 3.
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From the behavior of the test specimens, the force process of the specimens can be divided into
four stages: elastic, concrete cracking, yield, and damage stages. In the elastic stage, steel frames and
infilled RACSWs combine to resist exterior loads. The initial stiffness of the structure was high, and
the load-displacement curves are linear with no observable behavior.
3.2.1. Cast-in-Place RACSWs
The horizontal load applied to the specimens of infilled cast-in-place RACSWs was transferred
to the walls by the shear studs. In the concrete cracking and yield stages, initial cracking occurred
along the diagonal direction of the walls, and the stiffness of the specimens decreased slightly after
the cracking of the walls. The wall cracks gradually expanded and connected with the increase in
horizontal load, finally forming three principal cracks with a width of 4–5 mm along the diagonal
direction. The local concrete at the intersection of the principal diagonal cracks was crushed and fell
off, and the energy was dissipated mainly by the coarse aggregate friction and bite of the cracked
surface. A slight bulging deformation emerged at the column base and the end of the steel beam.
Upon reaching the peak load, the specimens were in a damaged stage, and a large area of concrete fell
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off on both sides of the principal cracks. The steel bars were exposed, and the local wall showed holes.
The column base and beam end buckled. The bearing capacity and lateral stiffness of the specimens
decreased sharply, and the failure modes are illustrated in Figure 9a.
Figure 9. Failure modes.
3.2.2. Prefabricated RACSWs
The horizontal load applied to the specimens of infilled prefabricated RACSWs was transferred to
the walls through the ear plates, T-shape connectors, and bolts. In the concrete cracking and yield
stages, initial cracking occurred along the diagonal direction of the walls. Horizontal cracks formed at
the bottom of the embedded T-shape connectors because of the horizontal shear force. With an increase
in horizontal load, the horizontal cracks at the embedded T-shape connectors continued to extend, and
principal cracks formed with a width of 3–5 mm. The corner concrete was crushed and began to fall
off. The ear plates had a relative slip with the T-shape connectors. After the peak load, a significant
amount of concrete fell off, thereby exposing the steel bars. Cracks in the horizontal direction formed
at the bottom of the wall. The end plates of the semi-rigid joints warped, and the flange of the steel
beam of the rigid joint fractured. The column base buckled. The bearing capacity and lateral stiffness
of the specimens degraded rapidly. The failure modes are depicted in Figure 9b.
3.3. Transfer Mechanism of Lateral Force
The failure modes of the specimens indicated that the horizontal load of the SFIRACSWs was
resisted by the combined steel frames and infilled RACSWs.
3.3.1. Cast-in-Place RACSWs
The transfer mechanism of the lateral load of steel frames with infilled cast-in-place RACSWs is
illustrated in Figure 10a. In the initial loading stage, the horizontal load was mainly resisted by the
compressive strips of the wall along the diagonal direction under the effect of the extrusion pressure
of the steel frame and the horizontal shear force transferred by the shear studs. With the increase in
horizontal load, the wall was divided into multiple diagonal compressive strips. Then, the concrete at
the compressive strips was gradually crushed. The wall gradually failed. The horizontal load was
then mostly borne by the steel frame, and the bearing capacity and lateral stiffness of the specimens
decreased sharply. The structure of the infilled cast-in-place RACSWs satisfied the requirements of
double seismic fortification.
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Figure 10. Transfer mechanism of the lateral load.
3.3.2. Prefabricated RACSWs
The transfer mechanism of the lateral load of steel frames with infilled prefabricated RACSWs
is illustrated in Figure 10b. In the early loading stage, the horizontal load was transferred to the
wall by the ear plates, T-shape connectors, and bolts, and the wall mainly bore the horizontal shear
force. With the increase in horizontal load, the wall also bore oblique compression and tension along
the diagonal direction, in addition to the horizontal shear force. The wall began to crack when the
stress reached the tensile strength of concrete. In the later loading stage, the wall was divided into
multiple diagonal compressive strips. After the cracks in the horizontal direction formed at the bottom
of the embedded T-shape connector, a large area of concrete fell off, and the wall gradually failed.
The horizontal load was then mainly borne by the steel frame, and the bearing capacity and lateral
stiffness of the specimens degraded rapidly.
4. Results and Discussions
4.1. Hysteretic Curves
The load-displacement hysteretic curves of the specimens are presented in Figure 11.
4.1.1. Cast-in-Place RACSWs
Figure 11a–c demonstrate the following:
(1) The specimens (Figure 11a–c) are in the elastic stage at the initial loading stage, the hysteretic
curves are linear, and the loops are narrow. The hysteresis loops become spindle-shaped, and the loops
open gradually with the expansion and connection of cracks in the cast-in-place RACSWs. A significant
“pinch effect” occurs at the zero point. The hysteretic curves become fully arched and have a reverse S
shape after the peak load because of the large area of concrete falling off in diagonal compressive strips
and the plastic deformations of the steel beam and columns. The areas enclosed by the loops increase.
The bearing capacity of the specimens decreases noticeably under the same load.
(2) Comparison of the hysteretic curves of the SPE1 infilled ordinary concrete wall (Figure 11a)
and SPE2 infilled RACSWs with a 100% replacement rate of recycled coarse aggregate (Figure 11b)
show that the area and shape surrounded by hysteretic curves and peak loads of the structure are close,
thereby indicating that the performance of RACSWs is close to that of the ordinary concrete wall.
(3) The hysteretic curves of specimens SPE2 (Figure 11b) and SPE3 (Figure 11c) are relatively close,
thereby showing that the connecting stiffness of BCJs slightly influences the hysteretic behavior of the
specimens of infilled cast-in-place RACSWs.
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Figure 11. Hysteretic curves.
4.1.2. Prefabricated RACSWs
Figure 11d,e depict the following:
(1) The stiffness of the specimens (Figure 11d,e) is high at the initial loading stage, and the
hysteretic curves are linear. Moreover, no residual deformation occurs after unloading. With the
expansion and connection of cracks in the prefabricated RACSWs, the stiffness of the specimens starts
to decline and the loops open gradually. Next, a significant “pinch effect” occurs at the zero point.
The energy dissipation capacity of the structure is increased, the enclosed areas of the loops increase,
and the hysteresis loops are spindle-shaped because of the crushing and collapse of the corner concrete
on the wall, the local buckling of the steel frame, and the relative slip between the connectors. Residual
deformation occurs after unloading. The hysteretic curves become fully arched after reaching the peak
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load. The bearing capacity of the specimens decreases under the same load due to the large relative
slip among the connectors.
(2) The hysteresis curves of SPE4 (Figure 11d) and SPE5 (Figure 11e) are nearly coincidental,
indicating that the connecting stiffness of BCJs has an insignificant effect on the hysteretic behavior of
the specimens of infilled prefabricated RACSWs.
4.2. Skeleton Curves
The load-displacement skeleton curves of the specimens are illustrated in Figure 12. The loads of
the main characteristic points are summarized in Table 4, where Pcr, Py, Pmax, and Pu are the cracking,
yield, peak, and damage loads of the specimen, respectively, and Pu = 0.85 Pmax. Figure 12 and Table 4
demonstrate the following:
(1) The skeleton curve of the pure steel frame is relatively smooth. The skeleton curves of the
specimens are S-shaped when the cast-in-place RACSWs are infilled. Compared with SPE2 infilled
RACSWs with a 100% replacement rate of recycled coarse aggregate, the cracking load of SPE1 infilled
ordinary concrete wall increases by 37%, the average yield load decreases by 22%, and the bearing
capacity is nearly the same.
(2) The bearing capacity of SPE2 is 2.4 times higher than that of the pure steel frame. The load
decreases faster in SPE2 and SPE3 than in the pure steel frame after the peak load, demonstrating that
the ductility of the specimens of infilled cast-in-place RACSWs decreases slightly.
(3) The comparison of SPE2 and SPE3 demonstrates that the concrete cracking load of the specimen
is approximately 1.25 times higher in end-plate joints than in welded–bolted joints. The yield and peak
loads decrease by 13% and 8%, respectively, showing that the connecting stiffness of BCJs slightly
influences the bearing capacity of the specimens of infilled cast-in-place RACSWs.
(4) The bearing capacity is 1.44 times higher in SPE4 than in the pure steel frame when the
prefabricated RACSWs are infilled, thereby indicating that the prefabricated RACSWs can effectively
improve the bearing capacity of the structure.
(5) The skeleton curves of SPE4 and SPE5 are coincidental at the initial loading stage, and the
peak load is only 4% lower in SPE5 than in SPE4, emphasizing that the connecting stiffness of BCJs
slightly influences the bearing capacity of the specimens of infilled prefabricated RACSWs. The load
of SPE4 and SPE5 decreases smoothly after the peak load, thereby indicating that the structure of the
infilled prefabricated RACSWs has a high safety reserve.
Table 4. Loads of main characteristic points on skeleton curves.
Specimen Loading Direction
Cracking Point Yield Point Peak Point Failure Point
Pcr (kN) Py (kN) Pmax (kN) Pu (kN)
SPE1
Positive 219.49 402.20 618.14 525.42
Negative 219.84 375.50 594.08 504.97
SPE2
Positive 160.15 446.50 614.32 522.17
Negative 160.44 500.08 620.37 527.31
SPE3
Positive 200.44 437.20 566.38 481.42
Negative 200.56 399.01 576.57 490.08
SPE4
Positive 140.12 272.60 374.62 318.43
Negative 139.72 260.85 360.74 306.63
SPE5
Positive 80.76 265.42 343.48 291.96
Negative 80.33 262.38 364.47 309.80
SPE6
Positive - 157.64 252.10 225.21
Negative - 183.33 258.03 220.72
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Figure 12. Skeleton curves.
4.3. Stiffness Degradation
The secant stiffness of the first cycle under the same load is calculated to reflect the degradation




where P+ and P− are the positive and negative horizontal loads at the vertex under the same load,
respectively; and Δ+ and Δ− are the corresponding positive and negative horizontal displacements at
the vertex under the same load.
The stiffness degradation curves of the specimens are presented in Figure 13. The values of
stiffness on the main stages are provided in Table 5, where θ is the horizontal drift angle of the specimen,
and K0 is the initial stiffness of the specimen. Figure 13 and Table 5 present the following:
(1) The stiffness degradation curve of the pure steel frame is relatively smooth. The initial stiffness
of SPE2 is 4.3 times higher than that of the pure steel frame when the cast-in-place RACSWs are infilled
and approximately 7% lower than that of SPE1 infilled ordinary concrete wall. The comparison of SPE2
and SPE3 implies that the initial stiffness of the specimen is approximately 13% lower in end-plate
joints than in welded–bolted joints, and the degradation trend of the stiffness of two specimens is
basically the same.
(2) The stiffness of the specimens of infilled cast-in-place RACSWs degrades rapidly at the initial
loading stage. With the increase in horizontal load, wall cracks occur and continue to expand. BCJs
exhibit a slight rotation, and the stiffness degradation rate of the specimens decreases. The walls
are severely damaged and gradually fail after the peak load. The drift angle of the BCJs increases,
and the steel frames are used as the second seismic fortification lines to dissipate the seismic energy.
The stiffness degradation of the specimens of infilled cast-in-place RACSWs stabilizes.
(3) The initial stiffness is 2.8 times higher in SPE4 than in the pure steel frame when the prefabricated
RACSWs were infilled. The stiffness degradation curves of SPE4 and SPE5 are coincidental, indicating
that the connecting stiffness of BCJs has an insignificant influence on the stiffness of the specimens of
infilled prefabricated RACSWs. The stiffness of the specimens is degraded rapidly at the initial loading
stage. The stiffness degradation rate of the specimens decreases, and the stiffness of the specimens of
infilled prefabricated RACSWs is steadily reduced by expanding and connecting the cracks in the walls.
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Figure 13. Stiffness degradation curves.




























SPE1 86.36 73.38 50.73 37.53 30.07 23.21 13.42
SPE2 80.39 59.91 50.77 42.02 31.81 19.34 -
SPE3 70.93 62.81 48.41 36.94 30.73 21.59 12.57
SPE4 52.75 47.01 34.87 26.57 20.15 15.14 10.45
SPE5 51.89 46.21 36.27 26.86 19.64 14.32 10.12
SPE6 18.72 18.65 15.07 11.93 8.99 7.47 6.66
4.4. Strength Degradation
The degradation coefficient (η) of the bearing capacity of the same displacement cycle is the ratio
of the maximum loads of the last and first cycles. The degradation curves of the bearing capacity of
the specimens are depicted in Figure 14. The values of η on the main stages are presented in Table 6.
Figure 14 and Table 6 demonstrate the following:
(1) The steel frame is a typical flexible structure with good deformation capacity, and its strength
degradation is unclear before the peak load. In SFIRACSWs, the walls act as the first seismic
fortification lines that resist most of the horizontal load. The concrete at the diagonal compressive
strips is gradually crushed and dropped, and the bearing capacity of the structure decreases sharply
through the continuous expansion of the cracks in the wall.
(2) The degradation coefficients of the bearing capacity of SPE1, SPE2, and SPE3 are more than 0.97
when the horizontal drift angle is less than 0.01 rad. The degradation coefficients remain more than
0.80 when the horizontal drift angle is 0.02 rad, indicating that the specimens of infilled cast-in-place
RACSWs also have a high safety reserve.
(3) The degradation coefficients of the bearing capacity of SPE4 and SPE5 are close when the
horizontal drift angle is less than 0.02 rad. The degradation law is consistent, denoting that the
damage degree of the specimens of infilled prefabricated RACSWs is the same under the same drift
angle. Furthermore, the connecting stiffness of BCJs slightly influences the strength degradation of the
specimens of infilled prefabricated RACSWs. The degradation coefficients of the bearing capacity of
the specimens of infilled prefabricated RACSWs are more than 0.85.
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Figure 14. Strength degradation curves.

































SPE1 0.855 0.987 0.968 0.976 0.990 1.031 0.989 0.970 0.922 0.891
SPE2 0.781 0.904 0.963 0.982 0.982 0.994 0.973 0.947 0.812 -
SPE3 0.853 0.931 0.975 0.980 0.979 0.991 0.976 0.970 0.917 0.865
SPE4 0.982 0.932 0.944 0.954 0.997 0.987 0.945 0.942 0.922 0.956
SPE5 0.910 0.935 0.947 0.958 0.970 0.981 0.954 0.936 0.937 0.876
SPE6 0.926 0.943 0.961 0.975 0.988 0.991 0.981 0.956 0.948 0.935
4.5. Ductility Analysis
Displacement ductility factor is the ratio of damage displacement Δu to yield displacement Δy,
which is an important index for measuring the deformation capability of a structure. The inter-story
drift angles and displacement ductility factors of the main stages are listed in Table 7, where Δcr, Δy,
Δmax, and Δu are the cracking, yield, peak, and damage displacements of the specimen, respectively;
and θcr, θy, θmax, and θu are the cracking, yield, peak, and damage drift angles, respectively. Table 7
shows the following:
(1) The displacement ductility factor of the pure steel frame is 3.47. The displacement ductility
factors of the specimens are from 2.44 to 2.69 when the cast-in-place RACSWs are infilled. The infilled
walls can increase the bearing capacity and initial stiffness of the structure while reducing the yield
and damage displacement of the structure. Thus, the ductility of the specimens of infilled cast-in-place
RACSWs is reduced.
(2) The displacement ductility coefficient in an SPE1 infilled ordinary concrete wall is 1.34 times
that of SPE2, indicating that the wall made of recycled coarse aggregate has poor bonding performance
and ductility.
(3) The inter-story drift angles are from 1/415 to 1/317 at the concrete cracking stage, from 1/116 to
1/114 at the yield stage, and from 1/66 to 1/64 at the peak point, thereby indicating that the specimens
of infilled cast-in-place RACSWs have a good deformation capacity. The displacement ductility factor
is approximately 10% higher in SPE3 than in SPE2, suggesting that the specimen of end-plate joints is
simple to construct and has a good deformation capacity, and the ductility is better in the end-plate
joints than in the welded–bolted joints.
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(4) The displacement ductility factors of the specimens are from 3.32 to 3.40 when the prefabricated
RACSWs are infilled. The overall deformation is restrained by the walls, and the horizontal
displacements are smaller in the main stages than those in the pure steel frame, although the
bearing capacity and lateral stiffness of the specimens of infilled prefabricated RACSWs are remarkably
increased. Consequently, the displacement ductility factors are slightly lower in the specimens of
infilled prefabricated RACSWs than those in the pure steel frame. The inter-story drift angle is from
1/619 to 1/337 at the concrete cracking stage, from 1/139 to 1/137 at the yield stage, and from 1/60 to 1/52
at the peak point.
4.6. Energy Dissipation Capacity
The energy dissipation capacity of the specimens is expressed by the relation curves between
the hysteretic loop area and the horizontal drift angle, as shown in Figure 15. The values of energy
dissipation in the main stages are presented in Table 8.
(1) The energy of the specimens of infilled cast-in-place RACSWs are dissipated mainly by the
flexible deformation of the steel frames and the coarse aggregate friction and bite of the cracked surface
of the RACSWs. The energy dissipation is 3.25 times higher in SPE2 infilled cast-in-place RACSWs
than in the pure steel frame when θ = 0.005 rad, and 2.6 times higher in SPE2 than in the pure steel
frame when θ = 0.02 rad.
(2) The energy dissipation of SPE2 infilled RACSWs is 41% that of SPE1 infilled ordinary concrete
wall when θ = 0.005 rad, and 56% that of SPE1 when θ = 0.02 rad. The energy dissipation is
approximately 13% higher in SPE3 than in SPE2 when θ = 0.005 rad, and approximately 28% higher in
SPE3 than in SPE2 when θ = 0.02 rad, thereby indicating that the end-plate joints are fully deformed
and characterized by excellent energy dissipation during loading.
(3) The energy of the specimens of infilled prefabricated RACSWs is dissipated mainly by the
flexible deformation of the steel frames and the coarse aggregate friction and bite of the wall cracks
and friction slip among the connectors. In the early stage of loading, the cracks on the wall of SPE5
occur early and the concrete cracking load is low; the energy dissipation is slightly higher in SPE5 than
in SPE4. With the increase in displacement, the energy dissipation of the two specimens becomes the
same. The energy dissipation capacity is approximately two times higher in the specimens of infilled
prefabricated RACSWs than in the pure steel frame.
(4) Compared with the pure steel frame, infilled RACSWs can greatly improve the stiffness and
energy dissipation capacity of SFIRACSWs while reducing the ductility of the structure, thereby
indicating that infilled RACSWs strongly influence the hysteretic behavior of SFIRACSWs.
Figure 15. Energy dissipation curves.
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Table 8. Values of energy dissipation at main stages.
Specimen
Energy Dissipation (kN·m)
θ = 0.005 rad θ = 0.010 rad θ = 0.015 rad θ = 0.020 rad θ = 0.025 rad
SPE1 0.96 4.27 7.93 10.83 11.55
SPE2 0.39 2.07 4.81 6.03 -
SPE3 0.44 3.38 6.45 7.71 7.70
SPE4 0.36 1.74 3.26 4.99 6.80
SPE5 0.64 1.9 3.36 5.01 7.01
SPE6 0.12 0.45 1.30 2.32 4.25
5. Conclusions
The following conclusions can be drawn from the low cyclic experiments on steel frames with
infilled cast-in-place RACSWs and prefabricated RACSWs:
(1) The bearing capacity and initial stiffness were 2.4 and 4.3 times higher in the steel frames with
infilled cast-in-place RACSWs than those in the pure steel frame. The displacement ductility factors
were from 2.44 to 2.69. The degradation coefficients of the bearing capacity remained over 0.80 when
the horizontal drift angle was 0.02 rad, thereby indicating that the specimens of infilled cast-in-place
RACSWs had a high safety reserve.
(2) Compared with the cracking load of the specimen of infilled RACSWs with a 100% replacement
rate of recycled coarse aggregate, that of the infilled ordinary concrete wall increased by 37%, the yield
load decreased by 22%, and the bearing capacity was nearly the same. These results indicate that the
performance of RACSWs was nearly the same as that of an ordinary concrete wall in the structure of
steel frames with infilled shear walls.
(3) The yield and peak loads of the specimen decreased by only 13% and 8%, respectively, in the
end-plate joints compared with those in the welded–bolted joints. Furthermore, the initial stiffness was
reduced by approximately 13%. The infilled cast-in-place RACSWs relieved the rotation deformation
of semi-rigid joints and weakened the influence of the connecting stiffness of BCJs on the bearing
capacity of the structure of infilled cast-in-place RACSWs.
(4) The bearing capacity and initial stiffness were 1.44 and 2.8 times higher in the steel frames
with infilled prefabricated RACSWs than those in the pure steel frame, and the displacement ductility
factors were from 3.32 to 3.40. The difference in bearing capacity of the specimens in the welded–bolted
and end-plate joints was only 4%, and the turning capability and ductility were better in the semi-rigid
joints than in the rigid joints.
(5) The connectors between the steel frames and prefabricated RACSWs were undamaged during
the test, and the shear force was transferred successfully. The cracks in the horizontal direction were
formed at the connection between the embedded T-shape connectors and the walls, and shear failure
occurred in the specimens. Therefore, the connection construction between the embedded T-shape
connectors and walls should be given sufficient attention.
(6) The prefabricated shear walls made of recycled coarse aggregate improved the lateral stiffness
and bearing capacity of the structure of infilled prefabricated RACSWs. The structure of infilled
prefabricated RACSWs was characterized by a favorable deformation capability to satisfy the design
requirements of structure behavior in the seismic fortification area. The walls and steel frames could
be rapidly installed in the construction field. Furthermore, the structure of the infilled prefabricated
RACSWs was safe, highly efficient, convenient to repair and replace after an earthquake, and had a
satisfactory engineering application value.
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Abstract: Rice husks as common agricultural remnants with low density and good thermal
conductivity properties have been used in infill walls in the northern area of China. Accordingly,
many tests and numerical simulations were conducted to address a difficult issue, the inaccurate
estimation on the lateral load-bearing capacity of different types of husk mortar energy-saving
(HMES) wallboards. The difficulty has not been overcome so far, implying that the novel methods
are anticipated to achieve the accurate estimation. This paper tests the full-scale HMES wallboards
with different openings and obtains the strains at the points distributed on the wallboard sides.
The experimental strains are modeled as the approximate strain energy values to produce the
characteristic parameter of the HMES wallboard’s stressing state. Furthermore, the inherent working
state characteristic points of HMES wallboards are revealed from the evolution of the characteristic
parameter called as the normalized approximate strain energy sum, leading to the redefinition of
the failure loads for the HMES wallboards. Finally, it investigates the stressing state mode evolution
of the HMES wallboard around the failure loads. The achieved results provide the reference to the
accurate estimation of the bearing capacity of the HMES wallboards.
Keywords: husk mortar wallboard; experiment; lateral strength; strain; failure load
1. Introduction
To address the global issues of the warming climate and pollution, many countries have set
“energy conservation” and “environmental protection” goals in recent decades. Meanwhile, many
countermeasures have been taken based on the individual national conditions [1]. For instance, China
banned or limited construction materials that contaminate the environment, such as clay bricks and
natural woods [2], and encouraged energy-saving and environmentally friendly construction materials
through policies and subsidies [3]. As a result, many new types of structural components have been
developed, inclusive of rice husk and wheat husk wall panels. Commonly, energy-saving construction
components are composite so that their working behavior or working mechanism are complicated
and their load-bearing capacity is difficult to be accurately estimated, particularly, for their seismic
performance [4,5]. The following makes an overview of the relative research results.
In the respect of experimental investigations, monotonic loading tests, quasi-static tests, and
shaking table tests on different types of infill walls have been performed in recent years [6–8]. Although
the tests could verify the analytical results of the proposed methods, they also presented the great
variation of infill walls in configuration, material property, and manufacture of composite components.
Likewise, Peng et al. [9] conducted three cyclic experiments of infill walls with a UHPC (Ultra high
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performance concrete) layer and a reinforced polymer mortar layer. The UHPC layer improved a
typical historical squat wall’s resistance by 193%, cracking load by 127%, and ultimate deformation by
109%. Dong et al. [10] used reinforced mortar cross strips to strengthen the masonry walls and the
quasi-static test results showed that such strengthening method was an effective way to improve the
shear capacity and seismic performance of masonry walls. Similarly, pre-stressing technology was used
by Chi et al. [11] in fully grouted concrete masonry wall systems to promote its seismic performance.
Through the parameters including displacement ductility, stiffness degradation, energy dissipation,
and equivalent viscous damping, the test results verified the advantages of the pre-stressing technology.
Moreover, from the shaking table test of a 5-story prototype structure with a reinforced concrete frame
and unreinforced masonry, Hashemi et al. [12] found that the unreinforced masonry infill wall provided
a significant contribution to the strength and ductility of the structure and should be considered in
both analysis and design.
In the respect of numerical modelling, finite element (FE) analysis was widely used to study the
mechanical properties of infill walls [13–16]. Betti et al. [17] built both plasticity model and smeared
cracking/crushing model to analyze the working behavior of historic buildings with infill walls under
seismic loading. Bartoli et al. [18] suggested the multi-level approach to assess the static and seismic
capacity of historic masonry towers, and performed three levels of evaluation, namely LV1 (analysis
at territorial level), LV2 (local analysis), and LV3 (global analysis). Ferrero et al. [19] calibrated the
numerical model according to the eigenvalue analysis and the test of the dynamic identification.
Then the nonlinear static analyses were performed to evaluate the seismic response of the structure,
which obtained the reliable parameters for modeling infill walls. In the recent years, Zhou et al. [20]
built the neural network mode of laterally loaded masonry walls to estimate their failure loads and
failure patterns. Zhang et al. [21] used the cellular automata approaches to predict the cracking patterns
of masonry wallets under vertical loads. Huang et al. [22] developed a generalized strain energy
density (GSED)–based method and revealed the relationship between the failure loads of the base/test
masonry wall panels.
The available data regarding full-scale wallboard’s load capacity remains limited. Investigations
on the strain data for analyzing structural behavior are particularly scarce. Most of these researches
focus on the load and displacement data. No experimental program has yet, to the authors’ knowledge,
been undertaken with strain analysis method on husk mortar energy-saving (HMES) wallboards.
The tests and numerical analyses mentioned above obviously reflect two issues: (1) A reasonable
numerical model would not have been established due to the configuration complexity of HMES
wallboards. As a result, an accurate prediction for the ultimate strength of HMES wallboards has not
been achieved by the existing analytical theories and methods. (2) The displacement data and force
data were fully utilized, but the strain data were not fully applied. The structural working features
embodied in the strain data have not been explored. Both problems implied that new theories and
methods should be developed to solve them [23]. Zhou’s structural stressing state theory explored a
new way to deeply understand the structural working behavior features from the experimental strain
data and provided a proper method to definite structural failure load [24,25]. In view of Zhou’s theory,
this paper investigated the structural working state of full-scale HMES wallboards with different
openings. It was considered that the structural working state related to the individual working states
of the local zones within the wallboard. So the strain values with the load increase were measured
at the points uniformly distributed on both sides of the wallboard. The study revealed the inherent
leap characteristics implied in the working states of wallboards and redefined their failure loads.
An empirical relationship among the experimental failure loads of the wallboards was derived based
on the failure characteristics of the wallboards. which could provide the reference to the accurate
prediction of the wallboards’ load-bearing capacity. In addition, a new way was explored to apply the
enormous amount of experimental strain data to structural analysis.
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2. HMES Wallboards and Testing Preparation
2.1. The Configuration and Size of the HMES Wallboards
The structure of HMES wallboards is briefly described since it has already been reported in
detail [26]. The husk mortar is made of cement, sand, husks, water, and additive. This panel can be
used to the multi-story and high-rise reinforced concrete frame construction as facade, its overall size
is the same with the external wall. The wall panel consists of two husk mortar surface layers, and two
insulation layers (benzene or asbestos), and an air layer inside. The two surface layers are connected
by the vertical and horizontal reinforced ribs.
Figure 1 shows the sectional structure. An HMES wallboard consists of three parts: two surface
layers, two benzene board layers, and one cavity layer. The vertical and transverse ribs are arranged in
the interior of the wallboard, and the reinforcing bars are arranged between the two surfaces. The metal
mesh is in the surface layer. The benzene board is cut into small pieces, and between two pieces, there
is a gap for a rib. The insulation mortar is poured between the surface layer and the benzene board
layer for bonding and fixation. The vertical reinforced bar, the metal mesh in the surface layer, and the
transverse pull bar are bonded at their intersection, constituting a three-dimensional metal grid. The
metal rings are set in the upper edge of the wallboard for convenient hoisting and transport. Figure 2
shows the wallboard products.
 
Figure 1. The wallboard products.
Figure 2. Section of husk mortar energy-saving (HMES) wallboard.
As shown in Figure 3, an experimental building with the HMES wallboards was built in 2008,
and some houses were built later with such wallboards according to needs of local construction.
The dimensions of HMES wallboards are determined by column space, height of the floor, and
dimensions of windows and doors.
In this experiment, two groups of full-scale HMES wallboards are manufactured based on the
norms of practical engineering. The sizes, lateral loading cases, and numbers of the wallboards are
shown in Table 1. Considering their low lateral bearing capacity, which is unsuitable for cyclic loading
testing, wallboards 1-3, 1-4, 2-1, 2-2, 2-3, and 2-4 with openings are subjected to monotonic loads only.
For purposes of comparison with the monotonic loading cases, wallboards 1-1 and 1-2 are subjected to
cyclic loads.
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Figure 3. Construction process.
Table 1. The configurations and sizes of the experimental HMES wallboards.
Configuration & Size
Dimensions in mm
Group 1 Group 2
No. Lateral Loading Case No. Lateral Loading Case
Intact Wallboard
1-1 cyclic 2-1 monotonic3300 × 2800 × 250
Window opening: 1500 × 1600
1-2 cyclic 2-2 monotonic3300 × 2800 × 250
Door opening: 900 × 2100
1-3 monotonic 2-3 monotonic2400 × 2800 × 250
Window opening:1500 × 1600
1-4 monotonic 2-4 monotonicDoor opening: 900 × 2100
3300 × 2800 × 250
2.2. Experimental Device and Loading Scheme
This experiment was carried out at the Heilongjiang Institute of Science and Technology, China.
The experimental device is shown in Figure 4. The vertical load was applied by mechanical jacks,
and the horizontal load was applied by a hydraulic servo actuator, which was installed in the same
plane as the specimen. To facilitate lifting, a steel groove was designed and fixed at the bottom of
the tested wallboard by pouring concrete. Two jacks were installed for connecting the specimen and
the base. In this way, the base of the specimen was fixed during the test. A pair of two tie rods
were installed on the loading end of the horizontal actuator; a cyclic load could be realized with
such a loading device. The horizontal cyclic load and monotonic loads were supplied by a 500 kN
actuator. As shown in Figure 5, the loading was force controlled for the cyclic loading case as well as
the monotonic loading case. The loading scheme was composed of applying incremental multiples of
5.0 kN until the test was terminated for the specimen 1-1, specimen 1-2, specimen 2-1, and specimen
2-2. As for specimen 1-3, specimen 1-4, specimen 2-3, and specimen 2-4, the incremental force was
3.0 kN. In addition, the specimen was exposed to an axial load of 30 kN at the top surface that was
applied by two hydraulic jacks on the rigid distribution beam, which represented the gravity load and
remained constant throughout the test. The force controlled scheme was chosen over displacement
controlled scheme for the reason that force and strain energy data were significant in the analysis of
strain energy, which is applied in Section 4.3. As the load capacities of the HMES wallboards with
different sizes are usually different, the load increments of specimen 1-1 and 1-2 are set 5.0 kN while
the load increments of specimen 1-3 and 1-4 are set 3.0 kN.
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Figure 4. Overview of the test setup and instrumentation.
Figure 5. The loading scheme for the cycle test.
2.3. Measuring Scheme
During the HMES wallboard experiment, the measuring data include the horizontal load values
and the corresponding displacements at the loading position. To measure strain, standard strain gauges
specific to concrete are adopted. The strain signal is recorded by the electrical resistance strain indicator
per second. The strain data are collected at the peak point of every loading process. Notably, this
experiment specifically considers the measurement of the strain values: (1) the strain values indicate
the local behavior of the wallboard; thus, they are recorded in three directions at the representative
positions on both sides of the wallboard; and (2) the working state mode of the wallboard can be
numerically described by the strain values at uniformly distributed locations. Hence, for instance,
the strain layout of wallboard 1-1 is designed as shown in Figure 6.
Two linear variable differential transducers (LVDTs) were placed at the top sections of the
specimens to measure longitudinal deformations along the loading direction. All measurements of the
load cells, displacement transducers, and strain gauges were recorded by a computer data logger.
The principal strains, the shear strains, and the inclinations of the principal strains were calculated
based on the strain data, and the maximum values of the strains under each level of loading were
applied for calculating the strain energy.
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Figure 6. The layout of the strain gauges.
3. The Experimental Results
3.1. Test Results of Material Test
As shown in Figure 7, material tests of husk mortar were carried out according to the requirements
of the Standard of Testing of Mechanical Properties of Ordinary Concrete [27]. The compressive
strength of husk mortar is 18.6 MPa, measured on a set of 3 cubic samples. Several key parameters of
husk mortar, such as compressive strength, density, water content, thermal conductivity, and elastic
modulus are listed in Table 2.
 
Figure 7. Cube for material test.
Table 2. Mechanical properties of husk mortar.
Cube Number
Compressive Strength Density Water Content Thermal Conductivity Elastic Modulus
MPa kg/m3 % W/(m × k) MPa
A 21.20 1733 3.1 0.394
4976B 14.13 1467 3.5 0.233
C 20.60 1633 3.4 0.380
3.2. Test Results of HMES Wallboords
Typically, experimental data are analyzed to have a reliable and accurate formula for calculating
the ultimate/failure load and the structural parameters corresponding to some working behavior
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characteristics. For the experimental data related to this study, such an analysis was also performed [20].
However, it seems that the experimental records of cracking phenomena and strain values have not been
fully studied thus far. A great amount of unseen knowledge is certainly implied in the experimental
data, and only some innovative method is necessary to reveal this knowledge. Here, the analysis of the
experimental data focuses on the cracking mechanism and the stressing state of the wallboard from a
structural perspective based on the concept of the structural stress state.
Figure 8 draws the failure patterns of the eight wallboards based on the experimental observations.
It should be noted that the concrete bonding failure occurs in the steel groove of specimen 2-1. Through
upgrading the strength of the concrete, which was poured in the steel groove, similar failure patterns
do not reappear in the following tests.
Figure 8. The experimental cracking patterns of the HMES wallboards.
The experimental records of the HMES wallboards corresponding to Table 1 are summarized in
Table 3.
Table 3. The experimental records of the HMES wallboards.
Wallboard No. Lateral Loading Condition CL-O (kN) FL-O (kN) UL (kN)
1-1 cyclic 54.29 88.48 93.20
1-2 cyclic 39.73 69.14 78.54
1-3 monotonic 36.00 42.00 62.31
1-4 monotonic 18.61 27.67 47.52
2-1 monotonic - - -
2-2 monotonic 41.50 78.81 81.26
2-3 monotonic 20.60 42.00 47.55
2-4 monotonic 21.70 39.00 42.00
Note: CL-O is the load corresponding to the first cracking, as based on observation; FL-O is the load corresponding
to the formation of a complete cracking pattern, as based on observation; and UL is the ultimate load at the end of
the test.
From the experimental phenomena of the HMES wallboards, the following comment regarding
their future design and engineering application can be made: the first crack occurs at the weakest
zone in the wallboards where the maximum stress exists. Clearly, the weakest zone is dependent on
the configuration of the wallboard. Importantly, the cracking pattern of the wallboard provides a
reference for its configurational improvement. For instance, for the wallboard with a door opening, the
cracking zone between the top edges of the wallboard and the door indicates that some strengthening
measures may be taken there; additionally, some strengthening measures may be taken in the cracking
zone between the door and window openings. Therefore, efforts should be made to ensure a shearing
working state for the engineering application of this wallboard.
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4. Data Analysis
4.1. FE Model
As shown in Figure 9, the HMES wallboards were modeled in ABAQUS/Explicit with C3D8R
elements. The C3D8R element is a general-purpose linear brick element, with reduced integration (1
integration point) [28]. The shape functions are the same as for the C3D8 element. In the force-control
loading pattern, a uniform increasing pressure is imposed on the top face of specimens gradually until
failure occurs. The load capacity of two insulation layers is neglected in the FE (Finite element) model.
Figure 9. FE model and deformation pattern of specimen 1-3.
The elastic modulus of husk mortar was set as 4976 MPa according to the test results mentioned
above. A preliminary FE model with elastic modulus of husk mortar was established to validate the
results of HMES wallboards.
Figure 10 shows that there is a relatively reasonable agreement between numerical and test values
at the initial stage of the load displacement curve. Such results verify the accuracy of test methods and
test results in the elastic range. However, the numerical and test results do not match well after the
displacement reaches 6.41 mm. When the specimen 1-3 enters the plastic stage, the elastic constitutive
model of husk mortar cannot reflect the plastic behavior of HMES wallboards. A reasonable constitutive
model should be adopted for plastic analysis. This issue requires additional research.
Figure 10. Numerical and test results of specimen 1-3.
4.2. The Characteristic Parameters
Typically, the first cracks are a local failure of the wallboard. With cracking propagation, local
failure becomes structural failure. This development might raise the question of how to define structural
failure based on the propagation of local failure/cracking, that is, how to delineate the boundary between
structural and local failures. In other words, the stressing state of a structure should be expressed by
the response data of key points from the experimental measurement or numerical simulation. This
issue leads to an updated definition of structural failure. In this definition, the structural failure state is
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defined as the working state after the structure loses its stable/normal working state, which is not a
structural collapse corresponding to the ultimate load. Here, the wallboards are analyzed to reveal
their unseen working characteristics and to define their failure loads based on an empirical modelling
of the experimental data.
First, a characteristic parameter Ej,norm is defined as the normalized approximate strain energy










where Eij is the ASE value of the ith measuring point to the jth load increment; N is the number of
measuring points distributed on the wallboard; EM is the maximum sum of strain energy among the
measuring points to the individual load increments or the ASE sum to the last (Mth) load increment;
E is the elastic modulus; and εi j is the strain value at the ith point to the jth load increment.
For Equation (1), two points must be indicated:
(a) Eij is just an approximate strain energy parameter of the wallboard since it is calculated using a
limited number of experimental strain values. Furthermore, Ej,norm approximately reflects the
global behavior of the wallboard under lateral load. However, Ej,norm might better reflect the real
working behavior of the wallboard than conventional numerical simulation because of the direct
application of experimental data.
(b) At present, a large amount of experimental strain data has not been fully used in the field of
structural analysis. Hence, the introduction of Ej,norm represents a methodological attempt to
reflect some unseen global working behavior of the wallboard (it could be as a structure) by
applying experimental strain values.
4.3. Characteristic Curve
For the seven specimens for which the uniformly distributed strain values are measured,
Figure 11a–g draws their characteristic curves of the relationship between Fj and Ej,norm. To be
specific, CP stands for the crack point, and FP stands for the failure point, which is defined as the point
where the slope of the curve changes greatly.
Figure 11 shows that the seven specimens basically embody a similar feature of three working
stages, particularly the failure loads dotted in the Fj − Ej,norm curves. Three working stages can be
seen in Figure 11, together with the experimental observations:
In Figure 11a, before the load reaches 55.0 kN, specimen 1-1 works in an elastic state. Afterwards,
specimen 1-1 enters an elastic-plastic working state, as the inflection point from a linear shape to
a nonlinear shape in the Fj − Ej,norm curve emerges. As the load changes from 55.0 kN to 65.0 kN,
specimen 1-1 works in an elastic-plastic state due to the propagation of the first crack and the appearance
of other cracks. Notably, however, specimen 1-1 maintains a stable mode of strain energy distribution in
these two working states. When the load reaches 65.0 kN, the second inflection point in the Fj − Ej,norm
curve emerges, at which point specimen 1-1 cannot maintain a stable mode of strain energy distribution
before collapsing. According to the definition in reference [29,30], defining the first inflection point as
the cracking load, and the second inflection point as the failure load, it can be seen from Figure 11a that
55.0 kN is the crack load of specimen 1-1, 65.0 kN is the failure load of specimen 1-1, and 93.2 kN is the
ultimate load of specimen 1-1.
Similarly, in Figure 11b the crack load, failure load, and ultimate load of specimen 1-2 are 20.5
kN, 69.8 kN, and 78.6 kN, respectively. In Figure 11c the crack load, failure load, and ultimate load
of specimen 1-3 are 17.9 kN, 42.0 kN, and 62.3 kN, respectively. In Figure 11d the crack load, failure
load, and ultimate load of specimen 1-4 are 18.1 kN, 45.4 kN, and 47.5 kN, respectively. In Figure 11e
the crack load, failure load, and ultimate load of specimen 2-2 are 21.5 kN, 74.6 kN, and 81.3 kN,
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respectively. In Figure 11f the crack load, failure load, and ultimate load of specimen 2-3 are 21.3 kN,
42.5 kN, and 47.6 kN, respectively. In Figure 11g the crack load, failure load, and ultimate load of
specimen 2-4 are 27.5 kN, 36.6 kN, and 42.0 kN, respectively.
 
(a) Specimen 1-1 (b) Specimen 1-2 
 
(c) Specimen 1-3 (d) Specimen 1-4 
 
(e) Specimen 2-2 (f) Specimen 2-3 
 
(g) Specimen 2-4 
Figure 11. The Fj − Ej,norm curves of the specimens. Note: CP is the cracking load point; FP is the
failure load point.
Here, three points must be emphasized: (1) FP exists in the Fj − Ej,norm curve of every specimen,
as shown in Figure 11. (2) FP emerges in the elastic-plastic working stage of the specimen. (3) The
working states of the wallboard are different before and after the appearance of FP. The former
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state is relatively stable and maintains a relatively constant mode/pattern, while the latter state is
unstable/changeable with the load increment. Therefore, based on the characteristic point in the
Fj − Ej,norm curve, the response of a wallboard to a load increment can be divided into two working
states: the stable/normal working state occurring until the characteristic point and the unstable/failure
working state from the characteristic point to the collapse of the wallboard. The failure load is defined
as the load value at the characteristic point.
The results of the crack load and failure load derived from the strain data are consistent with the
results based on observations, as shown in Figure 12. Actually, the crack results based on observation
requires manpower and depends on the experimental environment. Therefore, the crack load cannot
be defined clearly in this way. Moreover, when the crack occurs in the initial stage, the width of the
crack is not large enough for observation. With strain analysis method, the initial stage of crack could
be captured reasonably.
Figure 12. Crack load and failure load with different methods. Note: CL-O is the load corresponding
to the first cracking, as based on observation; FL- O is the load corresponding to the formation of
a complete cracking pattern, as based on observation; CL-I is the cracking load based on the strain
analysis; and FL-I is the failure load based on the strain analysis.
The analysis of the strain data provides a proper way to judge whether cracks occur/propagate in
the specimen. The appearance of CP marks that cracks have occurred and have begun to propagate in
the specimen.
4.4. MK Criterion
To distinguish the stressing state jump of the structure via the Fj − Ej,norm curve, the MK
(Mann-Kenddall) method is applied [24]. The function of Fj is monotonically increasing because the
loading scheme is force controlled. The characteristic point defined by the MK method can be used to
describe the structural stressing state.









E(i) > E( j) (1 ≤ j ≤ i)
otherwise
(2)
where mi is the cumulative number of the samples and +1 indicates adding one to the existing value if
the inequality on the right side is satisfied for the jth comparison. Next, calculate the mean value E(dk)
and Var(dk) of dk:
E(dk) = k(k− 1)/4 (2 ≤ k ≤ n)
Var(dk) = k(k− 1)(2k + 5)/72 (2 ≤ k ≤ n) (3)
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2 ≤ k ≤ n (4)
For the inverse sequence of Ei, the same steps are conducted to yield the UBk − F curve.
The intersection point of the UFk − F and UBk − F curves is the characteristic point of the structural
stressing state. In this way, the failure point can be defined properly.
For example, the characteristic point of specimen 1-3 was analyzed, as shown in Figure 13.
Figure 13. Crack load defined by the MK method.
The other six specimens were correspondingly analyzed with the MK method, and the loads at
the MK point are recorded in Figure 14. When CL-O is considered as the standard value, then the load
value derived from the MK method is closer than CL-I, as seen from Figure 14.
Figure 14. Loads defined by the MK method.
4.5. Structural Stress State
The sum of the strain energies can reflect the overall working state of the specimens. Moreover,
the change in the stress state, which reflects the strain distribution, can be derived from the strain data
as well. To be specific, Figure 15 shows that strain distribution of specimen 1-3.
Figure 15 indicates that the jump features of the stressing state modes are consistent with those
revealed in Figure 11. Figure 15 shows sudden and sharp increases at 18.0 kN and 45.0 kN, with
the latter more apparent. Thus, it can be inferred that when the load reaches 21.0 kN and 48.0 kN,
the stressing state of the specimen changes to another stressing state sub-mode. Of further note is that
the stressing state remains stable between the first characteristic point (P1) and the second characteristic
point (P2), whereas the stressing state cannot maintain stability after the second characteristic point.
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Figure 15. The changing features of strain-based stressing state modes for specimen 1-3.
5. Summary and Conclusions
This study attempts an innovative application of experimental strain data to investigate the
working states of HMES wallboards with openings based on the concept of the structural stress state.
It should be noted that such investigation is suitable for in-plane shear behavior of infill walls subjected
to the monotonic and cyclic loading. Issues with more complex loads, different stiffnesses of joints,
rigidity of joining elements, and various configurations require additional research. The investigation
draws the following conclusions:
The experimental strains can be transferred into the approximate strain energy values to build the
parameter (the NASE sum) characterizing the HMES wallboard’s working state. The evolution of the
NASE sum will present the characteristic points of the HMES wallboard’s working state, i.e., the crack
load and failure load. Then, the MK method is applied to detect the characteristic load from Ej,norm − Fj
curve and finds out the crack load (L-MK). The comparison of the characteristic loads verify the
rationality of the crack loads (L-MK). The modeling method of experimental strains and the MK
method could derive the rational and accurate crack loads and provide the rational reference to update
the design code of HMES wallboards. Moreover, it provides the method to analyze the local and whole
working behaviors of HMES wallboards.
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Abstract: In this paper, the bond deterioration mechanism of recycled aggregate concrete (RAC) with
a full replacement ratio was studied through experimental and numerical simulations. To study the
bond behavior and the bond slip between section steel and RAC, nine push-out specimens were
designed using the control variable method. The effects of the concrete strength, the embedded
length, the cover thickness, and the lateral stirrup ratio on the bond behavior and the bond slip were
investigated in detail. The loading process and failure mode of the specimens were observed, and the
test curves of the loading end and free end of the specimens were analyzed. Based on the experiment,
the finite element method (FEM) was used to simulate the specimens, and the simulation results were
analyzed by comparing the experiment data. The analysis of the results showed that the developed
model is capable of representing the characteristic bond strength value between section steel and
RAC with sufficient accuracy, and the main differences of bond slip between the simulation and the
test results are the slippage at the limit state and the moment at which the free end starts to slip.
Keywords: full replacement ratio; section steel and RAC; bond behavior; SRRC (Steel Reinforced
Recycled Concrete); bond strength; bond slip; numerical simulation
1. Introduction
With the acceleration of industrialization and urbanization, the construction industry has
developed rapidly, and the accompanying construction waste has increased dramatically. Due to the
large cost of traditional landfill methods and serious environmental pollution, reusing the construction
waste resources is imperative [1,2]. As a product of the recycling construction waste, recycled aggregate
concrete (RAC) has its own advantages in terms of economy and protection for the environment. RAC is
prepared by mixing recycled aggregate [3–6] with a certain proportion and grading, and partially
or completely replacing natural aggregates (mainly coarse aggregates). The recycled aggregates are
obtained by crushing, cleaning, and classifying the waste concrete.
In recent years, various scholars have conducted investigations on the properties of RAC [7–13].
It was found that RAC with an optimized mix ratio has better mechanical properties compared with
ordinary concrete [14,15]. RAC has low weight, which is beneficial for reducing the weight of structure
and improving the seismic performance of RAC members. Therefore, the combined application of
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RAC and section steel in construction engineering not only reduces the overall weight of a structure,
but also solves the problem of poor bearing capacity and rigidity of the structure.
Previous investigations [16–23] indicated that the bond slip behavior between section steel and
RAC is an important factor affecting the structural performance, and the numerical simulation method
of bond slip is an important theoretical basis of engineering extension and structural calculation analysis.
Chen et al. [24] carried out push-out tests on twenty-two specimens of RAC with different replacement
rates, and analyzed the effects of the replacement rate, the cover thickness, the bonding site, the hooping
ratio, and the particle diameter of the aggregate on the bond strength. However, a mathematical model
of the constitutive relationship for bond slip was not proposed. Liu et al. [25] studied the bond slip
performance of section steel and RAC under different replacement rates and carried out a push-out
test on thirty-six specimens. The constitutive relationship of bond strength under the position function
was obtained, and the relationship between replacement rate and average characteristic bond strength
was also acquired. Hwang et al. [26] established a numerical model for the bond slip analysis of
concrete-filled steel tubular columns, considering the bond slip effect at two nodes. Al-Rousan et
al. [27] established a new bond slip model for fiber-reinforced concrete, characterized by the fact that
the model was based on anchored carbon fiber rebar and fiber-reinforced concrete.
In general, the research studies on the bond slip and numerical simulation between section
steel and RAC are incomplete, especially for section steel and RAC with a full replacement ratio.
Further study is important for determining the theoretical and engineering relationships between
section steel and RAC.
In this study, the impact factors of bond slip strength between section steel and RAC with a full
replacement ratio and the constitutive relationship of bond slip were studied. Moreover, reliable




In the study, the RAC with full replacement ratio means that all of the natural coarse aggregates
in the concrete have been replaced by recycled coarse aggregates. The specimens were obtained
from PC32.5R Portland cement, recycled coarse aggregate, natural fine aggregate, natural fine sand,
and urban tap water. The particle size of the recycled coarse aggregate was ranged 5–31.5 mm.
The physical properties of the recycled coarse aggregate [28,29] were measured, and the results are
shown in Table 1. The obtained results satisfied the requirements of “Recycled Coarse Aggregate for
Concrete” GB/T 25177-2010.
Table 1. Physical properties of recycled coarse aggregate.








1430 1309 3.90% 17 2458 3.83
Double 10 channel steel plates and double 6mm thick steel plates were bonded with epoxy resin
in the experiment. The longitudinally stressed steel provided B16 reinforcement, the stirrup provided
A6 reinforcement, and their mechanical performances are shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Mechanical performances of steel and stirrup.
Steel E1/MPa E2/MPa εy εs εu fy/MPa fu/MPa
6 mm steel plate 2.06 × 105 0.975 × 105 1738 20,500 29,500 354 425
10 channel steel
Flange 2.08 × 105 0.985 × 105 1690 21,500 29,000 357 420
web 2.07 × 105 0.967 × 105 1755 21,500 28,500 348 435
A6 reinforcement 2.03 × 105 0.857 × 105 1510 14,500 22,500 310 350
B16 reinforcement 2.06 × 105 0.995 × 105 1895 16,500 30,500 390 530
Note: E1 is the elastic modulus of the elastic phase; E2 is the slope of the hardening section of the steel; εy is the yield
strain of the steel corresponding to fy; εs is the strain of the steel; εu is the peak strain of the steel corresponding to
fu; fy is the yield strength of the steel; fu is the ultimate strength of the steel.
2.2. Design of Specimens
Nine push-out specimens were designed in the test to study the bond behavior and the bond slip
between section steel and RAC. The effects of the concrete strength, the embedded length, the cover
thickness, and the lateral stirrup ratio on the bond behavior and the bond slip between section steel
and RAC were investigated in detail. The parameters of push-out specimens are shown in Table 3.
All strain gauges were arranged at a certain interval on the flange steel plate and the web channel
steel. This arrangement did not affect the bonding effect in the interface between section steel and
RAC, and ensured the safety and the accuracy of the strain gauge. The section design of specimens
and section steel are shown in Figures 1 and 2, respectively.













SRRC-1 C30 740 55 0.2 A6@140 29.9
SRRC-2 C30 540 55 0.2 A6@140 32.43
SRRC-3 C30 740 40 0.2 A6@160 32.43
SRRC-4 C30 740 70 0.2 A6@120 32.43
SRRC-5 C40 740 55 0.2 A6@140 45.12
SRRC-6 C20 740 55 0.2 A6@140 21.60
SRRC-7 C30 740 55 0.25 A6@110 29.9
SRRC-8 C30 740 55 0.3 A6@95 29.9
SRRC-9 C30 940 55 0.2 A6@140 29.9
Figure 1. Section design of specimens.
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Figure 2. Section design of section steel.
Pre-absorption treatment was conducted on recycled coarse aggregate before preparing
RAC [30,31], and the mix design of RAC is shown in Table 4. The reason is that the recycled
coarse aggregate is largely porous, which reduces the actual water/cement ratio in the cement slurry
and the concrete mix ratio at the same concrete strength.
Table 4. Mix design of recycled aggregate concrete (RAC).
Concrete Strength
Dosage/Kg·m−3
Cement Recycled Coarse Aggregate Sand Water Additional Water
C20 335.0 1250.0 650.0 195.0 48.0
C30 370.0 1185.0 660.0 195.0 45.4
C40 425.0 1225.0 640.0 145.0 46.9
Pre-absorption treatment was conducted on recycled coarse aggregate before preparing RAC [30,31].
The reason is that the recycled coarse aggregate with large porosity absorbs a lot of water, and decreases
the actual water-cement ratio in the cement slurry. The mix design of RAC is shown in Table 4.
The specimens were made in the seismic engineering laboratory of Xi’an University of Architecture
and Technology. The 150 mm × 150 mm × 150 mm cube test blocks were also produced from the
same RAC in the test. After the pouring was completed, the push-out specimens were cured in
indoor standard conditions (with felt-covered watering and curing). The compressive strength (fcu) of
specimens is shown in Table 3.
2.3. Test Method
The strain gauges were applied from dense to sparse distribution along the loading end to the free
end, and were bonded to the steel plate by epoxy resin to measure the strain at the flange and the web.
Four electronic slip sensors were uniformly arranged on one side of the flange and the web, which
were developed by the research team [32], and the Slip-strain (S–ε) relationship of each electronic slip
sensor was measured in advance.
The push-out test was carried out on the 2000t compression testing machine in the State Key
Laboratory for civil engineering at Xi’an University of Architecture and Technology. Figure 3a,b show
photos of the test setup and push-out specimen. The upper end of the specimen was fixed and the
lower end was free. A mild steel plate with an “H” hole connected the bottom of the specimen with
the loading platform. The topside of the section steel was attached to the compression testing machine
with a complete steel plate. A foam pad was laid between the steel support and RAC to ensure flatness,
and the loading rate was 0.3 mm/min. Slip occurred initially in the lower part and gradually in the
upper part. Therefore, from the perspective of the section steel, the loading end of the specimen was
defined at the lower end and the free end was in the upper portion. Double displacement meters were
set at the loading end and the free end, respectively, which are shown in Figure 3c.
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(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 3. Photos and sketch of the test: (a) photo of test setup; (b) photo of push-out specimen;
(c) sketch of push-out specimen.
3. Results and Analysis
3.1. Failure Procedure and Mode
The failure modes of the specimens can be divided into two types: splitting failure mode and
bursting failure mode. The failure procedure was roughly as follows: at the initial stage of the specimen
loading, there was no obvious change on the surface of each specimen. When the specimen was loaded
to 40%–75% of the ultimate load, the initial cracks appeared on the surface of the specimen. With the
increase of loading, the initial cracks were mostly concentrated near the loading end at the web, and a
small part appeared in the middle. In this time, the initial cracks propagated rapidly, the initial cracks
at the loading end extended toward the free end, and the initial cracks in the middle expanded toward
both sides as the load increased. When loading to 80%–90% of the ultimate load, the sliding increment
of the loading end was obvious and the load increased gently. The initial crack gradually developed
into a through crack, and the maximum crack width reached 2–3 mm. As the load continued increasing
to the ultimate load, the load sharply dropped to 50%–70% of it, therefore the specimen was considered
to be broken by the through crack. If the load continued to increase, the changes were minimal and
stabilized with the increasing drifts. It was considered that the load was a residual load. In the process,
multiple cracks were generated, in which the original cracks developed secondary cracks, and the
damage of RAC increased. The loading ended when the section steel was pushed out 4–6 mm.
The failure mode for SRRC-1, SRRC-4, and SRRC-8 was bursting failure, and the rest specimens
showed splitting failure. Splitting failure is the typical failure mode, and here the initial cracks appeared
at the loading end of the web sides. With increased load, the cracks extended to the free end and some
fine cracks appeared on the specimen gradually. When the load reached the peak load, the initial
cracks extended to the upper part of the specimen. Then the load fell rapidly and tended to be gentle
gradually. There was a penetrating crack on the flange side and at web sites at this stage, as shown in
Figure 4 (taking SRRC-5 as an example).
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 4. Splitting failure of SRRC-5: (a) web; (b) flange.
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With bursting failure, the initial cracks occurred in the middle of the flange or the web. As the
load increased, the initial cracks gradually expanded toward the loading and free ends, and some new
fine cracks occurred. When the load reached about 80%–90% of the ultimate load, the initial cracks
continued expanding and widening, and there were many obvious secondary cracks. As shown in
Figure 5 (taking SRRC-1 as an example), through cracks were present on both the flange and the web




Figure 5. Bursting failure of SRRC-1: (a) web; (b) flange.
It can be seen from SRRC-4 and SRRC-8 specimens that a high lateral stirrup ratio and high cover
thickness make the specimen more prone to bursting failure. The reason for this phenomenon is that
a high lateral stirrup ratio and high cover thickness are effective in preventing the deformation of
concrete and further improving the cracking load of cracks.
3.2. Characteristic of P–S Curves
The loading end slip curve (P-S curve) can be simplified to the model shown in Figure 6. Here, The
load is divided into two categories, each of them showing basically the same changes, which are
divided into three parts: rising, sag, and gentle loads. Type (I) is characterized by a large initial load
(65%–75% of the peak load), with a residual load that is slightly lower than the initial load. Type (II) is
characterized by a small initial load (40%–65% of the peak load), with a residual load that is slightly
higher than the initial load. The P–S curves of the specimens are shown in Figure 7.
The following definitions of the characteristic points in Figure 6 are given:
(1) The initial load Ps: The load when obvious slippage occurred on specimens (point A)
(2) The ultimate load Pu: The maximum value of the specimens (point B)
(3) The residual load Pr: The load corresponding to the end of the descending stage (point C)
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Figure 7. P–S curves of each specimen: (a) SRRC-1; (b) SRRC-2; (c) SRRC-3; (d) SRRC-4; (e) SRRC-5;
(f) SRRC-6; (g) SRRC-7; (h) SRRC-8; (i) SRRC-9.
In this paper, the P–S curves of the loading end are divided into four stages: nonslip, slip-crack,
descending, and residual.
(1) OA in Figure 6 indicates the nonslip stage of the specimens. The key point is the initial bond load
point, which determines the length of the section, and the main load is borne by the chemical
adhesive force at this section. The composition of the bond stress in the section steel and RAC
is similar to in the section steel and ordinary concrete. The bond stress is caused by chemical
adhesion and frictional resistance in the article [33].
(2) AB in Figure 6 indicates the slip-crack stage of the specimens, where the curve is basically a linear
relationship and the slope is too large. When loading to 40%–65% of the ultimate load (the load is
defined as the initial load Ps, the corresponding bond strength is the average initial bond strength
τs), the loading end of the specimen begins to slip and developed rapidly.
(3) The load drops sharply and the specimen has longitudinal through cracks when loading increases
to the ultimate load Pu (the corresponding bond strength is the average limited bond strength
τu). The reason is that the chemical adhesion of the descending stage is suddenly broken and the
friction is not sufficient to support the ultimate load.
(4) The residual mainly depends on the residual load. The P–S curve is basically a horizontal line
when the load falls to 50%–70% of the ultimate load (the load is defined as the residual load Pr,
the corresponding bond strength is the average residual bond strength τr). It can be concluded
that the determinants of each stage are the characteristic loads.
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3.3. Influence Analysis of Various Factors
The bond strength between the section steel and RAC can be considered to be evenly distributed
along the length of the section steel under the push-out test conditions. The average bond strength can




where τ is the average bond stress in MPa; P is the load in N; Le is the embedded length of section steel
in mm; and C is the perimeter of section steel in mm.
3.3.1. Concrete Strength
The bond strength is basically a linear relationship with the tensile strength of RAC, and the bond
strength increases with the increase of tensile strength, as shown in Figure 8a. Equation (2) [34] was
adopted in this study, which reflects the relationship between the tensile strength and compressive
strength of RAC.









Figure 8. Relationship of bond strength and various factors: (a) concrete strength; (b) embedded length;
(c) cover thickness; (d) lateral stirrup ratio.
The relationship between the tensile strength ( ft) of RAC and the average bond strength (τ) is
obtained by statistical regression, which is fit as Equations (3)–(5).
τs = 0.125 ft + 0.431 (3)
τu = 0.511 ft + 0.549 (4)
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τr = 0.567 ft − 0.097 (5)
3.3.2. Embedded Length
The relative bond strength is defined as the ratio of the average bond strength to the tensile
strength (τ/ ft), and the relative embedded length is defined as the ratio of the embedded length to
the height of the section steel (Le/d). The relationship between the embedded length and the average
initial bond strength, the average ultimate bond strength, and the average residual bond strength are
shown in the following equations:
τs = (−0.011Le/d + 0.440) ft (6)
τu = (−0.070Le/d + 1.247) ft (7)
τr = (−0.041Le/d + 0.736) ft (8)
As can be seen from Figure 8b, the bond stress decreases as the embedded length increases.
The reduction effect of the average initial bond strength is not obvious, and the average ultimate bond
strength decreases significantly.
3.3.3. Cover Thickness
The relative cover thickness is calculated from the ratio of the cover thickness to the height of the
section steel (Css/d). The cover thickness refers to the distance between the section steel and the outer
surface of RAC. The relationship is shown in the following equations:
τs = (1.566Css/d− 0.318) ft (9)
τu = (0.983Css/d + 0.317) ft (10)
τr = (0.469Css/d + 0.243) ft (11)
It can be seen from Figure 8c that the average characteristic bond strength obviously increases
with the increase of the cover thickness.
3.3.4. Lateral Stirrup Ratio
The effect of the lateral stirrup ratio is similar to that of the cover thickness, which can effectively
prevent the lateral deformation of the RAC and delay the cracking time. The equations are as follows.
τs = (2.934ρss − 0.206) ft (12)
τu = (0.269ρss − 0.770) ft (13)
τr = (1.556ρss − 0.172) ft (14)
It can be seen from Figure 8d that the average characteristic bond strength increases with the
increase of the lateral stirrup ratio, and the average initial bond strength increases obviously. The effect
of increasing the ultimate bond strength is poor, indicating that the increase of the lateral stirrup ratio
can effectively delay the appearance of the initial crack and increase the cracking load, but the effect on
improving the average ultimate bond strength is not significant.
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3.4. Formulas
The characteristic bond load and the average characteristic bond strength of specimens are shown
in Table 5. The formulas for the average bond stress of the four factors were established by statistical





















− 0.842ρsv + 0.590) ft (17)
where τs is average initial bond strength; τu is average ultimate bond strength; τr is average residual
bond strength.
In order to verify the reliability of the formulas, the comparison was performed between the
calculation of the formulas and the experiment data from this test, as well as using data from
Yin et al. [35], Chen et al. [24], and Chen et al. [36]. The results are shown in Table 6.
Table 6 indicates that the average ultimate bond strength and the average residual bond strength
fit well, but the fitting result of the average initial bond strength has a certain error. One of the reasons
for this error is the different values of initial load between the man-made and instrument methods.
In addition, Equation (2) by Xiao et al. [34] for the tensile strength of RAC was used in this study,
but the rest of the articles adopted ordinary concrete formulas. The tensile strength of RAC under the
same compressive strength is higher than in this paper.
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4. Numerical Simulation
The simulation of interfacial bond stress is a difficult point in the simulated process of bond slip
between section steel and RAC. Nonlinear spring units were utilized to solve the problem in this study,
which included two aspects: one was the preparation of the nonlinear syntax for the inp file, and the
other was the determination of the constitutive relationship of the spring element.
4.1. Finite Element Model
4.1.1. Element and Material
The solid element C3D8R for section steel and RAC was used in this study, which is an 8-node
hexahedron reduction integral element. This element has more accurate results and saves calculation
time, and is also suitable for meshing refinement. The linear three-dimensional truss element T3D2 was
adopted for steel and stirrups, which has two nodes, each with three degrees of freedom. The steel and
stirrups were assigned as truss elements when meshing.
The experimental materials adopted in this study were described as shown in Table 7. The properties
of the steel used in the tests were determined in accordance with the “Code for Design of Concrete
Structures” [37]. The elastic properties of the second-class coarse aggregate for RAC are shown in Table 8.
The plastic damage model of Abaqus was selected for the plastic part of the RAC.






Yield Stress/MPa Plastic Strain
6 mm Steel plate 206,000 7850 0.3 354 0No. 10 channel steel
A6 Reinforcement (HPB300) 203,000 7850 0.3 310 0
B16 Reinforcement (HRB335) 206,000 7850 0.3 390 0
Table 8. Properties of concrete.
Concrete Strength Elastic Modulus/MPa Density/Kg/m3 Poisson’s Ratio
C20 18,480 1700 0.2
C30 23,420 1700 0.2
C40 28,510 1700 0.2
4.1.2. Analysis Step and Constraint
The initial incremental step was 0.02, the minimum incremental step was the default 0.00001,
and the maximum incremental step was 1000. These were set to meet the calculation requirements in
this simulation. In the interaction module, the embedding relationship was defined between the RAC
and reinforcement cage, which was made of stirrups and steel. The reference point above the surface
of the section steel acting on the displacement load was provided. The loading speed was 0.3 mm/min,
and the loading frequency was set as the amplitude. The binding constraints between the bottom slab
and the RAC were defined, and the boundary conditions at the bottom of the slab were set as fixed.
The specimen adding constraint is shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Specimen containing section steel and RAC.
4.1.3. Meshing
The mesh generation of the specimen was performed after the assembly of the components and
the constraint settings were completed, which affected the establishment of subsequent nonlinear
springs. The intersection interface for the spring element arrangement is most important, and it is
located between the section steel and the RAC. The mesh for the interface between the section steel
and the RAC was divided in order to successfully arrange the subsequent spring elements. The section
steel was cut according to the geometrical axis, as shown in Figure 10, and the section steel and RAC
parts were set as independent.
Figure 10. Mesh division for specimen containing section steel and RAC.
The node set of the interface for the section steel and the RAC was established after the mesh was
divided, as shown in Figure 11. All nodes in the node set were exported in post-processing and were
numbered using the “VLOOKUP” function in excel software.
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 11. Node set: (a) section steel; (b) RAC.




SRRC-1 is used as an example in Table 9.
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Table 9. Relationship of node for SRRC-1.
No. Section 1 Node 1 Section 2 Node 2 No. Section 1 Node 1 Section 2 Node 2
1 Tong-1 1 Xinggang-1 15 42 Tong-1 173 Xinggang-1 283
2 Tong-1 2 Xinggang-1 14 43 Tong-1 178 Xinggang-1 1116
3 Tong-1 3 Xinggang-1 13 44 Tong-1 179 Xinggang-1 792
4 Tong-1 4 Xinggang-1 24 45 Tong-1 180 Xinggang-1 791
5 Tong-1 5 Xinggang-1 23 46 Tong-1 181 Xinggang-1 790
6 Tong-1 6 Xinggang-1 22 47 Tong-1 182 Xinggang-1 789
7 Tong-1 7 Xinggang-1 21 48 Tong-1 183 Xinggang-1 1296
8 Tong-1 8 Xinggang-1 20 49 Tong-1 184 Xinggang-1 1224
9 Tong-1 9 Xinggang-1 19 50 Tong-1 185 Xinggang-1 1223
10 Tong-1 10 Xinggang-1 18 51 Tong-1 186 Xinggang-1 1222
11 Tong-1 11 Xinggang-1 17 52 Tong-1 187 Xinggang-1 1260
12 Tong-1 12 Xinggang-1 16 53 Tong-1 188 Xinggang-1 936
13 Tong-1 17 Xinggang-1 499 54 Tong-1 189 Xinggang-1 935
14 Tong-1 18 Xinggang-1 516 55 Tong-1 190 Xinggang-1 934
15 Tong-1 19 Xinggang-1 515 56 Tong-1 191 Xinggang-1 933
16 Tong-1 20 Xinggang-1 514 57 Tong-1 192 Xinggang-1 972
17 Tong-1 21 Xinggang-1 513 58 Tong-1 193 Xinggang-1 1080
18 Tong-1 22 Xinggang-1 512 59 Tong-1 194 Xinggang-1 1079
19 Tong-1 23 Xinggang-1 511 60 Tong-1 195 Xinggang-1 1078
20 Tong-1 24 Xinggang-1 510 61 Tong-1 323 Xinggang-1 320
21 Tong-1 25 Xinggang-1 509 62 Tong-1 324 Xinggang-1 356
22 Tong-1 26 Xinggang-1 508 63 Tong-1 325 Xinggang-1 137
23 Tong-1 27 Xinggang-1 507 64 Tong-1 326 Xinggang-1 68
24 Tong-1 28 Xinggang-1 506 65 Tong-1 327 Xinggang-1 140
25 Tong-1 29 Xinggang-1 505 66 Tong-1 328 Xinggang-1 461
26 Tong-1 30 Xinggang-1 504 67 Tong-1 329 Xinggang-1 392
27 Tong-1 31 Xinggang-1 503 68 Tong-1 330 Xinggang-1 497
28 Tong-1 32 Xinggang-1 502 69 Tong-1 331 Xinggang-1 245
29 Tong-1 33 Xinggang-1 501 70 Tong-1 332 Xinggang-1 176
30 Tong-1 34 Xinggang-1 500 71 Tong-1 333 Xinggang-1 248
31 Tong-1 162 Xinggang-1 319 72 Tong-1 334 Xinggang-1 284
32 Tong-1 163 Xinggang-1 355 73 Tong-1 339 Xinggang-1 1115
33 Tong-1 164 Xinggang-1 138 74 Tong-1 340 Xinggang-1 788
34 Tong-1 165 Xinggang-1 67 75 Tong-1 341 Xinggang-1 787
35 Tong-1 166 Xinggang-1 139 76 Tong-1 342 Xinggang-1 786
36 Tong-1 167 Xinggang-1 462 77 Tong-1 343 Xinggang-1 785
37 Tong-1 168 Xinggang-1 391 78 Tong-1 344 Xinggang-1 1295
38 Tong-1 169 Xinggang-1 498 79 Tong-1 345 Xinggang-1 1221
39 Tong-1 170 Xinggang-1 246 80 Tong-1 346 Xinggang-1 1220
40 Tong-1 171 Xinggang-1 175 81 Tong-1 347 Xinggang-1 1219
41 Tong-1 172 Xinggang-1 247 82 Tong-1 348 Xinggang-1 1259
Note: Table cells are expressed in absolute form; C4, D4, and E4 are the columns where the x, y, and z coordinates of
Section 1 are located. G4: G1143 represents the query columns, which correspond to the C4 column of Section 1; the
rest can be deduced by analogy. F4: F1143 is the column for the output formula.
4.1.4. Plastic Damage Model
The premise for studying the plastic damage model for RAC is reflected in the constitutive
relationship. The constitutive relationship between the compression and tension in RAC is basically the
same as that of ordinary concrete. The specific differences are reflected in several coefficients related to
the replacement rate. The equation proposed by Xiao et al. [38] was used for calculation in this study.
The stress and strain at different strength levels are shown in Table 10.











C20 16.408 0.00124 1.396 0.00008 18,480
C30 24.647 0.00147 1.830 0.00010 23,420
C40 34.291 0.00168 2.281 0.00011 28,510
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The plastic damage model of concrete is mainly used to provide a universal analysis model for
analyzing the structure of concrete under cyclic and dynamic loads. This model is based on plastic and
isotropic failure assumptions, and it can be used in unidirectional loading, cyclic loading, and other
functions [39].
The evolution of the yield or failure surface is controlled by ε̃inc and ε̃int , where ε̃
in
c represents a
compressive inelastic strain and ε̃int represents a tensile inelastic strain.
ε̃inc = εc − εel0c (18)
εel0c = σc/E0 (19)
Let the plastic strain in the inelastic strain be ε̃plc , then the proportion of the inelastic strain is βc,















σt + (1− βt)ε̃int E0
(22)
where dc is the concrete compression damage factor; dt is the concrete tensile damage factor; σc is the
peak compressive stress of RAC; σt is the peak tensile stress of RAC; βc is 0.6; βt is 0.8; ε̃inc is the inelastic
compressive strain of RAC; ε̃int is the inelastic tensile strain of RAC.
4.1.5. F–D Relation of Nonlinear Spring Unit
The constitutive relationship of the spring unit was determined before the establishment of the
nonlinear spring unit, and was determined according to the constitutive relationship of the average bond
strength at the loading end of the specimen. The interface between the section steel and RAC had three
directions, namely longitudinal tangential, normal, and transverse tangential directions. The experiments
proved that in the case of structural failure: first, the normal and transverse tangential deformation were
much smaller than the longitudinal tangential deformation; second, the longitudinal tangential interaction
was characterized by the bond slip phenomenon in the section steel and RAC. The Force-Displacement
curve (F–D curve) consistent with the longitudinal tangential direction was employed by the spring element
constitutive relationship, because the transverse tangential assumption was consistent with the longitudinal
tangential interaction. The law-up interaction was set to a spring element with infinite stiffness because it
was subjected to pressure and had high stiffness. The spring element F–D relationship is calculated by:
F = τ × A (23)
where A is the area occupied the spring connection surface, with the calculation diagram shown in
Figure 12.
The F–D relationship of the springs under each node can be calculated through the bond slip
constitutive relation, which was obtained from the test. However, the calculated F–D relationship did
not pass through the coordinate origin and did not satisfy the input requirements of Abaqus, so it was
processed. It was completely symmetrically processed in its negative direction in order to complete
the F–D curve. The F–D relationship is shown in Figure 13 (taking the intermediate node of the spring
at SRRC-1 as an example).
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Figure 12. Schematic diagram of the force area calculation for the spring element.
Figure 13. F–D curve for intermediate node spring element of SRRC-1.
4.1.6. Rewriting of Inp File
In this paper, the specific method used in addition of the nonlinear spring unit was as follows: the
linear spring was first added to the simulated specimen, then the keywords in the inp file were found,
and finally the linear spring was rewritten. The precautions were as follows: first, the rewritten inp file
could not be imported into Computer Aided Engineering(CAE) and was applied by Abaqus command
operation; second, the added maximum spring force was greater than the maximum force balanced
with it; third, the nonlinear stiffness was symmetrically defined in the case of convenience and without
affecting the result.






Serial number, part one, node one, part two, node two
Nonlinear constitutive relations and corresponding nodes were replaced in order to reduce the
length of the article, as shown above. It should be noted that “nonlinear” was required as a keyword
after the spring set, indicating that all springs in the set were nonlinear. Two points should be noted
when adding nonlinear constitutive relations: one is that the F–D curve needs to pass the coordinate
origin, and the other is that the force is connected by “,” in the middle of the displacement. For example,
in 570, 0.00005, 570 means the force is 570N, and 0.00005 means 0.00005 m. When adding multiple sets of
spring sets, the serial number of the corresponding node should be accumulated at once, otherwise the
nonlinear stiffness will be overwritten by subsequent coverage, resulting in the failure of multiple sets for
spring addition.
In this paper, each set of springs had a total of 1140 nodes and each specimen contained three
sets of springs, which were longitudinal tangential, transverse tangential, and normal. Nine sets of
specimens were simulated and the results were as outlined in the following subsections.
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4.2. Analysis
The model of the nine specimens was simulated. Taking SRRC-1 as an example, the Mises stress
nephogram of the section steel and RAC are shown in Figure 14. It can be seen that the normal stress of the
section steel gradually decreased from the loading end to the free end, because the stress point was directly
coupled with the section steel. The loading end of the RAC is connected to the section steel only through a
nonlinear spring, and the free end is directly contact with the steel plate. Therefore, for the RAC, the free
end is directly stressed and the normal stress gradually decreases from the free end to the loading end.
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 14. Mises stress nephogram of SRRC-1: (a) section steel; (b) RAC.
This study mainly investigated longitudinal shear stress. The stress nephograms of the specimen
in the direction of S23 (S23 stands for shear stress in Abaqus) are shown in Figures 15 and 16. It can be
seen that the longitudinal shear stress is relatively uniform distribution along the embedded length.
The bond strength is weakest at the outside of the lower flange, and it is greatest at the inside of the
lower flange and at the upper flange, which are the main bearing parts of the flange. The bond strength
at the inner side of the web is equivalent to the outer side of the lower flange, which is much smaller
than the bond strength at the outer side of the web.
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(c) 
Figure 16. The cutting stress nephograms of RAC at different directions along the section steel: (a) the
lower flange; (b) the upper flange; (c) the web.
According to the stress nephograms, the main failure surfaces in the bond slip of the specimens
are the upper flange of the section steel, the inner side of the lower flange, and the outer side of the
web. It is added that the bond strength of the outer side of the lower flange and the inner side of the
web is much smaller than in the above three sides. Therefore, a certain process must be carried out on
the outer side of the section steel flange and the inner side of the web, such as increasing the contact
reaction area with the RAC and increasing the mechanical bite force with the RAC. The purpose of this
is to enhance the characteristic bond strength of the specimen.
4.2.1. Comparison
As shown in Figure 17, the simulation figure is compared with the experimental figure. It can be
seen that the simulation curves are basically consistent with the test curves. The initial load is basically
equal with the ultimate load. The residual load has a slight error, which is within ±0.2 MPa and is
reasonable. This is consistent with the test showing that SRRC-4, SRRC-7, and SRRC-8 belong to Type















Figure 17. Simulation and test curves of τ-s: (a) SRRC-1; (b) SRRC-2; (c) SRRC-3; (d) SRRC-4; (e) SRRC-5;
(f) SRRC-6; (g) SRRC-7; (h) SRRC-8; (i) SRRC-9.
It can be seen that the simulation results of initial bond strength, ultimate bond strength,
and residual bond strength are basically equal with the test results. In the limit state, the slip value
corresponding to the characteristic bond strength is larger than the test value, and the difference is
within 0.15–0.65 mm. The slip value is close to the test value in the residual state, and the difference is
within 0–0.15 mm.
In order to further verify the reliability of the simulation results, the experimental data in Chen et
al. [24] and Yang et al. [40] were simulated by the numerical simulation method used in this study,
and similar results were obtained.
4.2.2. Error Analysis
There are two reasons that the slip value corresponding to the characteristic bond strength is
larger than the test value in the limited state:
(1) The bond stress–slip constitutive relationship between section steel and RAC is related to the
embedded length of the section steel [32]. However, the constitutive relationship adopted in this
study does not consider the influence of the position function, so there is an error in the slip value.
(2) From P–S curves of each specimen, it was found that the loading end and the free end slipped
almost simultaneously, however, the free end began to slip when the loading end had reached the
limited load. The finite element method (FEM) was also a factor that caused error.
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5. Conclusions
In this study, nine push-out specimens were designed to study the bond behavior and the bond
slip between section steel and RAC, and four factor effects of the concrete strength were investigated.
Numerical analysis was conducted, and the simulation and test data were analyzed. The results are
summarized as follows:
(1) The specimens were divided into splitting failure and bursting failure modes. The former is a
typical failure mode, where the initial crack starts from the loading end and gradually extends to
the free end. The latter is an atypical failure mode, where the initial crack in the middle of the
flange side of the specimen gradually extends to both ends.
(2) The P–S curves were analyzed and classified into Type (I) and Type (II) according to the
characteristic load. The initial load of the former is greater than the residual load value, and the
latter is smaller than the residual load value. Type (II) occurs more easily due to increases of the
cover thickness and the lateral stirrup ratio.
(3) The relationships between the characteristic bond strength and the concrete strength, the embedded
length, the cover thickness, and the lateral stirrup ratio were analyzed. The characteristic bond
strength increased with the increase of the concrete strength, the cover thickness, and the lateral
stirrup ratio, and it decreased with the increase of the embedded length of the section steel.
(4) The FEM was used to simulate the specimens, and the simulation results were analyzed by
comparing them with the experiment data. The analysis of the results showed that developed
model is capable of representing the characteristic bond strength value between section steel and
RAC with sufficient accuracy, and the main differences of bond slip between the simulation and
the test results are the slippage at the limit state and the moment at which the free end starts
to slip.
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Featured Application: The effects of the recycled aggregate replacement rate and water–cement
ratio on shrinkage and creep properties were analyzed. The degree of shrinkage and creep of
ordinary concrete and recycled aggregate concrete at different ages were compared. A coefficient
of increase and a coefficient of contraction increase of the attached mortar were proposed.
Based on the old attached mortar, a shrinkage and creep model of recycled aggregate concrete
was established.
Abstract: The significant difference between recycled aggregate and natural aggregate is the content
of the attached mortar layer. With the increase of the replacement rate of recycled aggregate,
the shrinkage and creep of recycled aggregate concrete is significantly increased. In this paper, 180-day
shrinkage and creep tests of recycled aggregate concrete with different water–cement ratios were
designed in order to analyze the effect of the substitution rate and water–cement ratio on shrinkage
and creep properties. The results show that the shrinkage strain of recycled aggregate concrete with a
substitution rate of 50% and 100% at 180 days is 26% and 48% higher than that of ordinary concrete,
respectively, and the growth of group II is 22% and 47%, respectively. When the load was 180 days old,
the creep coefficient of recycled aggregate concrete with a substitution rate of 50% and 100% in group
I increased by 19.6% and 39.6%, respectively compared with ordinary concrete, and group II increased
by 23.6% and 44.3%, respectively. Based on the difference of adhering mortar content, the creeping
increase coefficient and shrinkage increase coefficient of the attached mortar were proposed, and a
shrinkage and creep model of recycled aggregate concrete was established. When compared with the
experimental results, the model calculation results met the accuracy requirements.
Keywords: recycled aggregate concrete; shrinkage and creep; attached mortar; prediction model
1. Introduction
The recycling of construction waste (RCW) refers to the crushing of construction waste to obtain
different types of products and reuse them as resources. An important product of RCW is recycled
aggregate, which itself is attached to old mortar that is difficult to peel due to the limitation of
crushing technology. Therefore, it can be approximated that recycled aggregate is a two-phase material
composed of the old mortar and the natural aggregate wrapped therewith. Recycled aggregate concrete
(RAC) refers to recycled aggregate, which is made by crushing and classifying waste concrete and
mixing according to a certain proportion, and partially or completely replacing the natural aggregate to
make new concrete referred to as RAC [1]. RAC not only digests waste concrete and solves the problem
of a serious shortage of natural resources, but also meets the requirements of existing specifications
under reasonable design. It is a green building material worthy of promotion. At present, domestic
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and foreign countries have given eager attention and long-term exploration of RAC, especially towards
the shrinkage and creep of the concrete, which can cause structural deterioration and safety problems.
Based on a number of research reports on concrete shrinkage and creep [2–4], the effects of concrete
shrinkage and creep mainly include the increase of beam deflection and the reduction of structural
bearing capacity. In addition, the shrinkage and creep of the concrete can also cause prestressing loss
of the prestressed members and secondary internal forces that create the structure. In the local area
of the concrete, due to the shrinkage of internal stress, it is easy for problems such as cracks on the
outer surface of the member to be created. In view of the fact that RAC has properties close to that of
ordinary concrete [5–12], the structural adverse effects caused by shrinkage and creep are similar or
even more serious than in natural concrete. Therefore, the research on the shrinkage and creep of RAC
has an irreplaceable significance.
Many scholars have conducted relevant research on the importance of the shrinkage and creep
of RAC. Domingo-Cabo et al. [13] studied the shrinkage and creep tests of RAC with different
substitution rates. The results show that with the increase of the replacement rate of recycled
aggregates, the shrinkage and creep deformation of RAC increases. However, there is a lack of
in-depth exploration of the impact of factors. Geng et al. [14] conducted experimental research on
the creep behavior of RAC with different water–cement ratios of base concrete. The results show
that the creep properties of recycled base concrete with a low water–cement ratio are significantly
affected by recycled coarse aggregate (RCA), and the establishment of a prediction model for the creep
of recycled base concrete needs to consider the influence of the water–cement ratio. However, the
effects of different recycled aggregate-attached mortars on shrinkage and creep have not been deeply
considered. Adam et al. [15] studied the shrinkage and creep of RAC based on three factors: curing
condition, loading age, and axial stress level. The experimental results show that the corresponding
average ratios of the shrinkage strain of RAC of a 50% and 100% substitution rate are 1.21 and 1.71,
compared to ordinary concrete. Guo et al. [16] devoted himself to the study of the effect of old adhesive
mortar on the creep of RAC. Based on the experimental data, it is proposed that the RAC with a 100%
substitution rate develops more rapidly and the amplitude is 1.6 times larger than that of traditional
concrete. Miguel et al. [17] explored the effect of recycled aggregates from Portuguese construction
and demolition waste on the shrinkage and creep properties of concrete. The results showed that the
creep coefficient of the 12 recycled aggregates tested at 91 days was 0.22 to 1.63. This proves that the
shrinkage prediction model of ordinary concrete is not suitable for RAC, so research on a prediction
model of the shrinkage and creep of RAC has become the focus of solving the problem of the shrinkage
and creep of RAC.
Fathifazl et al. [18] pointed out that the prediction model of RAC creep should consider the
influence of mortar attached to the aggregate surface. Based on the MC90 model, the predicted values
of the model agree well with the experimental values. Brito et al. [19] studied the Gómez-Soberón test
data, and the concrete creep coefficient was corrected considering the difference in apparent density or
water absorption between recycled aggregate and natural aggregate. Based on the European standard
EC2 model, Brito (D) and Brito (R) obtained two kinds of RAC creep prediction models. The prediction
accuracy of the two models is good. Tošic et al. [20] explored the effect of recycled aggregates on the
creep of concrete. It was pointed out that when using the creep prediction model of fib Model Code 2010
to predict the creep coefficient of RAC, the creep coefficient of RAC is underestimated relative to the
performance of the model on the accompanying natural aggregate concrete (NAC). At the same time,
compared with NAC, RAC shows a larger creep coefficient, and the average increase in the coefficient
of creep is 39% for RAC at full replacement rate. Silva et al. [21] studied the correction coefficient
of the concrete creep of different recycled aggregates and a prediction model suitable for recycled
aggregate concrete. Compared with conventional concrete, the use of recycled aggregate to absorb part
of the mixed water and cement slurry for coating produces a stronger ITZ (Interface transition zone),
which can reduce the creep strain by up to 23%. Liu et al. [22] explored the calculation method of the
long-term deformation of recycled concrete beams based on the creep adjustment coefficient. At the
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same time, the adjustment coefficient of the mortar creep bond was proposed. Three typical ordinary
concrete shrinkage and creep prediction models were modified and used for long-term deformation
calculation of recycled concrete beams. Luo et al. [23] proposed a model for the shrinkage and creep of
RAC that considered the two factors of the regenerated aggregate grade and substitution rate, and the
regression coefficient was used to obtain the influence coefficient expression. This can quantitatively
calculate the influence coefficient of the shrinkage and creep of recycled aggregates with different
quality and different substitution rates. Luo et al. [24] studied the influence coefficient of aggregate
pretreatment on the creep behavior of RAC. Xiao et al. [25] corrected the q2 and q4 parameters in the
B3 model based on the test results. Considering the influence of the replacement rate of the RCA, the
calculated results of the modified model were in good agreement with the experimental results.
However, the existing method of proposing the correction coefficient by a certain influencing factor
fails to establish the prediction model of the shrinkage and creep of RAC. In particular, for the effect
of recycled aggregate-attached mortar on concrete shrinkage and creep, there is a lack of predictive
models with universal significance. In this paper, the key difference between recycled aggregate and
natural aggregate-attachment mortar is taken as the entry point, and the coefficient of increase and the
coefficient of contraction increase of the attached mortar are proposed. Based on the two increasing
factors, the shrinkage and creep model of RAC is established, and the applicability of the model
is checked.
2. Shrinkage and Creep Test of Recycled Aggregate Concrete
2.1. Materials
The test materials were selected from PC32.5R ordinary Portland cement, natural coarse aggregate,
RCA, natural fine aggregate, ordinary fine sand, and urban tap water. The RCA was provided by
Shaanxi Science and Technology Environmental Protection Co., Ltd. (Xi’an, China), and its physical
properties are shown in Table 1.



















aggregate 2458 17.0 1.33 3.83 29.5 51.2 16.0 3.3
Natural coarse
aggregate 2658 10.6 4.21 0.69 98.7 — 1.3
2.2. Mix Proportion Design
According to JGJ55-2011 [26] “Ordinary concrete mix design rules”, the mixing ratio of natural
aggregate concrete (NAC) was calculated. The mixing ratio of RAC was replaced by equal mass.
The natural coarse aggregate in ordinary concrete was replaced by RCA. Considering that the water
absorption of the RCA is higher than that of the natural coarse aggregate, a certain amount of additional
water was added, which was 3.83% of the mass of the RCA. The concrete slump of each component
during mixing is about 90 mm. The proportions of each group and the compressive strength of the
concrete cubes are shown in Table 2.
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NAC-I 0 0.527 370 195 1185 - 660 - 33.3
RAC-50-I 50 0.527 370 195 592.5 592.5 660 22.69 31.6
RAC-100-I 100 0.527 370 195 - 1185 660 45.38 32.4
NAC-II 0 0.40 500 200 1086 - 611 - 35.1
RAC-50-II 50 0.40 500 200 543 543 611 20.8 32.3
RAC-100-II 100 0.40 500 200 - 1086 611 41.6 30.9
Note: Group I was the water–cement ratio (w/c) = 0.527 sample; Group II was the water–cement ratio = 0.4 sample.
The additional water was calculated to take 3.83% of the weight of the recycled coarse aggregate under consideration
of the water absorption rate of the recycled coarse aggregate.
2.3. Specimen Design
The creep test of RAC was carried out in accordance with “Test Method for Long-term Performance
and Durability of Ordinary Concrete” [27]. The creep specimen size was 100 mm × 100 mm × 400 mm,
the shrinkage specimen size was 100 mm × 100 mm × 515 mm, cubic specimen size was 150 mm × 150
mm × 150 mm, and prismatic specimen size was 150 mm × 150 mm × 300 mm. The specific number of
specimens and uses is shown in Table 3.










NAC-I 3 6 3 2
A Cube: Cube used to determine the
compressive strength.
B Prisms: Three were used to determine the
ultimate bearing capacity and three were
used to determine the elastic modulus.
RAC-50-I 3 6 3 2
RAC-100-I 3 6 3 2
NAC-II 3 6 3 2
RAC-50-II 3 6 3 2
RAC-100-II 3 6 3 2
2.4. Test Loading Process
The creep testing of RAC was carried out using a spring-loaded compression creeper that was
loaded with a jack. The load was controlled by a pressure sensor and a digital electronic displacement
meter, and the constant value of the load was maintained by the spring reaction force. The creep
loading device and shrink test device are shown in Figure 1.
(1) The creep specimens were maintained for 28 days. The prism compressive strength of the
specimens under the same conditions was tested before loading. The electronic displacement
meter was checked for zero and the initial reading was recorded.
(2) After the completion of the alignment, it started loading in time and the creep stress was taken as
60% of the measured prismatic compressive strength.
(3) The deformation values of the test piece were read at 1 day, 3 days, 7 days, 14 days, 28 days,
45 days, 60 days, 90 days, 120 days, 150 days, and 180 days after loading, and the shrinkage value
of the shrinkage test piece in the same environment was recorded.
(4) The load was checked regularly after loading. If the load changed by more than 2%, the correct
load was applied, and the nut on the screw was tightened to make up for it.
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Figure 1. Site loading schematic.
3. Test Results and Analysis
3.1. Analysis of Shrinkage Test Results
The shrinkage of RAC with different substitution rates at 180 days is shown in Figure 2.
The shrinkage of RAC is similar to that of normal concrete. At 180 days, the shrinkage of RAC
with a 50% and 100% substitution rate in group I increased by 26% and 48%, respectively, compared
with that of ordinary concrete, and the shrinkage of RAC with a 50% and 100% substitution rate in
group II was increased by 22% % and 47%, respectively, compared with that of ordinary concrete.
As the replacement rate of RCA increased, the shrinkage of RAC also increased. In the early stage of
shrinkage, the shrinkage of RAC increased faster and shrank faster, and then the rate of shrinkage
decreased and slowed down. The shrinkage tended to be gentle until 120 days, and about 95% of




Figure 2. Shrinkage deformation curve of RAC with different water–cement ratios. (a) w/c = 0.527;
(b) w/c = 0.4. Note: εsh indicates shrinkage strain and is dimensionless; k indicates the slope and is
dimensionless; ts indicates the age of the concrete at the start of drying; t indicates the age of the concrete.
In the early stage of shrinkage, the shrinkage deformation of normal concrete with w/c = 0.4 was
close to that of normal concrete with w/c = 0.527, and then the deviation between them gradually
increased. Normal concrete shrinkage with w/c= 0.527 at 180 days was 11% higher than normal concrete
shrinkage with w/c = 0.4. At 180 days, the shrinkage deformation of RAC with w/c = 0.527 increased by
14% and 12%, respectively, compared with that of RAC with a substitution rate of 50% and 100% with
w/c = 0.4. This shows that the water–cement ratio is not the main factor affecting the shrinkage of RAC.
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As the age increased, the shrinkage of RAC was not affected by the water–cement ratio. In addition,
both groups of RAC and ordinary concrete showed an obvious shrinkage development trend in the first
30 days: The average shrinkage slope reached 10.76 and 9.22, respectively; the shrinkage development
trend of each group of samples slowed down and contracted from 30 days to 86 days, and the average
slope decreased to 2.37 and 2.06, respectively; the shrinkage trend of each group tended to be stable
from 90 days to 180 days, and the average shrinkage slopes approached 0.56 and 0.60, respectively.
Comparing the changes in the average shrinkage slopes of the two water–cement ratios, it was found
that the water–cement ratio had a more obvious influence on the trend of early shrinkage. The average
shrinkage slope of the w/c = 0.527 sample increased by 16.7% in the first stage (≤30 days) compared to
the w/c = 0.4 sample; the second stage of the increase in value accounted for 17.7% of the first stage; the
third stage of the average slope slightly decreased to account for 2.3% of the first stage.
Similarly to ordinary concrete, the main cause of the shrinkage of RAC is cement mortar hardening,
internal moisture loss, and deformation caused by volume reduction. However, the shrinkage of RAC
is higher than that of ordinary concrete, and as the substitution rate increases, the amount of shrinkage
also increases. On the one hand, this is because the micro-cracks inside the RCA cause a decrease in the
elastic modulus and strength, resulting in a reduced ability to restrain the shrinkage, a smaller volume
loss, and a larger shrinkage deformation. On the other hand, compared with ordinary concrete, due to
the presence of the old cement mortar, which is not easily peeled off on the surface of the RCA, the total
amount of mortar of the RAC is larger under the same mix ratio, and the shrinkage is mainly caused
by the hardening of the cement mortar. Therefore, the shrinkage of RAC in the same environment is
stronger than that of ordinary concrete.
3.2. Analysis of Creep Test Results
The creep curve of RAC at 180 days is shown in Figure 3. The creep of RAC is similar to that of
ordinary concrete. At 180 days, the creep coefficient of RAC with a 50% and 100% substitution rate in
group I increased by 19.6% and 39.6%, respectively, compared with that of ordinary concrete. The creep
coefficient of RAC with a 50% and 100% substitution rate in group II was 23.6% and 44.3% higher than
that of ordinary concrete, respectively. At the initial stage of loading, the creep of RAC with a 50%
and 100% substitution rate increased faster than that of ordinary concrete, and the creep coefficient
was always higher than ordinary concrete. The creep growth rate decreased with the passage of time,
but the decrease rate of the creep growth rate of ordinary concrete that was close to the creep coefficient
of RAC was small. At 120 days, the creep development of all three creeps tended to be flat, and about




Figure 3. Creep coefficient curve of RAC. (a) w/c = 0.527; (b) w/c = 0.4. Note: εsh indicates shrinkage
strain and is dimensionless; k indicates the slope and is dimensionless; t0 indicates the loading age of
concrete; t indicates the age of the concrete.
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At the initial stage of loading, the creep of normal concrete with w/c = 0.4 was faster than that
of normal concrete with w/c = 0.527, and the creep coefficient was higher than the latter. After that,
the creep growth rate of normal concrete with w/c = 0.4 decreased and that of ordinary concrete with
w/c = 0.527 increased rapidly. When loading to 180 days, the creep coefficient of normal concrete with
w/c = 0.527 increased by 43.8% compared with that of RAC with w/c = 0.4. For the RAC with w/c = 0.4
and a substitution rate of 50% and 100%, the creep development trend was the same. At 180 days,
the creep coefficient of RAC with w/c = 0.527 increased by 40% and 38.7%, respectively, compared with
that of RAC with a substitution rate of 50% and 100% with w/c = 0.4. This shows that the water–cement
ratio is an important factor affecting the creep of RAC. The high water–cement ratio and the large
amount of recycled mortar have a significant effect on creep.
4. Creep and Shrinkage Model of Recycled Aggregate Concrete
At present, there are many models of shrinkage and creep of ordinary concrete at home and
abroad. In this paper, five typical models are selected, which are the CEB-FIP 1990 model [28], ACI209R
1992 model [29], GL2000 model [30], B3 model [31], and GB50010 model [32]. Based on the five models,
the recycled aggregate attached mortar is taken as the research object, the increasing coefficient of the
attached mortar is put forward, and the shrinkage creep model of the RAC is established.
4.1. Creep Increasing Coefficient of Attached Mortar
Fathifazl et al. [18] considered that natural aggregate was replaced by mass or volume percentage
when RAC was prepared by traditional methods. Compared with ordinary concrete, a certain amount
of cement mortar is wrapped on the surface of the recycled aggregate. The content of natural aggregate
in the RAC prepared by the conventional method is decreased and the content of the total mortar is
increased. The elastic modulus of the component is decreased, and the shrinkage and the amount of
creep are increased. It is assumed that the RCA is a two-phase material composed of residual cement
mortar and natural aggregate, and the mortar in the RAC consists of residual cement mortar and new
cement mortar on the aggregate surface. Based on the creep test results of RAC, the residual cement






















According to the composition of RCA, the following equation holds:
vRCA = vAM + vOVA, mRCA = mAM + mOVA, (4)
mRCA = vRCA × ρRCA, mAM = vAM × ρAM, (5)
mOVA = vOVA × ρOVA. (6)
In the equation, V is volume (m3); m is quality (kg); ρ is apparent density (kg/m3).
The parameter MAM is the mass ratio of the attached mortar and the RCA. MAM = mAM/mRCA,
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and vAM = vRCA ×MAM × ρRCAρAM .
Simultaneous equations:
vAM = vRCA × [1− (1−MAM)ρRCAρOVA ], (8)
VAM = VRCA × [1− (1−MAM)ρRCAρOVA ]. (9)



























Equation (3) can be rewritten as
CAM =








In order to simplify the expression, the approximate ρRCA = ρOVA is considered, and the





















4.2. Shrinkage Increasing Coefficient of Attached Mortar
Concrete is constrained by aggregates, so its dry shrinkage is lower than that of pure grout [33].
The shrinkage of concrete is mainly caused by the hydration of cement mortar. The size of a few coarse
aggregates is unstable. However, most of the coarse aggregates have the same size, a large elastic
modulus, high crush index, and good restraint on concrete shrinkage. Therefore, the shrinkage of
concrete depends on the amount and rigidity of the coarse aggregate in concrete. Considering the
combined effect of aggregate content and rigidity, the prediction equation of the shrinkage strain of
ordinary concrete is as follows:





In the equation, SNAC—the shrinkage strain of ordinary concrete; STP—the shrinkage strain of
cement slurry in common concrete under the same conditions; VNACTP —the volume of the total cement
slurry in the ordinary concrete; α—empirical coefficient. The change range is 1.2–1.7 and the average
is 1.45.
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Because of the two-phase nature of RCA, the total mortar content in RAC is composed of attached
mortar and fresh mortar. The shrinkage strain of RAC can be expressed as the following equation:





It is assumed that the shrinkage characteristics of cement mortar in RAC are the same as those of














. Since the shrinkage of RAC is related to the volume of the total mortar, the volume























(1) The development law of the shrinkage and creep of RAC is similar to that of ordinary concrete.
At 180 days, compared with ordinary concrete, the shrinkage of group I RAC with a substitution rate
of 50% and 100% was increased by 26% and 48%, respectively, and the group II RAC was increased
by 22% and 47%, respectively. When the load was 180 days old, compared with ordinary concrete,
the creep rate of group I RAC with a substitution rate of 50% and 100% was increased by 19.6%
and 39.6%, respectively, and group II was increased by 23.6% and 44.3%, respectively. With the
increase of the replacement rate of recycled aggregate, the shrinkage and creep of RAC increased
significantly, which indicates that the substitution rate is an important factor affecting the shrinkage
and creep of RAC, and the water–cement ratio has more significant effects on the creep of RAC.
(2) The effect of the substitution rate on the shrinkage and creep of RAC is caused by the adhesion
of mortar. As the substitution rate increases, the porosity of the attached mortar increases the
degree of concrete shrinkage. The increase of the water–cement ratio leads to an increase in the
proportion of the attached mortar in the RAC. More adherence of the mortar pores weakens the
restraint performance of the RAC, which in turn reduces the resistance of the RAC to creep.
(3) The key difference between recycled aggregate and natural aggregate is the difference in the
content of the attached mortar. In this paper, the contraction point was used to calculate the
shrinkage strain and creep coefficient of the RAC shrinkage model, and the attached mortar
increase coefficient method was also used. The calculated value of the model takes into account
the effect of the recycled mortar itself on the shrinkage and creep of the recycled concrete.
The difference between the calculated value and the experimental value is small and can meet the
accuracy requirements well.
(4) Based on the difference of the attached mortar, effective shrinkage and creep of RAC can be
established, and the shrinkage and creep of RAC will show a different development trend from
ordinary concrete as the age increases. At the same time, according to the same research ideas,
a complete prediction model of the shrinkage and creep of RAC with a full-service life cycle can
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be established, and the calculation method of the long-term deformation of RAC with significant
influence on shrinkage and creep can be carried out.
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